
Job Description
 � Process and analyze sales data; gather additional data sources that would improve model accuracy
 � Analyze price elasticity on promotions and develop algorithms to optimize promotional budgets
 � Build mathematical models to represent demand forecasting at various levels.
 � Prototype these models by using high-level modeling languages such as R or in software languages such 

as Python. A software team will be working with you to transform prototypes into production.
 � Create, enhance, and maintain technical documentation, and present to other scientists and business 

leaders.

Work Environment
 � 5-6 member team; 
 � typical work hours: 8 - 5.

Job Requirements
PhD in Machine Learning, Statistics, Applied Mathematics or a related quantitative field or a Master’s degree 
in the related fields

 � Working knowledge of data cleaning, machine learning, and analytics techniques.
 � Fluency in R, Python or a similar modeling language and in SQL
 � Proficiency in at least one modern programming language such as Java or C++ (Opt)
 � 2+ years of industry experience
 � Experience with large data sets
 � Knowledge of scripting for automation (e.g. Python, Perl, Ruby)
 � Working knowledge of visualization tools (e.g. Tableau, Shiny, D3)

Data Scientist 
3SC Analytics

01-04-2020
3500-5000 EUR/month

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
 � Enhance existing systems by analysing business objectives, preparing an action plan and identifying areas 

for modification and improvement. 
 � Maintain existing software systems by identifying and correcting software defect 
 � Investigate and develop skills in new technologies 
 � Create technical specifications and test plans 

Job Requirements
 � Must have experience in MVC
 � Experience in Angular JS.
 � Experience in WebApi.
 � Solid understanding of object-oriented programming (OOP) and computer science
 � Foundations, such as memory management and low-level algorithm performance
 � Deep knowledge of the .NET 3.5/4.0 Framework, including Visual Studio 2008, VB.NET, ASP.NET
 � ASMX and WCF Web Services, and ADO.NET. REST Web Services a plus
 � Strong knowledge of software implementation best practices
 � Ability to design and optimize SQL Server 2008 stored procedures
 � Experience with JQuery or similar technologies

IT Developer 
3SC Analytics

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
 � Enhance existing systems by analysing business objectives, preparing an action plan and identifying areas 

for modification and improvement. 
 � Maintain existing software systems by identifying and correcting software defect 
 � Investigate and develop skills in new technologies 
 � Create technical specifications and test plans 

Job Requirements
 � Good understanding of object-oriented programming (OOP) and computer science 
 � Foundations, such as memory management and low-level algorithm performance 
 � Good to have experience in MVC/Angular JS/Web Api/NET 3.5/4.0 Framework, including Visual Studio 

2008, ASP.NET
 � Ability to design and optimize SQL Server 
 � Ability to adapt quickly to an existing environment 
 � Ability to quickly learn new concepts and software is necessary 
 � Good knowledge on Logistic Process will be added advantage 
 � Ability to work in fast paced environment and quickly learn new software technologies 

IT Intern 
3SC Analytics

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Wil jij complexe datavraagstukken oplossen voor een betere samenleving? Dan is het data science traineeship 
van de Autoriteit Consument en Markt (ACM), de Autoriteit Financiële Markten (AFM) en de Nederlandse 
Zorgautoriteit (NZa) echt iets voor jou. Per 1 september hebben wij opnieuw plek voor zes talenten dus meld 
je snel aan! 

Gezamenlijk organiseren wij een traineeship voor enthousiaste en gedreven data scientists. Het is een unieke 
kans om een kijkje in de keuken van drie toezichthouders te nemen. Samen met hoogopgeleide professionals 
werk je mee aan maatschappelijke onderwerpen zoals betaalbare zorg, een eerlijke en transparante financiële 
sector én een gelijk speelveld voor consumenten. Zo leer je de boeiende wereld van het toezicht kennen én 
geef je tegelijkertijd een kickstart aan jouw carrière als data scientist. 

Wat ga je doen?

In twee jaar tijd werk je mee aan uiteenlopende opdrachten, vaak in multidisciplinaire teams en met ervaren 
data scientists. Bij iedere toezichthouder werk je acht maanden. Tegelijkertijd volg je een intensief en leerzaam 
opleidingsprogramma om je op zowel inhoudelijk als persoonlijk vlak te ontwikkelen. Je krijgt coaching, 
intervisie en trainingen op maat.  

Je werkt aan brede actuele thema’s en zet daarbij jouw data analyse skills in voor een betere samenleving. 
Wij leiden jou op tot een data scientist die nieuwe inzichten creëert en risico’s binnen de diverse markten 
blootlegt. Je maakt hierbij gebruik van machine learning, data visualisatie en statistische modellen. In grote 
hoeveelheden data zoek je naar afwijkende patronen, doe je marktverkenningen, maak je simulaties en 
impactanalyses en ontwikkel je dashboards. 

Work Environment
Wat bieden wij jou? 

 � De kans om kennis te maken met toezicht in al zijn facetten en de mogelijkheid om je data skills 
betekenisvol in te zetten;

 � De mogelijkheid om samen te werken met gedreven, hoogopgeleide collega’s die zich inzetten voor een 
betere samenleving. Daarnaast vorm je met de andere data science trainees een team waarin je kennis en 
ervaring uitwisselt;

 � Een uitgebreid opleidingsprogramma, waar leren en presteren worden gecombineerd; 
 � Je wordt on the job gecoacht en hebt een vaste mentor die jou begeleidt;
 � Een tweejarig contract en de kans daarna, bij goed functioneren, in te stromen op een vaste positie bij de 

ACM, de AFM of de NZa;
 � Een marktconform salaris van € 2.871 op basis van 36 uur, exclusief vakantiegeld en  een eindejaarsuitkering. 

Daarnaast krijg je een tweede klas OV-kaart.

Job Requirements
Wat vragen wij van jou? 

Uiteraard gaat jouw hart sneller kloppen van data analyse. Je bent leergierig, ambitieus en analytisch zeer 
sterk. Daarnaast ben je een nieuwsgierige teamspeler die altijd op zoek is naar nieuwe toepassingen. Je past je 
gemakkelijk aan in nieuwe situaties. 

Data Science Traineeship 
Autoriteit Consument en Markt (ACM)

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Om in aanmerking te komen voor ons data science traineeship ben of heb jij daarnaast:

 � Uiterlijk op 1 september 2020 een afgeronde WO opleiding, bij voorkeur in een exacte richting, zoals 
data science, wiskunde, econometrie, natuurkunde, neuroscience, computer science of (technische) 
bedrijfskunde;

 � Bij voorkeur ervaring met modelleren en/of programmeren en kennis van toegepaste statistiek;
 � Een goede beheersing van de Nederlandse taal;
 � Bereid te reizen naar Den Haag (ACM), Amsterdam (AFM) en Utrecht (NZa).

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Atradius provides trade credit insurance, surety and collections services worldwide through a strategic presence 
in 50 countries. Atradius has access to credit information on 200 million companies worldwide. Its credit 
insurance, bonding and collections products help protect companies throughout the world from payment risks 
associated with selling products and services on trade credit. Atradius forms part of Grupo Catalana Occidente, 
one of the leading insurers in Spain and worldwide in credit insurance.

Atradius IT Services (ITS) is part of the Atradius Group, and is responsible for all worldwide ICT services for 
Atradius. ITS is a global operation with staff in 12 countries driving the digital transformation and a wide 
range of services, projects, vendors and outsourcing. Data is a key resource we need to leverage to follow our 
strategy successfully. Deploying the latest Big data, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning technologies 
to existing (and new) processes can increase efficiency and enrich for example the underwriting processes and 
can provide new market and trade insights for customers. If you feel excited by the prospect of optimizing and 
re-designing Atradius’ data architecture to support our next generation of products and data initiatives, you 
are in the right place!

At Atradius, we are looking for Data Engineering Interns and work-students to join the growing Data and 
Innovation department. Under the mentorship of our Lead Data Engineer, you will be responsible for building 
and optimizing data ingestion and data integration pipelines to support our Data Scientists and Data Analysts 
on various initiatives. The ideal candidate must have some hands-on experience with Big Data, ETL and OLAP 
technologies. He or she is self-directed and comfortable supporting the data needs of multiple teams, systems 
and products. 

Work Environment
Fulltime - Amsterdam

 � A great and challenging place to work - dynamic, transparent and informal;
 � An environment for our people where they can realise professional growth;
 � Work in a very international working place;
 � Possibility to stay after your studies.

Job Requirements
 � The ideal candidate must be at least in his/her last year of studies, either a Bachelor’s or Masters degree 

in computer science, or equivalent;
 � Knowledge and experience working with relational databases, query authoring (SQL), execution plan 

optimization, SQL hints, as well as working familiarity with a variety of databases;
 � Experience in building and optimizing Big Data pipelines and data sets using PySpark;
 � Experience with Hadoop stack: HDFS, Spark, Hive, etc. 
 � Experience with stream-processing systems: Kafka, Spark-Streaming, Flink etc.
 � Project management and organizational skills.

Data Engineering Intern/Work-student 
Atradius

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Our organisation 

Atradius provides trade credit insurance, surety and collections services worldwide through a strategic presence 
in 50 countries. Atradius has access to credit information on 200 million companies worldwide. Its credit 
insurance, bonding and collections products help protect companies throughout the world from payment risks 
associated with selling products and services on trade credit. Atradius forms part of Grupo Catalana Occidente, 
one of the leading insurers in Spain and worldwide in credit insurance.

Unit

Atradius IT Services (ITS) is part of the Atradius Group, and is responsible for all worldwide ICT services for 
Atradius. ITS is a global operation with staff in 12 countries driving the digital transformation and a wide 
range of services, projects, vendors and outsourcing. Data is a key resource we need to leverage to follow our 
strategy successfully. Deploying the latest Big data, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning technologies 
to existing (and new) processes can increase efficiency and enrich for example the underwriting processes 
and can provide new market and trade insights for customers. If you feel excited by the prospect of optimizing 
and re-designing Atradius’ machine learning models to support our next generation of products and data 
initiatives, you are in the right place!

Job description

At Atradius, we are looking for Data Scientist Interns and work-students to join the growing Data and 
Innovation department. Under the mentorship of our Lead Data Scientist, you will be responsible for building 
and optimizing machine learning models on various initiatives. The ideal candidate must have some hands-
on experience with Big Data technologies and machine learning techniques. He or she is self-directed and 
comfortable supporting the data needs of multiple teams, systems and products. 

Work Environment
Fulltime - Amsterdam

 � A great and challenging place to work - dynamic, transparent and informal;
 � An environment for our people where they can realise professional growth;
 � Work in a very international working place;
 � Possibility to stay after your studies.

Job Requirements
 � The Data Scientist Intern/Work-student will:
 � Design, build, manage and optimize the models to provide the best predictive and prescriptive insights.
 � Work with stakeholders including the Product Owners, Data Stewards, and Data Analysts in a SCRUM 

team.

 

Data Scientist Intern/Work-student 
Atradius

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job requirements:

 � Understanding of machine learning techniques and algorithms such as KNN, Naïve Bayes, SVM, Decisions 
Trees, Logistic Regression. 

 � Understanding of Deep Learning concepts like Neural Network, CNN models, RSTM, LSTM with an 
experience in practical implementation of these models in area of AI and Advanced analytics.

 � Experience in the Data management toolkits like TensorFlow, Numpy, Plotly, Pandas, seaborn, MapPlot. 
 � Experience with scripting and programming languages like Python, R, Julia. 
 � Knowledge of SQL for data query 
 � Has a ‘storytelling’ ability through data translates what is a mathematical result into an actionable 

insight or intervention. 
 � The candidate must be at least in his/her last year of studies, either a Bachelor’s or Masters degree 

<<Preferred start date>>
<<Salary indication>>

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:

DBF_Preferred start date
DBF_Salary indication


Job Description
You will:

 � Work on real, different and customized web application under the guidance of more experienced
 � colleagues;
 � Work with OOP and Design Patterns, especially in the Java environment;
 � Constantly develop your coding and communication skills in a high-performance and diverse team. 

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
 Are fluent in English (knowledge of Dutch is a big plus);

 � Are eager to develop further your analytic, communicative and time management skills;
 � Love attend hackatons and coding challenges;
 � Have started coding in Java, Kotlin, Spring or Kafka or you have worked using one of these technologies
 � among JavaScript, TypeScript, jQuery, Angular, Apache Solr, Elastic Search, MongoDB, Python and C/C+++:
 � Are eager and interested in working with SCRUM distributed teams

Junior Software Developer 
Cloudflight

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
You will develop yourself within a wide variety of customized software projects together with the new Catalysts 
branch based in Amsterdam and you will collaborate remotely with distributed teams in different locations 
across Europe.

You will:

 � Work with OOP and Design Patterns, especially in the Java environment;
 � Expand and share your knowledge and experiences in various exciting projects spread in different 

technology segments;
 � Constantly develop your coding and communication skills in a high-performance and diverse team.

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
Living in Den Haag, Leiden, Amsterdam or nearby;

 � Are fluent in English;
 � Have distinct analytic, communicative and time management skills;
 � You love solving riddles and you love attend hackatons and contests;
 � You are skilled in Java, Kotlin, Spring or Kafka;
 � You have general knowledge of JavaScript , TypeScript, jQuery, Angular, Apache Solr, ElasticSearch, 

MongoDB, Python and C/C++;
 � You are familiar with Agile & SCRUM development methodology;
 � If you have knowledge on how to use Docker and OpenShift would be a plus

Software Engineer 
Cloudflight

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Databricks’ mission is to accelerate innovation for its customers by unifying Data Science, Engineering and 
Business. Founded by the original creators of Apache Spark™, Databricks provides a Unified Analytics Platform 
for data science teams to collaborate with data engineering and lines of business to build data products. Users 
achieve faster time-to-value with Databricks by creating analytic workflows that go from ETL and interactive 
exploration to production. The company also makes it easier for its users to focus on their data by providing 
a fully managed, scalable, and secure cloud infrastructure that reduces operational complexity and total cost 
of ownership. Databricks, venture-backed by Andreessen Horowitz, NEA and Battery Ventures, among others, 
has a global customer base that includes Salesforce, Viacom, Shell, and HP. For more information, visit www.
databricks.com. 

Apache, Apache Spark and Spark are trademarks of the Apache Software Foundation.

Mission

As a software engineering intern, you will join our world-class engineering team that is building a platform 
that unifies data science, engineering, and business. This includes teams that span from working on the Spark 
cluster management to building out collaborative features for data science and machine learning to building 
services and tools that manage our multi-cloud infrastructure. You will work closely with your direct team and 
the larger engineering organization to help data scientists and data engineers solve the world’s toughest data 
problems. 

An internship at Databricks will introduce you to leading experts in computer science and influential projects 
that matter to the field of big data and technology. 

Outcomes

 � Write client-side and server-side code for the Databricks platform
 � Work as an individual and in a team to deliver features or improve architecture
 � Commit a change to production within the first month
 � Proactively seek feedback and input from other team members and team
 � Be able to deliver on small, well-understood deliverables spanning weeks

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
 � 2020 or 2021 graduate working on a BS/MS or PhD degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a 

related subject
 � Proficient in Java, Scala, Python, or other general purpose programming language
 � Previous internships where you produced production quality code
 � Good knowledge of algorithms, data structures, and OOD/OOP principles
 � Available all year for a 12 week week minimum commitment

Software Engineer - Intern 
Databricks

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Databricks’ mission is to accelerate innovation for its customers by unifying Data Science, Engineering and 
Business. Founded by the original creators of Apache Spark™, Databricks provides a Unified Analytics Platform 
for data science teams to collaborate with data engineering and lines of business to build data products. Users 
achieve faster time-to-value with Databricks by creating analytic workflows that go from ETL and interactive 
exploration to production. The company also makes it easier for its users to focus on their data by providing 
a fully managed, scalable, and secure cloud infrastructure that reduces operational complexity and total cost 
of ownership. Databricks, venture-backed by Andreessen Horowitz, NEA and Battery Ventures, among others, 
has a global customer base that includes Salesforce, Viacom, Shell, and HP. For more information, visit www.
databricks.com. 

Apache, Apache Spark and Spark are trademarks of the Apache Software Foundation.

Mission

We are hiring software engineers who are passionate about architecting, developing, deploying, and operating 
the Databricks product. As a software engineer, you will collaborate with our world-class engineering team 
that is building a platform that unifies data science, engineering, and business. This includes teams that span 
from working on the Spark cluster management to building out collaborative features for data science and 
machine learning to building services and tools that manage our multi-cloud infrastructure. You will work 
closely with your team and the larger engineering organization to help data scientists and data engineers 
solve the world’s toughest data problems.

Outcomes

 � Work with a team to deliver features or improve architecture
 � Develop and extend the Databricks product. This includes: writing software in Scala, - Python or 

Javascript and/or interacting with: cloud APIs (e.g., compute APIs, cloud formation, Terraform), with open 
source and third party APIs and software (e.g., Kubernetes) and with internal APIs.

 � Be responsible for full software development lifecycle - design, development, testing, operating in 
production

 � Architect solutions to achieve a high level of reliability, scalability and security
 � Communicate effectively with other engineers in the same team, with other teams and with various 

other stakeholders such as product managers
 � Operate in an Agile development environment
 � Work with PM and design to plan, develop, and iterate on features

Job Requirements
 � Will graduate in 2019 or 2020 with a BA, MS, or PhD degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a 

related subject
 � Implementation skills with one or more general purpose programming languages, including Java, Scala, 

or Python
 � Good knowledge of algorithms, data structures, and OOD/OOP principles
 � A solid foundation in computer science, with strong competencies in data structures, algorithms, and 

software design

Software Engineer - New Grad (Amsterdam) 
Databricks

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:
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(Junior) Manager Risk Analytics
  

 

Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Change the way a bank thinks. At Deloitte.

What impact will you make?
You have a good understanding of the �nancial industry and are just as eager about the future

as our clients are. With your proven track record in the data domain, you are a solid sparring

partner on the data challenges faced, both from a business as well as a technical perspective.

You have knowledge and experience with the current regulations and legislations. You are a

strong team player with a competitive drive and you know where to start when you face large

data-sets. In an eye-wink, you transform complex data structures in a clear story. You support

clients in taking their next best action.

This is how

(W)here
At Deloitte, the largest organization in the �eld of Audit and Assurance, Consulting, Financial

Advisory, Risk Advisory, Tax and Legal. In the Netherlands, we rely on more than 5,500 sta� in

15 o�ces. Globally, Deloitte has around 250,000 sta� and o�ces in more than 150 countries.

Draft plans to solve clients’ challenges by de�ning a data approach;

Performing technical analyses on large data sets;

Generating 'smart' insights the customer can use;

Supervising and coaching less experienced consultants in the team;

Reporting on projects to the customer and keeping colleagues and Project Managers

informed;

Providing concrete improvements based on insights and �ndings;

Taking ownership of sub-projects.

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/senior-consultant-risk-analytics-e837613
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
javascript:apply_popup();
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/
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You share your expertise with more than 35 colleagues in the Risk Analytics team.  The

cooperation within our teams is informal, as is the general atmosphere. We help each other to

get the best solutions for our clients. We are proud to have di�erent professional

backgrounds: Machine Learning, Arti�cial Intelligence, Business Administration and Statistical

Psychology, amongst others.

Risk Analytics partner Marko van Zwam describes our working atmosphere as follows:

" Our culture and way of working are not about where you �t in the hierarchy, but about what you

contribute. Innovation does not work top-down. Our colleagues can be their authentic self and you

can wear clothing you feel comfortable in at work. You’ll soon �nd out that, after a few days of

working at the customer's location, it will feel like home when you come back to the Deloitte o�ce.

What and how we do things is probably best summarized by: ‘Epic stu�, cool people’.

What we o�er

What you o�er
You have relevant work experience in the �nancial industry and combine this with superior

analytical skills and a good understanding of what is going on in the �nancial industry. You are

highly capable of explaining your insights to your customers in an understandable way. You

enjoy collaborating e�ciently with many di�erent stakeholders. You excel at coaching and

guiding less experienced colleagues in an inspiring way.

For the Risk Analytics role at Deloitte, you also have:

In addition to a competitive salary, a share in our pro�ts;

A development program that helps you keep growing;

26 days of paid holiday annually, and the opportunity to purchase 15 additional holiday

days annually;

A 40-hour work week;

The opportunity to take a month of unpaid leave once annually;

Good mobility scheme: choice between a company car with a fuel card for the whole of

Europe, a cash option, a public transport card or reimbursement of travel expenses;

A laptop and an iPhone, which is also for personal use;

A good pension scheme;

An opportunity to take part in our collective health insurance scheme;

An opportunity to bene�t from tax-e�cient facilities, such as company �tness and a bicycle

scheme. 

You have completed a quantitative university master study, such as Econometrics,

Informatics, Mathematics, Business Analytics, Arti�cial Intelligence or Data Science;

https://www2.deloitte.com/nl/nl/Profielen/mvanzwam.html
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Let's make impact. Apply now!
We look forward to receiving your application for this position. At Deloitte, we welcome

everyone who can bring quality and ambition. We'd like to know who you are.

Questions? For answers, please contact Raymond Bosch on +31 88 288 1592.

You have at least four years of relevant working experience, preferably in an

advisory/consultancy role or you have a background in data/data analytics in a large

organization;

You have experience & a�nity with scripting languages, such as Python or SQL;

You are pro�cient in English and Dutch, both verbally and in writing;

You are interested in the coherence of data analytics and technology and the operational

and �nancial processes of �nancial institutions;

You have a strong interest in the �nancial sector (banks, insurances, pension funds and

asset- and investment management companies).

 Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Meer weten? Vraag het aan Lonneke.
Lonneke Machielsen, Experienced Recruiter Risk Advisory

 Lmachielsen@deloitte.nl • +31612925800

Onze collega's

Annick Scheerder

javascript:apply_popup();
mailto:Lmachielsen@deloitte.nl
tel:+31612925800
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Consultant Data Analytics
   

 

Fulltime • Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

What impact will you make?
Are you capable of translating business risks into data-driven controls? Are you crazy about

puzzling with large datasets and can you use them to quantify any business risks identi�ed?

Can you visualize data analysis results in a dashboard such that any CEO can readily

understand them?

This is how
You will be assigned responsibilities from day one and you will advise leading clients on how

to properly translate information issues into data‑driven solutions. You support clients in

designing and building these data solutions and you report to your Deloitte superior and the

client. You work in a rapidly growing team, with plenty of opportunities to develop yourself.

(W)here
At Deloitte, the largest organisation in the �eld of Audit and Assurance, Consulting, Financial

Advisory, Risk Advisory, Tax and Legal. In the Netherlands, we rely on more than 5,500 sta� in

15 o�ces. Globally, Deloitte has around 250,000 sta� and o�ces in more than 150 countries.

You will share your expertise with more than 50 colleagues in the Risk Analytics team in

Amsterdam. Innovation in, for example, arti�cial intelligence and personal development are

very high priorities in this department. Via this link you can read more about Risk Advisory in

general.

Risk Advisory partner Marko van Zwam describes our working atmosphere as follows:

"We absolutely don’t like unnecessary hierarchy, and you can wear clothing you feel comfortable in

at work. You’ll soon �nd out that, after a few days of working at the customer's location, it will feel

like home when you come back."

What we o�er
in addition to a �xed salary, a share in our pro�ts;

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/junior-manager-risk-analytics-e705566
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
javascript:apply_popup();
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/en/expertises/risk-advisory
https://www.linkedin.com/in/markovanzwam/
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/
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What you o�er

Are you challenged by the above job description? Then we will be happy to meet you! You

should also meet the following conditions:

Let's make impact. Apply now!

We look forward to receiving your application for this position. We, at Deloitte,

welcome everyone who can bring in more quality and ambition. We'd like to know

who you are.

�exible working hours and the opportunity to work from home;

a good pension scheme;

a development program that helps you keep developing; 

26 days of paid holiday annually, and the opportunity to purchase 15 additional holiday

days annually;

a 40-hour working week; We are also open to the option of a shorter working week;

a time-for-time scheme for overtime;

the opportunity to take a month of unpaid leave once a year;

a good mobility scheme: choose a company car with a fuel card for the whole of Europe, a

cash option, a public transport card or reimbursement of travel expenses;

a laptop and an iPhone you can also use for personal purposes;

the opportunity to take part in our collective health insurance scheme;

the opportunity to bene�t from tax-e�cient facilities, such as company �tness and a bicycle

scheme;

great growth opportunities: depending on your ambitions and performance, you can grow

into a new role every 2 to 3 years.

You have recently completed a quantitatively-oriented higher vocational or university

education, such as Econometrics, Informatics, Mathematics or Business Analytics.

You have an a�nity for programming in SQL and/or Python.

Your knowledge covers an appropriate mix of analytical, IT and - �nancial - data.

You work well within a team and you have a professional attitude.

Attributes like analytical, independent, critical and result-oriented come natural to you.

You are capable of completing projects while being pressed for time and you have the

ambition to develop yourself.

You are willing to travel.

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/en/about-deloitte/diversity-inclusion
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/en/professionals/jouw-ambities-professionals???
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Consultant in Data Risk
  

 

Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

What impact will you make?

Heb je enig idee hoeveel data er op een willekeurige dag wordt opgeslagen en uitgewisseld

binnen een bedrijf als Deloitte? Denk aan alle �nanciële transacties, e-mails, en strategische

documenten. Eerlijk gezegd zouden zelfs wij het je niet precies kunnen vertellen. Wat we wel

weten is dat we uiteindelijk de plicht hebben om over een deel van deze data te rapporteren

aan diverse toezichthouders. En veel van onze klanten hebben deze plicht ook. Het verzuimen

hiervan kan niet alleen leiden tot �nanciële sancties, maar ook tot juridische en

reputatierisico’s. Hoe zorgen organisaties er dan voor dat hun rapportages in orde zijn? Daar

hebben we jouw hulp bij nodig!

This is how

Als Data Risk consultant heb je begrip van zowel data analytics als risicomanagement. De

toegevoegde waarde van jouw rol is uiteraard het combineren van deze twee gebieden. Jij kan

structuur aanbrengen in grote hoeveelheden data om zo analyses te kunnen uitvoeren. Jouw

kwantitatieve vaardigheden vul je aan met kennis in het team over wettelijke en reglementaire

vereisten (bijvoorbeeld: IFRS 17, GDPR, Solvency II, Basel IV). Uiteindelijk kun je je bevindingen

op een creatieve manier presenteren zodat ook bestuurders het snappen. Je werkt binnen

projecten met mensen van uiteenlopende disciplines, zoals Finance, Risk Management en IT.

Je begrijpt hun manier van werken en herkent de vaktermen die zij gebruiken.

Je bent een starter dus de wereld van Deloitte is nog nieuw voor je. Je hebt de basis kennis om

opdrachten tot een succes te maken. Wij gaan jou helpen een goede professional te worden

maar verwachten daarbij dat je proactief bent, energie krijgt van het werken in teams en je

mening durft te geven. Je levert tevens een signi�cante bijdrage aan het ontwikkelen van

o�ertes en andere klantopdrachten.

(W)here

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/senior-consultant-in-accounting-and-financial-reporting-e339253
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
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De groei van ons Data & Reporting Advisory team is een strategische prioriteit binnen Deloitte.

Wij combineren diepgaande kennis van data-analyse en technologie met expertise over de

rapportageplicht naar toezichthouders (denk aan IFRS, NL GAAP, Solvency II, Basel IV). We

gebruiken data-analyse om complexe problemen voor onze klanten op te lossen. Dit doen we

met name door de kwaliteit en betrouwbaarheid van rapportages te verbeteren. Dit is des te

meer relevant omdat niet alleen toezichthouders, maar ook aandeelhouders hoge eisen

stellen aan de kwaliteit en nauwkeurigheid van rapportages. 

We zijn een jong en ambitieus team waarin mensen werken met diverse achtergronden.

Deloitte is een platte organisatie en de lijntjes binnen het team zijn dan ook kort. We hebben

open en informele cultuur waarin naar elkaar wordt geluisterd. We zullen je dan ook actief

betrekken bij discussies en besluitvorming. We werken op het snijvlak van diverse topics,

waaronder data governance, risicomanagement, datakwaliteit en data-analyse. We doen

opdrachten voor zowel voor de �nanciële sector als ook andere grote bedrijven. Zo

ondersteunen we bedrijven bij data integratie voor IFRS 17, het verbeteren van de

datakwaliteit ten behoeve van rapportages en het vertalen van functionele eisen aan IT-

oplossingen. We moedigen je tenslotte aan om een actieve rol te spelen in de groei van ons

team: wij helpen jou vervolgens om je ideeën te verwezenlijken.

De werksfeer wordt door Bram de Bruin als volgt omschreven: “Geen week is hetzelfde! De

inhoudelijke afwisseling tussen de projecten, diversiteit in klantrelaties, super gemotiveerde

teamleden en verschillende verantwoordelijkheden dragen allemaal bij aan je persoonlijk en

professionele ontwikkeling. Dit geeft veel energie en motivatie om het beste in jezelf naar

boven te halen. Door een gezonde ‘can-do’ mentaliteit binnen een wereldwijd netwerk

realiseren we snel impact.”

What we offer

Diversity at Data & Reporting AdvisoryDiversity at Data & Reporting Advisory

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JO7RxwQK_BY
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What you offer

Jij hebt alle benodigde achtergrondkennis opgedaan in de collegebanken. Dit is de eerste stap

in jouw carrière. Je hebt een universitaire bètastudie afgerond. Je hebt a�niteit met data-

analyse, databeheer en risicomanagement. Je wilt graag leren werken met tooling rondom

visualisatie en analyse van complexe data, bijvoorbeeld SQL Server, Tableau, Qlikview, Python,

R of concepten als DAMA-DMBOK, Software ontwikkeling en ETL & DWH.

Je hebt uitstekende analytische vaardigheden en aandacht voor detail. Je bent zelfvoorzienend

en proactief, wat betekent dat je zowel onafhankelijk kunt werken als hulp durft te vragen. Je

hebt een goede beheersing van de Nederlandse en Engelse taal in woord en geschrift.

Let's make an impact. Apply now!

Bij Deloitte staan we open voor alle mensen die kwaliteit en ambitie meebrengen. We zijn dan

ook benieuwd wie jíj bent. Vragen? Voor de antwoorden neem je contact op met onze

recruiter Chris Wentink via 06-50055462.

naast een vast salaris, deel je bij ons mee in de winst;

doorgroeimogelijkheden, 

�exibele werktijden en de mogelijkheid om vanuit huis te werken;

26 vakantiedagen per jaar en de mogelijkheid om per jaar 15 vakantiedagen bij te kopen;

een 32-of 40-urige werkweek;

een tijd-voor-tijd-regeling bij overuren;

de mogelijkheid om 1 keer per jaar een maand onbetaald verlof op te nemen;

een goede mobiliteitsregeling: keuze uit een leaseauto met een tankpas voor heel Europa of

een cashoptie, een ov-jaarabonnement of een reiskostenvergoeding;

een laptop en een iPhone, die je ook privé mag gebruiken;

een goede pensioenregeling;

mogelijkheid om deel te nemen aan de collectieve ziektekostenregeling;

de mogelijkheid om te pro�teren van �scaal aantrekkelijke zaken, zoals bedrijfs�tness en

een �etsplan.

 Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/over-deloitte/diversity-inclusion
javascript:apply_popup();
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Consultant in Regulatory Reporting
  

 

Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

What impact will you make?

Het is moeilijk voor te stellen hoeveel data er dagelijks wordt verzameld, opgeslagen en

verstuurd. Maar zoals je als onwaarschijnlijk weet, heeft data pas echt meerwaarde als we er

inzicht uit halen. Wij, als Deloitte, helpen onze klanten om dit inzicht te verkrijgen en daarmee

vervolgens betere beslissingen te maken. Binnen ons Data & Reporting Advisory team doen

we dat speci�ek voor �nanciële instellingen. Wat zou jij doen als de Raad van Bestuur van een

grote bank vraagt om een compact overzicht te geven van de huidige issues rondom naleving

van regelgeving? Of wat presenteer je als de toezichthouder komt aankloppen met lastige

vragen rondom de hypotheekleningen van een bank? Het is aan jou om de echte waarde uit

data te halen.

This is how

Als consultant in Data & Reporting Advisory begrijp je welke uitdagingen er voor �nanciële

instellen zijn op het gebied van data & rapportageverplichtingen. Je snapt wat er in de balans

van een bank moet worden opgenomen en welke standaarden hieraan ten grondslag liggen.

Je bezit daarnaast de vaardigheden om grote hoeveelheden data te verwerken tot nuttige

rapportages voor de toezichthouder. Je kunt je bevindingen op een creatieve manier

presenteren zodat ook bestuurders het snappen. Je werkt binnen projecten met mensen van

uiteenlopende disciplines, zoals Finance, Risk Management en IT. Je begrijpt hun manier van

werken en hun vaktermen.

Je bent een starter dus de wereld van Deloitte is nog nieuw voor je. Je hebt de basis kennis om

opdrachten tot een succes te maken. Wij gaan jou helpen een goede professional te worden

maar verwachten daarbij dat je proactief bent, energie krijgt van het werken in teams en je

mening durft te geven. Je levert tevens een signi�cante bijdrage aan het ontwikkelen van

o�ertes en andere klantopdrachten.

(W)here

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/work-student-at-data-reporting-advisory-e824927
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De groei van ons Data & Reporting Advisory team is een strategische prioriteit binnen Deloitte.

Wij combineren diepgaande kennis van data-analyse en technologie met expertise over de

rapportageplicht naar toezichthouders (denk aan IFRS, NL GAAP, Solvency II, Basel IV). We

gebruiken data-analyse om complexe problemen voor onze klanten op te lossen. Dit doen we

met name door de kwaliteit en betrouwbaarheid van rapportages te verbeteren. Dit is des te

meer relevant omdat niet alleen toezichthouders, maar ook aandeelhouders hoge eisen

stellen aan de kwaliteit en nauwkeurigheid van rapportages. 

We zijn een jong en ambitieus team waarin mensen werken met diverse achtergronden.

Deloitte is een platte organisatie en de lijntjes binnen het team zijn dan ook kort. We hebben

open en informele cultuur waarin naar elkaar wordt geluisterd. We zullen je dan ook actief

betrekken bij discussies en besluitvorming. We werken op het snijvlak van diverse topics,

waaronder data governance, risicomanagement, datakwaliteit en data-analyse. We doen

opdrachten voor zowel voor de �nanciële sector als ook andere grote bedrijven. Zo

ondersteunen we bedrijven bij data integratie voor IFRS 17, het verbeteren van de

datakwaliteit ten behoeve van rapportages en het vertalen van functionele eisen aan IT-

oplossingen. We moedigen je tenslotte aan om een actieve rol te spelen in de groei van ons

team: wij helpen jou vervolgens om je ideeën te verwezenlijken.

De werksfeer wordt door Jacques Kramer als volgt omschreven: “Werken in een high

performance omgeving waarbij je alle vrijheid krijgt je ervaring en talenten in te zetten en

verder te ontwikkelen en dit samen met een divers en internationaal team".

What we offer

Diversity at Data & Reporting AdvisoryDiversity at Data & Reporting Advisory

naast een vast salaris, deel je bij ons mee in de winst;

doorgroeimogelijkheden, 

�exibele werktijden en de mogelijkheid om vanuit huis te werken;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JO7RxwQK_BY
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What you offer

Jij hebt alle benodigde achtergrondkennis opgedaan in de collegebanken. Dit is de eerste stap

in jouw carrière. Je hebt een afgeronde universitaire opleiding, zoals Accounting,

(Bedrijfskundige, of Financiële) Economie, Bedrijfskunde, (Bedrijfskundige) Informatica, of een

andere relevantie studie. Je bent in algemene zin geïnteresseerd in de �nanciële sector en

hebt de ambitie om je in deze sector te ontwikkelen.

Je hebt uitstekende analytische vaardigheden en aandacht voor detail. Je bent zelfvoorzienend

en proactief, wat betekent dat je zowel onafhankelijk kunt werken als hulp durft te vragen. Je

hebt een goede beheersing van de Nederlandse en Engelse taal in woord en geschrift.

Let's make an impact. Apply now!

Bij Deloitte staan we open voor alle mensen die kwaliteit en ambitie meebrengen. We zijn dan

ook benieuwd wie jíj bent. Vragen? Voor de antwoorden neem je contact op met onze

recruiter Chris Wentink via 06-50055462.

26 vakantiedagen per jaar en de mogelijkheid om per jaar 15 vakantiedagen bij te kopen;

een 32-of 40-urige werkweek;

een tijd-voor-tijd-regeling bij overuren;

de mogelijkheid om 1 keer per jaar een maand onbetaald verlof op te nemen;

een goede mobiliteitsregeling: keuze uit een leaseauto met een tankpas voor heel Europa of

een cashoptie, een ov-jaarabonnement of een reiskostenvergoeding;

een laptop en een iPhone, die je ook privé mag gebruiken;

een goede pensioenregeling;

mogelijkheid om deel te nemen aan de collectieve ziektekostenregeling;

de mogelijkheid om te pro�teren van �scaal aantrekkelijke zaken, zoals bedrijfs�tness en

een �etsplan.

 Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Meer weten? Vraag het aan Chris.
Chris Wentink, Campus Recruiter Risk Advisory

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/over-deloitte/diversity-inclusion
javascript:apply_popup();
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Data Academy
  

 

Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Data Academy
Igniting the power of data and enlightening the path for businesses @ Deloitte.

What impact will you make?

In 2018 werd er dagelijks ongeveer 2,5 biljoen bytes aan data gecreëerd. Zo’n grote

hoeveelheid data heeft echter alleen een toegevoegde waarde als we begrijpen data wat de

data doet.

Binnen veel dynamische business omgevingen bepaalt data de manier waarop een bedrijf

wordt gemanaged. Het senior management heeft nauwkeurige interne rapportages van hoge

kwaliteit nodig om weloverwogen beslissingen te kunnen nemen. Daarnaast veranderen de

vereisten voor zowel de interne- als externe rapportages voortdurend vanwege het

dynamische zakelijke landschap. Nieuwe regels en rapportage standaarden worden elk jaar

ingevoerd en toezichthouders eisen meer granulaire en diverse  rapportages . Dit vereist dat

er een enorme hoeveelheid complexe data moet worden vertaald naar begrijpelijke

analytische resultaten.

Bij Deloitte help je klanten inzichten uit hun data te halen, waardoor zij zichzelf en hun

processen beter kunnen aansturen en  verbeteren. We werken samen met de klanten om de

beschikbare  informatiestromen te transformeren naar een meer geïntegreerde en data

gestuurde omgeving. Bedrijven kunnen zo proactief reageren op de voortdurend

veranderende data behoefte. Wij benutten, samen met onze klanten, de kracht van data en

vergemakkelijken zo het pad voor bedrijven.

This is how

Heb jij de ambitie om de wereld te helpen veranderen in een data gedreven paradijs? Dan

willen wij je graag kennis  laten maken met ons data leerprogramma ‘Risk Data Academy’. In

dit programma krijg je de kans krijgt om data uitdagingen aan te gaan in de zakelijke wereld.

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/consultant-in-data-risk-e339623
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
javascript:apply_popup();
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/
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Het leerprogramma zal je voorzien van sterkte analytische datavaardigheden en kennis van

data tools, om zo een hooggekwali�ceerde dataprofessional te kunnen worden.

De Risk Data Academy biedt het volgende aan:

Samen met de recruiter zullen we eerst kijken welke afdeling binnen Risk Advisory het best bij

jou past. Na dit assessment kun je je aanmelden bij de Risk Data Academy om jezelf verder te

ontwikkelen, naast de klantprojecten die je zult uitvoeren. De recruiter zal je geschiktheid

inschatten tijdens het interview.

Where

De meeste Deloitte Risk Advisory collega’s werken vanuit The Edge in Amsterdam. Vaak vinden

de projecten die wij uitvoeren plaats bij de klant, die in heel Nederland maar ook daarbuiten

Een goed georganiseerd 1-jarig leerprogramma dat plaats vindt naast je dagelijkse werk, en

dat je voorziet van de basisvaardigheden om verschillende soorten data uitdagingen aan te

gaan.

Een sterke focus op de ontwikkeling van je kennis van data analyse tools: SQL, Python,

Power BI en de basisprincipes van databases.

O�ciële certi�caten om erkenning in de markt te waarborgen.

Regelmatige trainingssessies met je collega’s.

Coaching en begeleiding van een leer coördinator en je coach.

Regelmatige check-ins met de leer coördinator om een beter zicht te krijgen op jouw

ervaring en voortgang in het leerproces.
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gevestigd kunnen zijn.

De werksfeer wordt door Jacques Kramer als volgt omschreven: “Werken in een high

performance omgeving waarbij je alle vrijheid krijgt je ervaring en talenten in te zetten en

verder te ontwikkelen, samen met een divers en internationaal team “

What we offer

What you offer

Ben jij een getalenteerde student/jonge professional met een business focus in
financiën?

Wij zijn opzoek naar studenten die in de laatste fase van hun master zitten of jonge

professional met een maximum van 2 jaar werk ervaring in data, met een master in Financiën,

Economie, Data Science of Business Administration. Dit programma is vooral bedoeld voor

business professionals/recent afgestudeerden die hun kennis van data willen uitbreiden.

Lets Make an Impact: Apply Now!

Solliciteer met de knop hierbeneden. Het is hierbij van belang dat je in jouw motivatiebrief

duidelijk aangeeft welke service line (Cyber Risk, Financial Risk, Managed Risk, Operational

De mogelijkheid om deel te nemen in een gestructureerd professioneel dataprogramma –

Risk Data Academy;

naast een vast salaris, deel je bij ons mee in de winst;

doorgroeimogelijkheden: afhankelijk van je ambities en prestaties is het mogelijk om door

te groeien naar een nieuwe rol elke 2 tot 3 jaar;

een development program waardoor je je doorlopend blijft ontwikkelen; 

�exibele werk uren en de mogelijkheid om vanuit huis te werken;

26 vakantiedagen per jaar en de mogelijkheid om per jaar 15 vakantiedagen bij te kopen;

een 40-urige werkweek;

een tijd-voor-tijd-regeling bij overuren;

de mogelijkheid om 1 keer per jaar een maand onbetaald verlof op te nemen;

een goede mobiliteitsregeling: keuze uit een leaseauto met een tankpas voor heel Europa of

een cash-optie, een ov-jaarabonnement of een reiskostenvergoeding;

een laptop en een iPhone, die je ook privé mag gebruiken;

een goede pensioenregeling;

mogelijkheid om deel te nemen aan de collectieve ziektekostenregeling;

de mogelijkheid om te pro�teren van �scaal aantrekkelijke zaken, zoals bedrijfs�tness en

een �etsplan.
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Knowledge Graph Specialist
  

 

Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

What impact will you make?

Are you ready for the big move from merely consuming data and information towards

producing knowledge that matters?

The unprecedented explosion in the amount of data large companies are dealing with, powers

all the incredible advances we see today in the �eld of arti�cial intelligence (AI) and Big Data.

However, a big challenge for large businesses working with big data is how to unlock hidden

links between data scattered around di�erent enterprise data silos and how to extract value

from it. The new generation of AI systems that are powered by knowledge graphs tackle those

issues by integrating data in a graph structure and by providing contextual knowledge.

So, how to realize a smooth transition towards the new generation of AI systems that are

context-driven and knowledge-oriented? That's where you come in.

This is how

As a knowledge graph specialist at Deloitte Risk Advisory, you mainly focus on designing and

implementing knowledge graph solutions addressing knowledge needs of our clients in

di�erent areas of �nancial industry. During your work, you will have the opportunity to get a

sneak peek at our clients’ use cases around knowledge graphs and be involved with high

pro�le projects. You will work in a diverse team combining both technical and business skills

to extract value from data by linking client’s entities of interest, and by reusing/designing

relevant ontologies and taxonomies to help better contextualize their business requirements.

You will also get involved in building AI applications that would help our clients tackle their

business problems in a more agile way.

Where

The Data & Reporting Advisory (DRA) is part of Financial Risk team in Risk Advisory. DRA team

consists of ambitious young (international) talents with strong academic backgrounds in Data

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/data-academy-e494084
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
javascript:apply_popup();
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/
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and Financial Risk, as well as seasoned professionals with deep understanding of the latest

developments within the �eld of data and reporting. DRA consultants are known for their

openness and curiosity towards new developments, and their ‘can-do’ attitude towards

challenges. Combined with both technical and managerial skills. The goal of DRA is to become

the undisputed advisor within the fast-changing world of data and reporting and create an

everlasting footprint within the minds of our clients. We have already done a lot of cool and

innovative stu�. Have a look at our latest product DocQMiner to get inspired:

What you offer

If you like the challenge of the above function description and meet the following pro�le

criteria, we would like to meet you!

Nice to have

DocQMiner- contract analysis through AI | DeloiDocQMiner- contract analysis through AI | Deloi……

A university degree (MSc or higher) in AI, computer science, data/information science, or

other related �elds;

Hands-on experience with Semantic Web technologies (Data models and ontology

languages such as RDF/RDFS/OWL/SHACL/SKOS, query languages such as SPARQL or other

Knowledge Representation and Reasoning tools/languages);

Hands-on experience with Graph Databases (Property graphs such as Neo4j or RDF

graphs/triple stores such as Stardog, OpenLink Virtuoso, GraphDB, Anzograph, etc.);

Experience with one or more data manipulation and scripting languages such as Python,

JavaScript/NodeJS, etc.;

Experience in working with modern Web technologies/frameworks such as ReactJS;

Basic knowledge of AI and machine learning;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ljYuJdZRPI0
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Soft skills

What we offer

Does our �eld of work appeal to you and do you �t within the requested pro�le? Then we

would like to get in touch with you!

Let's make an impact. Apply now!

We look forward to receiving your application for this position. At Deloitte, we welcome

everyone who can bring quality and ambition. We'd like to know who you are. Questions?

Contact our recruiter Chris Wentink at 06-50055462. Please note that speaking Dutch is

essential for this position.

You have excellent communication skills in English and Dutch, both verbally and in writing;

You are a real team player and have the ambition to further develop yourself and to work

as a Business/AI professional;

Your characteristics are analytical, independent, and result-oriented;

You have a growth mindset and a desire to learn and bring new ideas.

An energetic, bright and committed team, with lots of fun activities;

A collaborative working environment with a positive atmosphere;

In addition to a �xed salary, a share in our pro�ts;

A development program that helps you keep developing in your desired direction;

26 days of paid holiday annually, and the opportunity to purchase 15 additional holiday

days annually;

A 40-hour working week, with �exible working hours;

The opportunity to take a month of paid leave once annually;

Good mobility scheme: choose a company car with a fuel card for the whole of Europe, a

cash option, a public transport card or reimbursement of travel expenses;

A laptop and an iPhone, which is also for personal use;

A good pension scheme;

An opportunity to take part in our collective health insurance scheme;

An opportunity to bene�t from tax-e�cient facilities, such as company �tness and a bicycle

scheme.

 Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen
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Senior Consultant in Accounting and Financial
Reporting

   

 

Fulltime • Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

As emerging business trends are driving change within accounting and �nance, the role of �nancial

reporting is also evolving. Where it was once merely a guardian of the �nancials and controls, it¿s

now providing useful insights to make better business decisions. How? By embracing innovation and

technology ¿ and speci�cally the use of data. We are looking for (experienced) consultants who can

infuse innovation in our �nancial reporting solutions to improve e�ciency and solve complex

challenges for our clients. Are you ready to broaden your horizon?

What would you be doing?
As a senior consultant in Accounting and Financial Reporting you advise listed and non-listed

companies with �nancial reporting and relevant data solutions. . You understand the key

elements of a balance sheet and �nancial reporting. You are creative in presenting your

�ndings in a way that makes sense to executives. Within projects, you work with people from

various disciplines such as Finance, Risk Management, IT. You understand their lingo.

You already have work experience under your belt, which implies that you are comfortable

managing your own work and can take ownership of part of an assignment. You focus on

continuous improvement of your skillset and the quality of your work. You have the ambition

to become an expert in your �eld. Within the team you contribute to the development of

junior team members. Internally, you also have a signi�cant content contribution in the

development of proposals and other deliverables.

What are we looking for in a senior consultant?
You have at least two years relevant work experience. You �nished your RA degree or you are

currently studying for it. You have knowledge and experience regarding �nancial reporting

standards (e.g. IFRS or NL GAAP). You have a strong interest in �nancial reporting and the

ambition to grow in this �eld.

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/consultant-in-regulatory-reporting-e340285
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
javascript:apply_popup();
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You are a real team player. You work together with other experts but also with experts in

other �elds of expertise. You are ambitious and decisive. You can work independently and

under pressure. You have excellent communication skills in English and Dutch, both verbally

and in writing.

About the team
Our team, Data & Reporting Advisory, is a strategic growth priority within Deloitte. We

combine deep Data, Analytics & Technology skills with Financial & Regulatory Reporting

Standards (e.g. IFRS, NL GAAP, Solvency II, Basel IV). We use data analytics to solve complex

challenges for our clients. Speci�cally, we improve the quality and reliability of data-driven

reporting. As these reports are of great strategic importance, regulators and shareholders

impose substantial demands on their quality and accuracy.

We are a young and ambitious team with diverse backgrounds. Our team has a �at hierarchy

and the communication lines between each other are short. We will actively involve you in

discussions and decision-making. We have an open and informal culture in which we listen

and pay attention to you. Topics that we encounter are varied: Risk Management, Analytics,

Data Governance and Data Quality Management. We work for corporates as well as �nancial

institutions. Examples of projects include: supporting data integration of IFRS 17, improving

data quality of reporting, and translating functional requirements for the design of IT

solutions. We encourage you to play an active role in helping the team grow and will support

you bringing your ideas to life!

Diversity at Data & Reporting AdvisoryDiversity at Data & Reporting Advisory

 Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen
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Senior Consultant Risk Analytics
  

 

Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Translating business risks into data-driven controls? At Deloitte.

What impact will you make?
Are you ready for the next step in your career? Are you capable of translating business risks

into data-driven controls? Are you crazy about puzzling with large datasets and can you use

them to quantify any business risks identi�ed? Can you visualize data analysis results in a

dashboard such that any CEO can readily understand them?

This is how
You would be assigned responsibilities from day one, draft plans to solve clients’ challenges by

de�ning a data approach and you would advise leading clients on how to properly translate

information issues into data‑driven solutions. You would also support clients in designing and

actually building these data solutions based on your technical expertise as a senior in a larger

team and you would report to your Deloitte superior and the client. Additionally to this, you

would have the opportunity to develop yourself in a rapidly growing team.

(W)here
At Deloitte, the largest organization in the �eld of Audit and Assurance, Consulting, Financial

Advisory, Risk Advisory, Tax and Legal. In the Netherlands, we rely on more than 5,500 sta� in

15 o�ces. Globally, Deloitte has around 250,000 sta� and o�ces in more than 150 countries.

You share your expertise with more than 35 colleagues in the Risk Analytics team.  The

cooperation within our teams is informal, as is the general atmosphere. We help each other to

get the best solutions for our clients. We are proud to have di�erent professional

backgrounds: Machine Learning, Arti�cial Intelligence, Business Administration and Statistical

Psychology, amongst others.

Risk Analytics partner Marko van Zwam describes our working atmosphere as follows:

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
javascript:apply_popup();
https://www2.deloitte.com/nl/nl/Profielen/mvanzwam.html
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" Our culture and way of working are not about where you �t in the hierarchy, but about what you

contribute. Innovation does not work top-down. Our colleagues can be their authentic self and you

can wear clothing you feel comfortable in at work. You’ll soon �nd out that, after a few days of

working at the customer's location, it will feel like home when you come back to the Deloitte o�ce.

What and how we do things is probably best summarized by: ‘Epic stu�, cool people’.

What we o�er

What you o�er
Are you enthusiastic about the above job description? Then we will be happy to meet you! You

should also meet the following conditions:

in addition to a �xed salary, a share in our pro�ts;

�exible working hours and the opportunity to work from home;

a good pension scheme;

a development program that helps you keep developing; 

26 days of paid holiday annually, and the opportunity to purchase 15 additional holiday

days annually;

a 40-hour working week; we are also open to the option of a shorter working week;

a time-for-time scheme for overtime;

the opportunity to take a month of unpaid leave once a year;

a good mobility scheme: choose a company car with a fuel card for the whole of Europe, a

cash option, a public transport card or reimbursement of travel expenses;

a laptop and an iPhone you can also use for personal purposes;

the opportunity to take part in our collective health insurance scheme;

the opportunity to bene�t from tax-e�cient facilities, such as company �tness and a bicycle

scheme;

great growth opportunities: depending on your ambitions and performance, you can grow

into a new role every 2 to 3 years.

You have completed a quantitatively-oriented higher vocational or university education,

such as Econometrics, Informatics, Mathematics, Business Analytics, Arti�al Intelligence or

Data Science;

You have at least two years of relevant working experience, preferably in an advisory /

consultancy role or you have a background in data / data analytics in a large organization;

You have an a�nity for programming in SQL and/or Python;

Your knowledge covers an appropriate mix of analytical, IT and - �nancial – data;

You can work well within a team and you are able to have a professional attitude;

Attributes like analytical, independent and critical come natural to you;

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/en/professionals/jouw-ambities-professionals???
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Let's make impact. Apply now!
We look forward to receiving your application for this position. At Deloitte, we welcome

everyone who can bring quality and ambition. We'd like to know who you are.

You have an ability to successfully deliver results to the clients;

You are capable of completing projects and keeping cool head during busy periods and you

have the desire to develop yourself;

You are willing to travel.

 Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Meer weten? Vraag het aan Lonneke.
Lonneke Machielsen, Experienced Recruiter Risk Advisory

 Lmachielsen@deloitte.nl • +31612925800

Onze collega's

Nathalie Steenvoorden
Senior Consultant IT Risk

"Een dag binnen IT Risk is nooit hetzelfde."

Lees verder

javascript:apply_popup();
mailto:Lmachielsen@deloitte.nl
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Thesis intern at Data & Reporting Advisory
  

 

Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Your graduation thesis at Data & Reporting Advisory
What impact will you make?

It's almost impossible to comprehend the sheer amount of data that is collected, stored an

accessible today. But this data only really has value if we can use it to create meaningful

insights. For Deloitte that means enabling our clients to make smarter decisions. As we have

the obligation to report on our data to a variety of regulatory bodies, so do our clients. Failure

to report accurate data may lead not only to �nancial sanctions, but also legal and

reputational risks. Ask yourself: how would you inform the board of a multinational bank

about their regulatory issues? Or what do you present the regulator when they come knocking

on the door, asking di�cult questions? This is your challenge within the Data & Reporting

Advisory team: unlock the power of data.

This is how

Currently we are looking for students who want to write their thesis or graduation research

within Data & Reporting Advisory. As a graduate at Data & Reporting Advisory, you mainly

focus on writing your graduation research or thesis assignment. You receive intensive support

from one or more Deloitte supervisors during your research and thesis development. You can

always ask for advice or content related feedback.

You will work with our experts who have backgrounds in Financial risk and Data. You can use

the knowledge and expertise within Deloitte and you can make use of the network of your

supervisor. In addition to your thesis, you have the opportunity to get a sneak peek at our

clients, and get the opportunity to gain more experience within the Risk advisory department.

Your research can be focused on any recent developments or innovations within Financial Risk

Management, Analytics, and Data Management. We are always searching for innovative

methods that can be used to produce on-demand, smart and high-quality �nancial reports,

embracing the latest developments in technology.

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/werkstudent-data-analytics-e204980
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
javascript:apply_popup();
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(W)here

The Data & Reporting Advisory (DRA) is part of Financial Risk team in Risk Advisory. DRA team

consists of ambitious young (international) talents with strong academic backgrounds in Data

and Financial Risk, as well as seasoned professionals with deep understanding of the latest

developments within the �eld of data and reporting.

We combine deep Data, Analytics & Technology skills with Financial & Regulatory Reporting

Standards (e.g. IFRS, NL GAAP, Solvency II, Basel IV). We use data analytics to solve complex

challenges for our clients. Speci�cally, we improve the quality and reliability of data-driven

reporting. As these reports are of great strategic importance, regulators and shareholders

impose substantial demands on their quality and accuracy.

DRA consultants are known for their openness and curiosity towards new developments, and

their ‘can-do’ attitude towards challenges. Our value is in combining with both technical and

managerial skills to provide solutions to clients. Topics that we encounter are varied: Risk

Management, Analytics, Data Governance and Data Quality Management. The goal of DRA is

to become the undisputed advisor within the fast changing world of data and reporting and

create an everlasting footprint within the minds of our clients. We have already done a lot of

cool and innovative stu�. Have a look at our latest product DocQMiner to get inspired:

We offer

DocQMiner- contract analysis through AI | DeloiDocQMiner- contract analysis through AI | Deloi……

a development program that helps you keep developing;

�exible working hours, easily combined with your studies;

exposure to interesting projects and prestigious clients;

a �exible working environment including a laptop;

an energetic and bright team, with lots of fun activities;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ljYuJdZRPI0
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What you offer

Are you challenged by the above areas and do you want to graduate in the �eld of Finance

and �nancial data management? Check if you meet the following criteria:

Does our �eld of work appeal to you and do you �t within the requested pro�le? Then we

would like to get in touch with you!

Let's make an impact. Apply now!

We look forward to receiving your application for this position. If you are interested, please

click the button below and �ll in your details, as well as a topic proposal that you would like to

work on. At Deloitte, we welcome everyone who can bring quality and ambition. We'd like to

know who you are.

Questions? Contact our recruiter Chris Wentink at 06-50055462.

an opportunity to bene�t from tax-e�cient facilities, such as company �tness and a bicycle

scheme. 

the possibility to stay working at Deloitte after �nishing your studies.

You are currently working on the �nal year of your university study in AI, Big data,

Accounting, (Business) Economics, Finance, Financial Economics, Business Administration or

any other relevant studies

You want to enhance your thesis research with relevant business insights and experience

You are eager to learn about data transformation and visualization tools, such as SQL

Server, QlikView, or Tableau

You have excellent communication skills in English and Dutch, both verbally and in writing

You are self-reliant and proactive

Your characteristics are analytical, independent, and result-oriented

You are a real team player

You have the ambition to further develop yourself and to work as an Financial Risk

professional later on

 Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen
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Werkstudent Data Analytics
   

 

Parttime • Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

What impact will you make?
Ligt jouw passie in het puzzelen met data en wil jij hier graag ervaring in opdoen? Dan is het

ideaal om binnen Risk Advisory te beginnen met een bijbaan en dagelijks nieuwe dingen te

leren op het gebied van o.a. data analyse. Valt er in de �nanciële data trends te ontdekken?

Welke nuttige informatie kan er uit de �nanciële data gehaald worden? Hoe bouw ik een zo

e�ciënt mogelijk datamodel? Vanaf dag 1 krijg je veel verantwoordelijkheden en rapporteer je

aan je leidinggevende, waardoor je jezelf zeer snel zult ontwikkelen en veel nieuwe kennis tot

je zal nemen. Je zult intensief werken aan een geavanceerd dashboard waarin analyses op

grote datasets uitgevoerd kunnen worden door de klant. Daarnaast zal je direct contact

hebben met klanten, zodat het dashboard naar hun wensen afgesteld kan worden.

(W)here
Bij Deloitte, de grootste organisatie op het gebied van Audit en Assurance, Consulting,

Financial Advisory, Risk Advisory, Tax en Legal. In Nederland kunnen we rekenen op meer dan

5.500 medewerkers vanuit 15 kantoren. Wereldwijd heeft Deloitte ongeveer 250.000

medewerkers en kantoren in meer dan 150 landen.

Jouw expertise deel je met de ruim 50 collega’s in het team Risk Analytics in Amsterdam.

Binnen deze afdeling staan innovatie, bijvoorbeeld op het gebied van arti�cial intelligence, en

persoonlijke ontwikkeling hoog in het vaandel. Natuurlijk maakt Risk Advisory ook �inke

impact: bekijk hier een voorbeeld. En lees de blog van Niels over creativiteit en

ondernemerschap!

Onze werksfeer wordt door Partner Risk Advisory Marko van Zwam als volgt omschreven:

“We houden absoluut niet van onnodige hiërarchie en op kantoor draag je maar lekker de kleding

die je wilt. En na een aantal dagen werken bij de klant, voelt het bij ons als thuiskomen.”

What we o�er

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/consultant-data-analytics-e168611
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
javascript:apply_popup();
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/blogs/hoe-passen-wij-ai-toe-drie-collegas-over-hun-projecten-922
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/blogs/-920
https://www.linkedin.com/in/markovanzwam/
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/
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What you o�er
Word jij uitgedaagd door de bovenstaande functieomschrijving, dan maken wij graag kennis

met jou! Daarnaast voldoe je aan de volgende voorwaarden:

Let's make impact. Apply now!
Jouw sollicitatie op deze functie ontvangen we graag. Bij Deloitte staan we open voor alle

mensen die kwaliteit en ambitie meebrengen. We zijn dan ook benieuwd wie jíj bent.

Vragen? Voor de antwoorden neem je contact op met Recruiter Emma Kok.

�exibele werktijden en de mogelijkheid om vanuit huis te werken;

een goede pensioenregeling;

een development program waardoor je je doorlopend blijft ontwikkelen;  

26 vakantiedagen per jaar en de mogelijkheid om per jaar 15 vakantiedagen bij te kopen;

een tijd-voor-tijd-regeling bij overuren;

een laptop, die je ook privé mag gebruiken;

mogelijkheid om deel te nemen aan de collectieve ziektekostenregeling;

mooie doorgroeimogelijkheden.

Je bent bezig met je Master Econometrie, Business Analytics, Informatica of Wiskunde of jij

bent bezig met een relevante Technische Master.

Programmeerkennis in bijvoorbeeld SQL of Python.

Je beschikt over een goede mix van analyse-,  IT- en (�nanciële) datakennis.

Je hebt een professionele uitstraling.

Eigenschappen als analytisch, zelfstandig, kritisch en resultaatgerichtheid zijn je op het

lijf geschreven. Je kunt projecten onder tijdsdruk afronden en hebt de ambitie om jezelf

verder te ontwikkelen.

Je bent voor een periode van 1 jaar, voor ten minste 3 dagen per week beschikbaar.

 Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Meer weten? Vraag het aan Emma.

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/over-deloitte/diversity-inclusion
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/professionals/jouw-ambities-professionals
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Work student at Data & Reporting Advisory
  

 

Amsterdam • Risk Advisory • WO

Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Work student at Data & Reporting Advisory
What impact will you make?

It's almost impossible to comprehend the sheer amount of data that is collected, stored an

accessible today. But this data only really has value if we can use it to create meaningful

insights. For Deloitte that means enabling our clients to make smarter decisions. As we have

the obligation to report on our data to a variety of regulatory bodies, so do our clients. Failure

to report accurate data may lead not only to �nancial sanctions, but also legal and

reputational risks. Ask yourself: how would you inform the board of a multinational bank

about their regulatory issues? Or what do you present the regulator when they come knocking

on the door, asking di�cult questions? This is your challenge within the Data & Reporting

Advisory team: unlock the power of data.

This is how

Currently we are looking for students who want to gain working experience within Data &

Reporting Advisory. As a working student at Data & Reporting Advisory, you will work along

with our team on various projects and assignments. You will get the chance to experience

work with a client, learn from our team of experts in the �eld of data and reporting, and 

contribute to a project. You receive intensive support from the team and have the opportunity

to bring ideas and solutions. You can always ask for advice or feedback.

You will work with our experts who have backgrounds in Financial risk and Data. You can use

the knowledge and expertise within Deloitte and you can make use of the network of your

assigned manager. You have the opportunity to get a sneak peek at our clients, and get the

opportunity to gain more experience within the Risk advisory department. We are always

searching for innovative methods that can be used to produce on-demand, smart and high-

quality �nancial reports, embracing the latest developments in technology and we are always

open to new ideas and solutions.

https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/thesis-intern-at-data-reporting-advisory-e824931
https://werkenbijdeloitte.nl/vacatures/risk-advisory
javascript:apply_popup();
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(W)here

The Data & Reporting Advisory (DRA) is part of Financial Risk team in Risk Advisory. DRA team

consists of ambitious young (international) talents with strong academic backgrounds in Data

and Financial Risk, as well as seasoned professionals with deep understanding of the latest

developments within the �eld of data and reporting.

We combine deep Data, Analytics & Technology skills with Financial & Regulatory Reporting

Standards (e.g. IFRS, NL GAAP, Solvency II, Basel IV). We use data analytics to solve complex

challenges for our clients. Speci�cally, we improve the quality and reliability of data-driven

reporting. As these reports are of great strategic importance, regulators and shareholders

impose substantial demands on their quality and accuracy.

DRA consultants are known for their openness and curiosity towards new developments, and

their ‘can-do’ attitude towards challenges. Our value is in combining with both technical and

managerial skills to provide solutions to clients. Topics that we encounter are varied: Risk

Management, Analytics, Data Governance and Data Quality Management. The goal of DRA is

to become the undisputed advisor within the fast changing world of data and reporting and

create an everlasting footprint within the minds of our clients. We have already done a lot of

cool and innovative stu�. Have a look at our latest product DocQMiner to get inspired:

We offer

DocQMiner- contract analysis through AI | DeloiDocQMiner- contract analysis through AI | Deloi……

a development program that helps you keep developing;

�exible working hours, easily combined with your studies;

exposure to interesting projects and prestigious clients;

a �exible working environment including a laptop;

an energetic and bright team, with lots of fun activities;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ljYuJdZRPI0
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What you offer

Are you challenged by the above areas and do you want to graduate in the �eld of Finance

and �nancial data management? Check if you meet the following criteria:

Does our �eld of work appeal to you and do you �t within the requested pro�le? Then we

would like to get in touch with you!

Let's make an impact. Apply now!

We look forward to receiving your application for this position. At Deloitte, we welcome

everyone who can bring quality and ambition. We'd like to know who you are.

Questions? Contact our recruiter Chris Wentink at 06-50055462.

an opportunity to bene�t from tax-e�cient facilities, such as company �tness and a bicycle

scheme. 

the possibility to stay working at Deloitte after �nishing your studies.

You are currently working on the �nal year of your university study in AI, Big data,

Accounting, (Business) Economics, Finance, Financial Economics, Business Administration or

any other relevant studies

You want to gain relevant business insights and experience

You are eager to learn about data transformation and visualization tools, such as SQL

Server, QlikView, or Tableau

You have excellent communication skills in English and Dutch, both verbally and in writing

You are self-reliant and proactive

Your characteristics are analytical, independent, and result-oriented

You are a real team player

You have the ambition to further develop yourself and to work as a Financial Risk

professional later on

 Solliciteer op deze vacature Delen

Meer weten? Vraag het aan Chris.
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Newsflo: Find the needle in the haystack: Classification and Topic 
modelling of media mentions
What is Newsflo - Newsflo offers researchers and academic institutions a way to measure the wider impact 
of their work by tracking and analyzing media coverage of their publications and findings. Demonstrating the 
impact of research on society will become more important with increasing competition for research funding 
and attracting students. Newsflo’s innovative service will therefore provide input for the growing recognition 
of alternative metrics, supplementing the more traditional impact measures based on citations.

The core components of Newsflo are:

 � Near real time feed of news articles with coverage from over 55,000 (English-speaking) news outlets in 
over 20 countries including the USA, India, China, Brazil and all major European countries.

 � Sophisticated, high precision search via Scopus ID & affiliation or DOI of an article.
 � Clever clustering of similar stories from different sources - An advanced text clustering algorithm which 

clusters relevant news articles together within a time based window.

Currently Newsflo receives ~800k new media mentions every day via the LexisNexis Metabase service from 
over 55k Englishspeaking news sources worldwide. This news can be about anything, e.g. the latest bombing in 
Iraq to Kim Kardashian’s outfit on Sunday. Newsflo takes it all and stores it to search the text body in order to 
identify researchers. As a result, a large portion of this news, estimated at least 90%, will not mention anything 
about research, science or be relevant to the academic community. It would be a major benefit to our service 
(space, cost reduction, speed efficiency) to be able to identify academically relevant media mentions. At the 
same time universities are keen to dive deeper into the kind of topics are trending within the media related to 
their institute, e.g. was there a lot of “buzz” around a new collaboration or big research project.

Data Science Project #1 
Elsevier

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Newsflo: Are you really Sarah Hunt? Context and distance modelling 
within media mentions
What is Newsflo - Newsflo offers researchers and academic institutions a way to measure the wider impact 
of their work by tracking and analyzing media coverage of their publications and findings. Demonstrating the 
impact of research on society will become more important with increasing competition for research funding 
and attracting students. Newsflo’s innovative service will therefore provide input for the growing recognition 
of alternative metrics, supplementing the more traditional impact measures based on citations.

The core components of Newsflo are:

 � Near real time feed of news articles with coverage from over 55,000 (English-speaking) news outlets in 
over 20 countries including the USA, India, China, Brazil and all major European countries.

 � Sophisticated, high precision search via Scopus ID & affiliation or DOI of an article.
 � Clever clustering of similar stories from different sources - An advanced text clustering algorithm which 

clusters relevant news articles together within a time based window.

Right now the matching algorithm of Newsflo does not take into account the distance between found Scopus 
author ID and affiliation ID. Newsflo does a brute force search on the text for Scopus ID and affiliation without 
taking into account if the name actually belongs to the affiliation also mentioned in the text. Which means that 
there could be no relation at all between found authors and affiliations. e.g. “Sarah Hunt” and “University of 
Oxford” are found in a media mention by Newsflo and that person exists, but in fact if you really dive into the 
media mention text it turns out this Sarah Hunt does not have any relation at all to the University of Oxford 
but this affiliation was mentioned for someone else. Another example, some of the media mentions with a 
long list of authors are found and matches made between any name and institute without knowing if they are 
actually the same pair (Prof x, university Y). Can we model an optimum distance to indicate if match is false 
positive? Or can we model context around the found matches to see if the two entities found belong together?

Data Science Project #2 
Elsevier
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Adapting convolutional neural network for content-based recom-
mendation in
CB2CF is a model recently proposed as a flexible and powerful model to address cold-start recommendation 
[1]. The model employs a convolutional neural network, together with shallow embeddings and metadata 
embeddings to map content into a collaborative filtering space. This has several advantages: first, it is scalable 
compared to, for example, recurrent neural networks; second, it allows the addition of modules that would 
capture rich metadata. The model was tested on movies and apps recommendations and, notably, a report from 
Microsoft did not compare it to simpler solutions, e.g. BM25 on ElasticSearch. It is therefore not clear if the 
approach would work in scientific article recommendation. 

The aim of this project is to build a scalable implementation of CB2CF for scientific article recommendation in 
Elsevier (areference implementation was not available) and evaluate it against existing in-house approaches 
and in various scientific domains (e.g. biomedical vs computer science). Possible outcomes are improvement 
productionized in Elsevier’s recommenders and/or a paper in a scientific conference.

[1] Barkan, O., Koenigstein, N., Yogev, E., & Katz, O. (2019, September). CB2CF: a neural multiview content-to-
collaborative filtering model for completely cold item recommendations. In Proceedings of the 13th ACM 
Conference on Recommender Systems (pp. 228-236). ACM.
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Articles Encoding by Random Walks on Citation Graphs
Word2vec, parageraph2vec and similar embedding algorithms have been developed recently to efficiently 
transform natural language into compact vectors for machine learning tasks such as classifications [1]. In 
2018, we developed an article embedding model from titles and abstracts of joughly 70 million articles. We 
evaluated our model based on a ranking task to match each article to its Journal. Our results showed that our 
embedding accuracy was better than comparable TFIDF in shorter texts (titles) and slightly worse in longer 
texts (abstracts). However, embedding was 200 times faster than TFIDF and required 3.7 times less memory 
which makes it ideal for online applications such as recommendations [2].

Word2vec techniques have been successfully applied to other task where an order may exist (such as genomic 
sequences, songs /playlists, webpage links, etc.). This thesis aims to derive an article2vec algorithm based 
on citation networks. In addition, our preliminary work shows that random walks on citation graphs can be 
highly beneficial for recommendation tasks. This thesis will combine all above ideas to develop an article2vec 
algorithm based on word2vec algorithm by random walks on citation graphs. Success of this new algorithm 
can be calculated by offline metrics such as our existing benchmark from prior study or online applications 
via A/B testing.

[1] Yang, X., Macdonald, C., Ounis, I.: Using word embeddings in twitter election classification. Information 
Retrieval Journal 21(2-3), 183–207 (2018) [2] Meijer, H.J., Truong, J., Karimi, R.: Document Embedding for 
Scientific Articles: Efficacy of Word Embeddings vs TFIDF, manuscript submitted to “41st European Conference 
on Information Retrieval, from 14th - 18th April 2019, Cologne, Germany”.

Data Science Project #4
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Author Disambiguation
Elsevier Scopus offers roughly 78 millions scientific abstracts which is the biggest corpus of scientific abstract 
and is highly used for evaluation of research topics, institutes and individual authors globally. These are all 
dependent on author, institute and citation disambiguation of raw abstract data which we want to improve [1]. 
In this internship, you will focus on author disambiguation and you can think that your work will be close to 
the Kaggle Competition for author disambiguation.

Primary work incorporates analysing results of machine learning (ML) models and tuning them. Root cause 
of errors should be identified and addressed in the next iteration by improving data (pre-processing) quality, 
more training examples and feature engineering. Models may need to be evaluated or trained by importing 
a diverse set of training data as simple as user feedbacks or as complex as data collected by crawling web, 
fuzzy matching, or parsing author resumes. ML models require the state of art engineering to benefit from 
our big data in cloud (scalable and performant). Moreover, they should employ the state of art ML models to 
outperform existing accuracy benchmarks (high precision and recall).

There is a lot of flexibility in this project to match candidate’s strengths and interests. We can supervise 
multiple candidates working on multiple work-streams. For example, we are also interested to expand this to 
research manuscripts submitted for review (less structured data), patents, or author-name entity resolution in 
news. 

The successful candidate should be able to publish his results in academic journals. Moreover, he/she can 
emerge from this MSthesis with the highly sought skill of machine learning at scale in the cloud. The candidate 
will be mentored with experienced data scientists and is expected to work hard and deliver results on a timely 
manner as parts of squads. The evaluation setup could be akin to A/B testing in agile teams.

In 2020, we would like to specially focus on creating and matching author profiles, by extracting publication 
data from CVs, ORCID and other online profiles or publication list.

[1] Bastrakova, Ekaterina, et al. “Relational machine learning author disambiguation.” Artificial Intelligence and 
Natural Language Conference (AINL), IEEE. IEEE, 2016.

Data Science Project #5
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Bandit approaches to recommendation
Learning from bandit feedback has recently attracted a lot of attention among recommendation systems 
research community. Different from traditional approaches, bandit approaches make use of both clicks and 
impressions (i.e. recommendations that have resulted in a click and those that haven’t). This advantage has 
resulted in new state-of-the-art in multiple problems [1].

Mendeley is a popular reference manager, accopanied by a paper recommender system called Mendeley 
Suggest. Mendeley Suggest is a long-running product with a wealth of behavioral data (5+ years with 1.5M 
users last year). However, we have used only Mendeley libraries and clicks from Mendeley Suggest to train 
our systems so far. Bandit approaches have a big potential to increase performance, benefit users, and help 
bring science forward. In this project, we will implement (if no satisfactory implementation is available) and 
evaluate bandit approaches on the problem of suggesting scientific articles to researchers, comparing them 
with existing solutions such as KNN collaborative filtering and learning-to-rank with a list-wise objective.

[1] Jeunen, O., Mykhaylov, D., Rohde, D., Vasile, F., Gilotte, A., & Bompaire, M. (2019). Learning from Bandit 
Feedback: An Overview of the State-of-the-art.
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Distributional semantics for knowledge graph matching and align-
ment
There has been a recent progress in distributional semantics approaches applied to various problems 
and domains. Distributional semantics emphasizes the importance of “context” and leverages it instead of 
relying on string similarity. In natural language processing, the current dominant approach is word and 
character embeddings learned from textual data. In semantic web community, there is growing interest in 
graph embeddings learned from knowledge graphs. The aim of this project is to investigate state-of-the-art 
distributional semantics methods and apply them to the problem of knowledge graph matching and alignment, 
i.e. identifying concepts of close meaning, which is a pressing issue in the light of multiple knowledge graphs 
being constantly developed in isolation. The project provides access to Elsevier’s structured and unstructured 
content as required. The outcomes of the project can result in novel methods to be incorporated in a knowledge 
graph merging tool currently being developed at Elsevier, new insights into the problem, and a high impact 
publication.

[1] “An Effective Method of Large Scale Ontology Matching”, Gayo Diallo (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
articles/PMC4236493)

[2] “Ontology Matching: A Machine Learning Approach”, An Hai Doan, Jayant Madhavan, Pedro Domingos, and 
Alon Halevy (http s://homes.cs.washington.edu/~pedrod/papers/hois.pdf)

[3] “DeepAlignment: Unsupervised Ontology Matching With Refined Word Vectors”, Prodromos Kolyvakis, 
Alexandros Kalousis, Dimitris Kiritsis (http://aclweb.org/anthology/N18-1072)
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Extracting facts from biomedical literature using Machine Learning 
techniques
Biomedical literature contains a lot of facts that are still mainly accessible via reading. A subject matter expert 
is usually required to read a large body of text to find some facts of interest, e.g. information about specific 
drugs such as their adverse reactions or interactions. In the light of rapidly growing volumes of biomedical 
content, this task is becoming more and more time consuming and challenging. Therefore, methods and tools 
that can highlight important information in text are gaining a lot of interest from both academy and industry. 
Recent advances in Machine Learning provide a range of approaches to address this problem. The aim of this 
project is investigating and possibly improving state-of-the-art Machine Learning techniques for extracting 
facts from biomedical literature that involves named entity recognition and relation extraction. The project 
provides access to Elsevier’s structured and unstructured content as required. The outcomes of the project can 
result in novel methods to be incorporated in a biomedical fact extraction tool currently being developed at 
Elsevier, new insights into the problem, and a high impact publication.

[1] “Extracting Adverse Drug Reactions using Deep Learning and Dictionary-Based Approaches”, Mert Tiftikci, 
Arzucan Özgür, Yongqun He, and Junguk Hur

[2] “Extracting and Normalizing Adverse Drug Reactions from Drug Labels”, Carson Tao, Kahyun Lee, Michele 
Filannino, Kevin Buchan, Kathy Lee, Tilak Arora, Joey Liu, Oladimeji Farri, Özlem Uzuner
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Funding classification
Researchers struggle to find funding for their work. In this effort we would like to understand if we can classify 
funding in the following perspectives to assist the researchers in their fund seeking efforts (Not all teams need 
to be part of one project):

1- Eligibility criteria

2- Area of Research

3- Based on a pre-defined taxonomy

Data Science Project #9
Elsevier
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Graph convolutional neural network on Elsevier knowledge graph
Recent advances in graph convolutional neural networks have resulted in a big increase in link prediction 
performance on social graphs [1]. At the same time, Elsevier is adding new sources to its knowledge graph, 
expanding on a already large-scale graph of 1B+ citations. In this project, we will apply the graph CNN model 
of Epasto and Perozzi [1] on Elsevier’s knowledge graph to recommend co-authors and papers. The approach 
should be compared to existing solutions such as KNN collaborative filtering, random walk, content-based 
filtering.

1] Epasto, A., & Perozzi, B. (2019, May). Is a Single Embedding Enough? Learning Node Representations that 
Capture Multiple Social Contexts. In The World Wide Web Conference (pp. 394-404). ACM.
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Job Description
Internship: Extracting funding information from text of articles

Many would argue that the currency of research is citations; however, researchers and funding organizations alike 
are lacking tools with which they can explore how this currency translates to funding opportunities. Motivated 
by this need, in this thesis we want to address one of the fundamental problems facing the development of 
such a tool, namely the problem of automatically extracting funding information from scientific articles.

We want to tackle three sub-problems:

 � the recognition of various types of funding entities (the names of organizations and grant numbers) which 
falls into the category of named entity recognition.

 � extraction of the relationships between the above entities (for example, which organizations have provided 
what grants?), which is a type of relationship mining

 � and finally, to take the organization names as detected from the text and link them to a database of 
organization names, also known as entity linking

There are many ways to tackle these problems. At Elsevier, we have already made a headway in doing these, 
which will serve as a baseline for this project. In this thesis, we would like to try out state-of-the-art deep 
learning methods to improve the quality of the extractions. The findings will help Elsevier in making such 
extractions better, as well as be summarized as a paper for an academic conference.

Work Environment
You will work in a team of 4 other data scientists.

Job Requirements
Machine learning, NLP, Python.

Internship 
Elsevier
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Job Description
“Elsevier is a global information analytics business that helps institutions and professionals progress science, 
advance healthcare and improve performance.  We help researchers, clinicians and engineers tackle the biggest 
challenges facing humankind. Combining content, data and analytics we turn information into answers.

Elsevier is seeking individuals who are passionate about building technology to advance health care and open 
science to join our 2020 Technology Associate Path.  We offer multiple roles across a wide range of technical 
and analytics disciplines, based in Amsterdam.

What are we offering? 

As a Technology Associate you will be immersed into the world of technology by joining a team that is delivering 
solutions to advance science and improve patient care.  Within your team you will have the opportunity to 
learn from and actively work with a group of leading technical experts within our advanced tech stack.  You 
will be provided with both online and face to face learning to ensure you are gaining the skills you need to 
advance your career.  

Subject to location requirements there are opportunities to advance your career within the following software 
development disciplines: 

 � Software Engineering
 � Quality Engineering/Software Testing
 � End User Computing
 � Network Management
 � DevOps
 � Project Management
 � Information Security
 � User Experience (UX) Design
 � Data Science

Through both your role and learning initiatives you will have the opportunity to gain exposure to areas such 
as: 

 � Cloud Computing
 � Business Intelligence and Analytics
 � Data Science & Machine Learning
 � Enterprise Systems
 � Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

We offer an excellent work life balance, structured career planning and a generous remuneration package that 
includes a competitive salary and attractive benefits.”

Work Environment
Looking for 8 Tech Associates for 2020 to be part of the Elsevier TechHub.

Technology Associate 2020 
Elsevier

1-9-2020
€ 40,000

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Requirements
What are we looking for? 

At Elsevier, we are passionate about technology and are looking for people who feel the same! Our culture 
is innovative, inclusive, collaborative, highly motivated and fast-paced, and we are looking for Technology 
Associates who embrace this type of environment.

Our ideal candidate will:

 � Possess critical, analytical and logical decision-making skills that could come from a track record of success 
in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Physics, Maths or Engineering (although it’s not essential). 

 � Be naturally inquisitive about technology with a desire to learn and progress quickly.
 � Be passionate about collaboratively building technology solutions.
 � Be interested in joining a global business that is leading the way in the advancement of science, technology 

and health.
 � Be authorised to work in the Netherlands.

1-9-2020
40,000 €

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Hybrid Intelligence (HI) is the 

combination of human and machine 

intelligence, expanding human 

intellect instead of replacing it.

Our goal is to design Hybrid 

Intelligent systems, an approach to 

Artificial Intelligence that puts humans 

at the centre, changing the course of 

the ongoing AI revolution.

See the other side of this flyer for 
our positions.

As part of a 10 year project 
funded with 20m€ by the 

Dutch government, we are 
looking for 27 PhD students.

Why build AI systems that replace 

people if we can build AI systems 

that collaborate with people?



PhD Positions open now 
 
01.TUD How can AI support human moral 

judgements?  

dr. Aimee van Wynsberghe (TUD), 

A.L.Robbins-vanWynsberghe@tudelft.nl  

02.RUG Aligning learning and reasoning systems 
for responsible HI 
prof. Bart Verheij (RUG), bart.verheij@rug.nl  
 
03.UL Mining texts for perspectives in human-
machine deliberation 
prof. Catholijn Jonker (UL), c.m.jonker@tudelft.nl  
 
04.VU HI techniques for initiating collaborative 
behavior 
prof. Dan Balliet (VU), d.p.balliet@vu.nl  
 
05.RUG Computational deliberation 
prof. Davide Grossi (RUG), d.grossi@rug.nl  
 
06.UU Computational theory of mind  
for collaborative privacy 
prof. Frank Dignum (UU affil.), 
f.p.m.dignum@uu.nl  
 
07.VU Ethical robot stewards 
prof. Guszti Eiben (VU), a.e.eiben@vu.nl  
 
08.UvA Hybrid approaches to learn explainable 
sequential behaviours 
dr. Herke van Hoof (UvA), h.c.vanhoof@uva.nl  
 
09.UL AutoAI for dynamic data 
prof. Holger Hoos (UL), hh@liacs.nl  
 
10.VU Continual learning and deep generative 
modeling for adaptive systems 
dr. Jakub Tomczak (VU), j.m.tomczak@vu.nl  
 
11.TUD Design patterns for hybrid intelligent 
teams 
prof. Mark Neerincx (TUD), mark.neerincx@tno.nl  
 
12.VU Identity, reference and perspective  
in personal communication models 
prof. Piek Vossen (VU), piek.vossen@vu.nl  
 
13.UU Monitoring and constraining adaptive 
systems, dr. Silja Renooij (UU), s.renooij@uu.nl  

PhD positions opening in 3 months 
 

14.TUD Interactive Machine Reasoning for  
Responsible HI 
dr. Birna van Riemsdijk (TUD affil.), 
m.b.vanriemsdijk@utwente.nl  
 
15.VU Predicting generalizability of NLP 
experiments 
dr. Antske Fokkens (VU), antske.fokkens@vu.nl  
 
16.UvA Context Modeling for Dialog Systems 
dr. Christof Monz (UvA), c.monz@uva.nl  
 
17.TUD (Meta-)learning to give feedback in 
interactive learning 
dr. Frans Oliehoek (TUD), f.a.oliehoek@tudelft.nl 
 
18.TUD Automated social perception for aiding 
human-human cooperation in dynamic settings 
dr. Hayley Hung (TUD), h.hung@tudelft.nl  
 
19.UU Explaining data-driven decisions with 
legal, ethical or social impact to end users 
prof. Henry Prakken (UU), h.prakken@uu.nl  
 
20.VU Feedback and explanation for long-term 
collaborative conversations 
prof. Koen Hindriks (VU), k.v.hindriks@vu.nl  
 
21.RUG Recognition of non-cooperative 
behavior 
prof. Rineke Verbrugge (RUG), 
l.c.verbrugge@rug.nl  
 
22.TUD Including ethical and legal 
considerations in the HI design process 
dr. Roel Dobbe (TUD), roel@ainowinstitute.org  
 
 
 
Further positions with  
 
23.VU prof. Frank van Harmelen (VU), 
Frank.van.Harmelen@vu.nl 
24.UvA prof. Maarten de Rijke (UvA), 
m.derijke@uva.nl  
25.UvA prof. Max Welling (UvA), 
m.welling@uva.nl  
26.VU dr. Stefan Schlobach (VU), 
k.s.schlobach@vu.nl  
27.UvA Explainable Machine Learning (UvA) 
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Job Description
Global Analytics

You will be part of the ING Analytics, a new unit responsible for realizing this vision for ING, differentiating ING 
as a leader in data-driven organization, within the banking sector and beyond. The team consists of a number 
of Global Analytics Center of Excellences around the bank’s key capabilities (such as Pricing, Risk Management, 
Financial Crime&RegTech, Customer Intelligence, etc.) as well as strong coordination areas around data 
management, technology, customer journey, UX, as well as external partnerships.

Financial Crime & RegTech CoE

To be a compliant and safe bank is non-negotiable precondition of everything we do. 

The purpose of the Financial Crime and RegTech center of excellence is to define the strategy and drive the 
development, implementation and adoption of analytics capabilities in the financial crime domain to make 
ING a safer and more compliant bank.

Role Profile

As a Chapter Lead you will play a key role in driving the success of Data Science within the Financial Crime & 
RegTech domain from ideation to the delivery of data driven products and solutions.

You will be involved in all data science projects and be responsible for maintaining a very high quality standard. 
For 40% of your time you will have hands-on involvement in our most challenging data scientist projects. 
Next to the hands on project related work you will be responsible for the data scientists in your chapter from 
coaching and professional development to hiring and staffing.

Furthermore, you will be responsible for promoting data science excellence within the organization. You will 
collaborate with engineers to bring advanced models to production, and you will work closely with international 
business units to identify opportunities for data science.

You will work collaboratively with an extended group of stakeholders, including but not limited to Operations, 
Compliance, Engineering, Legal, Corporate Audit.

Work Environment
Think Forward! Our purpose is to empower people to stay a step ahead in life and in business. We are an 
industry recognized strong brand with positive recognition from customers in many countries, a strong financial 
position, omni-channel distribution strategy and international network. If you want to work at a place where 
we believe that you can make the difference by using machine learning to generate data driven products and 
solve the most pressing business challenges, please read on.

We are incredibly excited about Data Analytics and the great potential for progress and innovation. We believe 
that analytics is a key differentiator in bringing “anytime, anywhere, personalized” services to our customers.  
We wish to improve our operational processes and create new and innovative data driven products that go 
beyond traditional banking, such as the platform models.  Achieving this vision will require us to build and 
expand on our analytics effort and organize ourselves around focused value buckets with strong coordination 
capabilities of data, technology, customer journey, UX, as well as external partnerships. 

Chapter Lead Financial Crime & RegTech 
ING Bank

-
-
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Job Requirements
 � You have at least 6 years of (global) work experience in the Data Science space (methods, technology, 

data) including statistical modelling and machine learning experience to solve business questions and/
or develop (innovative) data driven products

 � Experience in applying data science to prevent and detect financial crimes (e.g.  internal/external fraud, 
money laundering, terrorism financing, tax evasion, …) is a strong plus

 � You have a proven track record of developing people and knowledge through coaching or mentoring
 � You have experience and love leading teams to drive results and interact with (senior level) stakeholders
 � You are able to explain complicated subjects clearly
 � You are friendly and approachable and are able to challenge data scientists
 � Your enthusiasm is visible and you are good with mobilizing people for our data driven purpose
 � You are motivated to keep up to date with the latest developments and to introduce them to the team 

and projects where applicable
 � You have extensive knowledge of a wide range of machine learning algorithms, ranging from more 

classical econometric models to more cutting-edge algorithms and are able to match them to business 
problems

 � You are able to see where ING can create steps towards becoming a truly data driven bank. You’re always 
thinking one step ahead, for example in advising about the best way of implementation.

 � You are a team player who strikes effective balance between independence and acting in the interest of 
the team

 � MSc or PhD with excellent academic results in the field of Computer Science, Mathematics, Engineering, 
Econometrics or similar.

 � Machine Learning: You have an excellent understanding of both supervised and unsupervised learning 
algorithms (such as Random Forests, Gradient Boosting, Deep Neural Networks, Logistic Regression, SVM, 
KNN, K-Means clustering, Isolation forests etc ). Knowledge of NLP techniques is an advantage.

 � Programming Languages: Python and R
 � Tools: Spark, Hadoop is an advantage
 � Database handling: SQL, Hive. Familiarity with Oracle, Netezza, HBase, Cassandra, Graph databases is 

preferred
 � Visualisation tools: D3.js, Shiny, Angular, Neo4j

-
-
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Job Description
Currently, we are looking for 6 Data Analysts Lookbacks to join our Global KYC Delivery Tribe, location the 
Hague. These positions are open for medior to more senior candidates. In this position, you will be part of the 
Transaction Monitoring Tribe.

As Data Analyst Lookbacks you will extract and process large data sets to support investigative transaction 
monitoring processes over past transactions.

What you’ll do

 � Responsible for the execution of look-back & back testing to enable alert scenario optimization and 
conduct what if scenario analysis in response to emerging  unusual patterns of payment behaviors

 � Responsible for translating alert scenario design into business requirements so as to enable solutions 
design teams to build automated alert solutions.

 � Responsible for monitoring the integrity of the data feeds into the central alert system.
 � Support the design and maintenance of predictive models to enable the prioritization of alerts. In so 

doing, improve on alert investigation efficiency and effectiveness

Work Environment
A job of 40 hours and a unique offer that fits in with the times of today. We take into account your home 
situation and your ambitions and help you to balance work and private life. Discover yourself our employment 
conditions.

To give you an idea, we will tell you about the benefits of working at ING:

 � A salary tailored to your qualities and experience
 � Flexible working hours and the possibility to work at home
 � Reimbursement for travel expenses
 � 27 vacation days with a 40-hour working week
 � Pension scheme
 � 13th month salary
 � Individual Savings Contribution (BIS), 3.5% of your gross annual salary
 � 8% Holiday payment
 � Personal growth and challenging work with endless possibilities to realize your ambitions
 � An informal working environment with innovative colleagues who strive for the very best
 � Progressive way of working according to the Agile method, so that new ideas come to life

Job Requirements
 � Master of Science degree
 � 2 – 5 years of relevant working experience within payments or transaction monitoring.
 � Strongly developed analytical and conceptual skills, enabling you to understand the data
 � Capable of looking to the business outside-in and with a birds-eye view
 � Capable to translate your analysis and explain them to your colleagues
 � Hands-on knowledge and experience of analytical tools (data warehouses, data bases and data analytics 

tools such as WD, SQL, Oracle, SAS, Hive, R and Python
 � In-depth knowledge of data warehouse concepts, -platforms and –designs and experience with building 

Data Analyst Post Transaction Monitoring 
ING Bank
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data warehouses
 � Flexible and capable of mastering new data-analysis tools and methods quickly
 � Possess working knowledge in the field of Financial Crime Threats and typologies so as to enable an 

informed view of anomalous patterns of payment behaviours
 � You are a driven Data Analyst who feels personal responsibility for the quality of your work.
 � You are ambitious and you enjoy the global scope of the role which provides you with the opportunity to 

together with different cultures.
 � You bring positive energy to the team and have very good social and communication skills. This leads to 

great performance.

-
-
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Job Description
The team you are applying for is Polish part of Dutch Advanced Analytics team, and it is our mission to 
make ING data-driven. We do this by combining Big Data technology with Data Science to deliver high value 
solutions and products for our organization. The team operates as a technology accelerator/research team, 
with a much greater degree of agility, flexibility and experimentation than you would expect from a large 
financial institution. We work in a fun and creative environment and we’re dedicated to bringing out the best 
in both each other and our projects.  The team is based in Poland, The Netherlands and the UK.  

As a Data Engineer within our team, you will be responsible for designing, building and maintaining the 
complex data flows that are needed from the bank’s many data systems to our analytics environments.  Your 
knowledge will help to make these flows fast, stable, and ready to be used for machine learning and AI. We 
have the flexibility to always pick the best tool for the job, and try out new toolsets and architectures to keep 
us at the forefront of big data.

Scope of duties

 � Development: 85%
 � Maintenance: 15%

Work Environment
We take care of:

Your development

 � international projects
 � access to the newest technologies
 � trainings
 � certificates
 � professional development
 � free English lessons
 � Your health, physical condition and family

Private medical care

 � MultiSport card with 50% funding
 � Kindergarten next door
 � Bicycle parking
 � Chillout and entertainment zones
 � Sports events
 � suitable working conditions

Stable employment conditions

 � Laptop
 � Mobile phone
 � Additional screen
 � Delicious coffee
 � Modern kitchen

Data Engineer - Advanced Analytics 
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Job Requirements
Must have

 � Knowledge of Apache Airflow
 � Ability to build data processing solutions (stream and batch) using distributed programming platforms 

such as Hadoop, Spark, Kafka, Flink, etc.
 � Build complex data pipelines (ETL)
 � Knowledge of programming languages like Python and/or Scala
 � Data manipulation and transformation (e.g. SQL)

Nice to have

 � Experience with SQL and noSQL databases
 � Experience with Docker/Kubernetes/Openshift, Ansible, CD/CI
 � Experience with Linux systems administration and OS level scripting
 � Security, Authentication, Authorisation (LDAP, Kerberos, PAM)
 � Interest in bleeding-edge open source technologies, e.g. Presto, Druid, Superset, Prometheus
 � Experience with other programing languages like Java, C++, Go, Ruby, Groovy

Other requirements

 � Good communication skills in English (level B2/C1)
 � Strong willingness for gaining new competences and knolwedge
 � Commitment, communicativeness
 � Energy and efficiency
 � Responsibility
 � Team work spirit
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Job Description
Think Forward! Our purpose is to empower people to stay a step ahead in life and in business. We are an 
industry recognized strong brand with positive recognition from customers in many countries, a strong financial 
position, omni-channel distribution strategy and an international network. If you want to work at a place where 
we believe that you can live by the Agile manifesto without jeopardizing the necessary continuity, compliance 
and QA measures, where we are committed to delivering stable and secure services to end users, and where 
we have a ‘no nonsense’ getting-things done mentality, please read on!

As a Machine Learning Engineer you will be joining ING’s Advanced Analytics global organization and will 
partner with Data Scientists in our centre of expertise to research, design and implement leading-edge 
algorithmic products. We are looking for a passionate, Senior-level, ML Engineer/Applied Scientist with a 
strong background in machine/deep learning and experience building Machine Learning pipelines to help us 
operationalise/productionalise world class ML models at scale.

You will be part of technology team, taking care of the software engineering challenges associated with data 
science and machine learning. You will be serving and deploying models, putting research into production. 
Through collaboration with architects, data engineers and data scientists, you’ll write code that applies AI 
technology to optimize the development and put them into production including post deployment production. 
Leveraging your knowledge and experience of back-end programming languages and architecture, you will 
also write the scalable and performant microservices that host the algorithms in both on-premise and cloud 
environments.

You will be responsible for:

 � Analytics software development
 � Building production level ML/AI solutions, with solid software engineering and ML/AI principles
 � Build tools to enable fast, reproducible, and organized experimentation by model developers
 � Working closely with data scientists to put their development into production. This means parallelizing, 

optimizing, tuning, testing, and wrapping their code that exists as a proof of concept into something that 
can be deployed

 � Model Ops
 � Automated deployment, and monitoring

Work Environment
ING Analytics is an organisation responsible for realizing this vision for ING, differentiating ING as a leader 
in data-driven organizations within the banking sector and beyond. The organisation consists of a number of 
Global Analytics Centres of Excellence around the bank’s key capabilities (such as Pricing, Risk Management, 
Financial Crime & RegTech, Customer Intelligence, etc.) as well as strong coordination areas around people 
capabilities, technology, data, tooling, and external partnerships.

The Data, Tools & Technology team is one of the five core teams within ING Analytics Unit. It is responsible 
for driving overall strategy and roadmap for analytics platforms, technology and tooling,  industrialisation 
of analytics models and data roadmap for all the work streams, change management activities and their 
interdependencies

Machine Learning Engineer 
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What do we offer?

Working at ING means working in a dynamic and international setting. Individual development of our 
employees is very important and that is why ING offers excellent courses and programs. We only hire people 
with exceptional talents and capabilities! You will work on the most innovative projects within ING. In addition 
we offer:

 � Fun!
 � A competitive salary
 � Working with highly skilled people
 � Working in an area which is of great importance to the strategy of ING
 � A relaxed and fun team
 � An International atmosphere
 � A full time position (40 hour week)
 � Great training and education opportunities

Job Requirements
Required

 � At least Master Degree in AI / Machine Learning / Software Engineering / Computer Science
 � Can build an “end-to-end software product” which has machine learning component
 � Strong skills in Python/R, Java and Scala, and reasonable SQL understanding
 � A minimum of 5 years’ experience in building ML/deep learning pipelines and models
 � Experience in implementing production ready ML models using current ML/Deep learning techniques
 � Experience with Deep learning frameworks like Tensorflow, PyTorch etc. and other Big data technologies 

like Hadoop/Hive, PySpark, SparkR, etc.
 � Experience writing RESTful web services
 � Experience with industry-accepted testing tools and frameworks such as Selenium, TestNG, JUnit, and/or 

Cucumber
 � Experience with DevOps technology (such as Jenkins and Docker)
 � Experience with enterprise source code management (GitHub, RTC, etc.)
 � Experience with CI/CD for Machine Learning pipeline (CD4ML).

Nice to have

 � PhD in AI / Machine Learning / Natural Language Processing
 � Experience with one or more of the following: Natural Language Processing, text understanding, 

classification, pattern recognition, recommendation systems, unsupervised learning, ranking systems or 
similar

 � Experience with Test Driven Development
 � Good knowledge of open source technology such as Apache ecosystem.

About you

 � Always thinking a step ahead and never satisfied with the status quo
 � Enthusiasm for helping others to be successful and a talent for taking it on and making it happen
 � You have a learning attitude. Not only to master new technologies and programming languages, but also 

on the interpersonal level. You are proven to be able to ask and give feedback
 � You embrace challenges in a fast changing and complex environment
 � You are a naturally collaborative person who listens and invests in others to achieve common goals
 � You have a Pro-active and can-do attitude (self-steering)
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Job Description
ING is looking for experienced Risk Professionals. The Credit Risk Team is an energetic international team 
of highly qualified professionals within the Model Risk Management department. This fast growing team is 
responsible for validating the risk models used by ING worldwide. We assure that models are appropriate for 
the intended use and compliant with internal policies and external regulations. Our goal is to increase the 
ING’s understanding of a model’s limitations & weaknesses and contribute to the ongoing model improvement 
and ensure the added value of models.

What you’ll do?

 � Validating risk models, including performing quantitative analyses
 � Creating high quality validation reports that are read by e.g. senior management, CRO staff, audit and 

ECB
 � Participating in meetings with model developers, senior management, internal & external audit and the 

European Central Bank

Your model scope is broad and includes:

 � Probability of Default (PD), Loss Given Default (LGD) and Exposure at Default (EAD) models
 � Credit Economic Capital model (INCAP) and the concentration Risk Framework
 � Stress Testing framework
 � In addition, the team has the ambition to expend the scope to non-regulatory models such as 

underwriting models, pricing, early-warning systems.

These models are used for measuring and managing Credit Risk at ING Bank. In particular, the models in scope 
are used for calculations of the Loan Loss Provisions (IFRS9) as well as the Economic and the Regulatory (Basel 
II) Capital.

Work Environment
With around 52,000 employees and operations in approximately 40 countries, there is no shortage of 
opportunities for people with initiative who want to make a difference. We hire smart people like you for 
your potential, not your past. Our biggest expectation is that you’ll stay curious. Keep learning. Take on more 
responsibility. In return, we’ll back you to develop into an even more awesome version of yourself.

If you want to work at the cutting edge of what’s possible, surrounded by progressive, inspiring and supportive 
colleagues, there is no better place to invest your talents than at ING. Join us.

What we offer 

A job from 36 to 40 hours and a unique offer that fits in with the times of today. We take into account your 
home situation and your ambitions and help you to balance work and private life. Discover our employment 
conditions.

To give you an idea, we will tell you about the benefits of working at ING:

 � A salary tailored to your qualities and experience
 � Flexible working hours and the possibility to work at home
 � Reimbursement for travel expenses

Model Validator Credit Risk 
ING Bank
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Job Description
ING is looking for a passionate and experienced NLP Data Engineer who will further develop and maintain our 
conversational platform and further develop and maintain the architecture of this platform in order to support 
current and incoming projects.

Your passion is to work with the latest and greatest technologies that make working with large amounts of 
data easy, you’re pro-active in keeping yourself up to date and are always searching for new ways to discover 
new technologies. You also enjoy laying the architectural foundations for the things you’re working on. You 
combine both thinking of the future and a hands-on, right now attitude. You will work in a team with highly 
skilled people and enjoy a creative atmosphere where trying things out is encouraged.

Your passion is to work with the latest and greatest technologies in the field of Data Engineering. You will work 
as an engineer on different projects. Those can be spread in multiple ING countries.  Your role will be to help 
experiment and launch new initiatives and support local teams and their projects within ING.

What you’ll do

As a Data Engineer, you are the single most important part of the team. Without your work, nothing moves, data 
sits idle and useless in a DB or even worse: in excel sheets. You are the one combining these sources in real-
time, distributed systems to handle large amounts of data loads in no-time. Data scientists, analysts, business 
users, CEO’s are continuously praising you, thank you, worshipping you.

That’s when you wake up to go to work. After your morning coffee, you sit with data scientists to find the best 
way to get their models to run in production, leading the way in how to aggregate the data and process it 
efficiently for each model. You talk to the business to ingest new sources, cleaning and preparing the data and 
writing the code that connects it to your application. After a lunch break with colleagues, you think of a new 
technology you’d like to try out. You start investigating and write it up for the next experimentation day. At the 
end of the afternoon, you finalize some comments colleagues had on your latest blog post or start building 
your presentation for the next conference you’re presenting at. As a Data Engineer working for the ING Analytic 
Unit, you’ll never get bored with many experienced and skilled engineers around you, the freedom to innovate 
and not only use open source tooling but also contribute and teach about them.

Work Environment
A job from 36 to 40 hours and a unique offer that fits in with the times of today located at ING Amsterdam. To 
give you an idea, we will tell you about the benefits of working at ING:

 � A salary tailored to your qualities and experience
 � Reimbursement for travel expenses
 � 24 vacation days with a 36-hour working week. If you work 40 hours a week, you will receive 27 vacation 

days
 � Pension scheme
 � 13th-month salary
 � Individual Savings Contribution (BIS), 3.5% of your gross annual salary
 � 8% Holiday payment
 � Personal growth and challenging work with endless possibilities to realize your ambitions
 � An informal working environment with innovative colleagues who strive for the very best

NLP Data Engineer 
ING Bank
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Job Requirements
 � Experience in programming languages such as Java, Python
 � Excellent communication skills to be able to work with business owners to develop and define key data 

science questions and to build data sets that answer those questions
 � Knowledge of data manipulation and transformation, e.g. SQL
 � Exposure to Big Data Ecosystem and hands-on knowledge on Hadoop, hive, pig, spark
 � Deployment and provisioning automation tools e.g. Docker, Kubernetes, OpenShift, CI/CD
 � Bash scripting and Linux systems administration
 � Affinity with Natural Language Processing Techniques (as API, e.g. LUIS, Dialogflow… and as a model e.g. 

SVM, Logistic Regression, BERT…)
 � Affinity for working in an Agile environment
 � Great team player
 � Interest in NLP domain
 � Ability to think big and create replicable future-proof components to fasten virtual assistants pipeline 

building across all ING units

Within the Customer Dialogue Analytics Centre of Expertise team, we mainly use and experiment with the 
following technologies and frameworks:

 � Python & Jupiter Notebook
 � Analytical platform:
 � Netezza
 � Hadoop
 � Spark
 � Airflow
 � Cognos

Micro-services environment:

 � Java / Scala
 � Kafka
 � Cassandra / Oracle
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Job Description
ING is looking for Trading Risk Quants for the Trading Risk Quant Team. This is an energetic international 
team of highly qualified professionals. Our responsibility is to provide the quantitative expertise required to 
1) perform validations of the (derivatives) pricing models used by ING’s Financial Markets Trading; 2) develop 
Trading Risk models and methodologies (related to e.g. Basel Pillar 1 Market Risk IMA framework); 2) and 3) 
provide advice to traders and risk managers on quantitative topics. The Trading Risk Quants team is part of 
the Financial Risk Model Development department. The department comprises of a large team of modelling 
experts, with expertise in the development and management of Balance Sheet Risk, Credit and Trading Risk 
and Market Risk models, with state of the art modelling methods, tooling and data-processing technologies. 
Does it sound interesting? Please read on!

What you’ll do

 � Perform (derivatives) pricing model validations for end of day valuation (these models are developed e.g. 
by ING’s Front Office quants and independently replicated by the Trading Risk Quant team)

 � Develop market risk models and methodologies (such as risk factor evolution models for Value at Risk or 
PFE calculations, for e.g.)

 � Provide support on the different quantitative topics
 � The position offers excellent opportunities to excel in what you do and to broaden your modelling skills, 

as well as exposure to a dynamic and agile international working environment

Work Environment
A job from 36 to 40 hours and a unique offer that fits in with the times of today. We take into account 
your home situation and your ambitions and help you to balance work and private life. Discover yourself our 
employment conditions.

To give you an idea, we will tell you about the benefits of working at ING:

 � Great international career opportunities
 � A salary tailored to your qualities and experience
 � Flexible working hours and the possibility to work at home
 � Reimbursement for travel expenses
 � 24 vacation days with a 36-hour working week. If you work 40 hours a week, you will receive 27 vacation 

days
 � Pension scheme
 � 13th month salary
 � Individual Savings Contribution (BIS), 3.5% of your gross annual salary
 � 8% Holiday payment
 � Personal growth and challenging work with endless possibilities to realize your ambitions
 � An informal working environment with innovative colleagues who strive for the very best
 � Progressive way of working according to the Agile method, so that new ideas come to life 

Job Requirements
 � An academic degree (MSc or PhD) in a quantitative field, preferably (financial) mathematics,  

econometrics or physics
 � 2-5 years of experience, with familiarity with derivatives pricing, financial markets and the most 

Trading Risk Quants 
ING Bank
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important developments (for e.g. FRTB). Relevant experience in equity derivatives and/or commodity 
derivatives modelling is a plus

 � Strong knowledge and experience with programming languages, especially C++ and/or Python
 � Experience with FM Front Office pricing systems, in particular, Sophis is a plus
 � Strong communication skills and fluency in English
 � Constructive attitude and pro-active team player
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Job Description
Are you a creative data engineer with experience developing data-driven solutions? Are you curious and always 
up to date on the latest industry developments? Do you want to work on innovative big data infrastructures? 
If so, apply as a big data engineer at Qualogy.

What does this position involve?

As a big data engineer, you are highly versatile. You manage and optimise big data infrastructures, develop 
software solutions and integrate data from various systems.

As part of the Data Science Team you will develop interesting models and algorithms. You communicate easily 
with team members and stay on top of objectives, results and new challenges. In short: you bring data science 
to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

a collective health insurance package and pension plan
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The opportunity to work in an international team with real data enthusiasts
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � A master’s degree or PhD in computer science, engineer, software engineering or a related field
 � At least three years of experience developing data-driven solutions for various projects
 � Experience with the Hadoop ecosystem, data streaming and data management systems
 � Experience with various programming languages, such as Python, Java, C++, JavaScript and Go
 � Strong written and verbal communication skills

Big Data Engineer 
Qualogy
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Job Description
Are you a creative thinker with an inquisitive mind? Do you embrace new technologies and mathematical 
models? Are you interested in using sophisticated algorithms to help our clients solve complex problems?

What does this position involve?

As a data science intern at Qualogy, you will be tasked with interpreting a multitude of client data using various 
techniques, such as machine learning. You will develop your own algorithms and create custom software 
solutions.

You will work with our developers to come up with innovative data science solutions. You will set clear goals 
and draft comprehensive reports detailing the challenges and results of each project. You have a keen eye for 
quality, with the ultimate goal of bringing Qualogy’s data science solutions to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � You follow a university study in Data Science, Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science, Mathematics, 

Econometrics or similar STEM studies
 � Experience developing data-driven solutions
 � Experience with machine learning techniques, databases and visualisation tools
 � Experience with machine learning techniques, databases and visualisation tools
 � Experience with programming languages such as Python, R and Hadoop Ecosystem
 � Strong communication skills

Data Science Internship 
Qualogy
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Job Description
Are you a creative thinker with an inquisitive mind? Do you embrace new technologies and mathematical 
models? Are you interested in using sophisticated algorithms to help our clients solve complex problems?

What does this position involve?

As a data scientist at Qualogy, you will be tasked with interpreting a multitude of client data using various 
techniques, such as machine learning. You will develop your own algorithms and create custom software 
solutions at the client’s location.

You will work with our developers to come up with innovative data science solutions. You will set clear goals 
and draft comprehensive reports detailing the challenges and results of each project. You have a keen eye for 
quality, with the ultimate goal of bringing Qualogy’s data science solutions to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

an unlimited training budget, a mobile and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � University degree in computer science, mathematics or econometrics (PhD is a plus)
 � At least 3 years of experience developing data-driven solutions
 � Experience with machine learning techniques, databases and visualisation tools
 � Experience with programming languages such as Python, R and Hadoop Ecosystem
 � Strong communication skills

Data Scientist 
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Job Description
If we have a really complicated question, you’re the person to ask. You go to the extreme to develop the 
best Java applications for great projects. Do you love a challenge and do you want to work with high-end 
techniques? Come work as a Java Developer at Qualogy.

What are your tasks?

In Qualogy’s scrum team, you will work intensively on the development of innovative Java Applications. You 
will also analyze functional need and translate this to a new environment.

Because of your experience as a developer, you quickly pick up new techniques and have creative solutions. 
You enjoy working in a team, feel quickly at home in new surroundings and are focused on reaching your goal.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above average starting salary and attractive bonuses.
 � Good employment conditions such as 28 vacation days plus 2 extra Q-days, 8% vacation allowance, chair 

massage, unlimited training budget and laptop.
 � Innovative (international) projects.
 � Work in a diverse, international team.
 � Substantive work with an impact in an Agile environment.
 � Ample of opportunity to develop yourself and pick up new techniques.
 � Opportunities to visit interesting events and trade fairs.

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � Higher vocational education or university degree (e.g. in computer science or information technology).
 � Minimum of 3 years of work experience as a developer in JEE environments.
 � Knowledge of Java, XML, REST and related technologies and frameworks.
 � Knowledge of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) and Microservices.
 � Knowledge of JavaScript, ReactJS, AngularJS, Polymer and CSS.
 � Experience with UI / UX is an advantage.
 � Experience with Agile methods, especially Scrum.

Java Developer 
Qualogy
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Job Description
Are you a creative thinker with an inquisitive mind? Do you embrace new technologies and mathematical 
models? Are you interested in using sophisticated algorithms to help our clients solve complex problems?

What does this position involve?

As a data scientist at Qualogy, you will be tasked with interpreting a multitude of client data using various 
techniques, such as machine learning. You will develop your own algorithms and create custom software 
solutions at the client’s location.

You will work with our developers to come up with innovative data science solutions. You will set clear goals 
and draft comprehensive reports detailing the challenges and results of each project. You have a keen eye for 
quality, with the ultimate goal of bringing Qualogy’s data science solutions to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

an unlimited training budget, a mobile and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � University degree in computer science, mathematics or econometrics (PhD is a plus)
 � At least five years of experience developing data-driven solutions
 � Experience with machine learning techniques, databases and visualisation tools
 � Experience with programming languages such as Python, R and Hadoop Ecosystem
 � Strong communication skills

Senior Data Scientist 
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Job Description
As an accomplished front-end developer, you are aware of the latest industry developments; the more complex, 
the more interesting. Contribute to the IT future of our clients as a senior front-end (JavaScript) developer at 
Qualogy.

What does this position involve?

In this role, you will work a lot at our clients’ locations. You are responsible for continuous delivery and better 
front-end interfaces for major projects. You address complex issues with a keen eye for detail, creativity and 
enthusiasm. As part of an Agile development team, you will develop high-performance and reusable front-end 
components. With a solid understanding of software engineering, you are quick to adopt new techniques. You 
are flexible, analytic and interested in continuously improving your skills as a developer. You can take the 
initiative to bring the quality of our services to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average starting salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q- days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

a mobile and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity to develop personally and professionally

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � Vocational education or university degree in computer science or information science
 � At least five year of experience building enterprise-scale (web) applications
 � At least five years of hands-on experience with HTML5, JavaScript, CSS and AngularJS
 � Experience with Continuous Delivery and tooling (Jenkins, Gulp, Git and Nexus)
 � An excellent command of Dutch and English
 � Examples that demonstrate your ability to work flexibly and socially

Senior Front-end (JavaScript) Developer 
Qualogy
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Job Description
Are you interested in activities on the front-end and back-end? Do you want to sink your teeth into the latest 
technologies? Do you have the skills to develop high-quality front-end and back-end components? If so, we’d 
be happy to have you on our team!

What does this position involve?

Do you want to develop and deliver new IT solutions? As a senior full stack Java developer, you can! You will 
closely analyse functional needs, translate these into high-quality, technical solutions and implement them 
in Java. You will work as a consultant at the client&#39;s location. This position gives you the opportunity to 
work independently and with colleagues in a team setting. Many of our clients work in multidisciplinary scrum 
teams, which allows you to develop high-quality functionalities and modules together with your colleagues.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average starting salary and excellent bonuses 
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

a mobile and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � Vocational education or university degree in computer science or information science
 � At least five years of experience with enterprise scale (web) applications and programming in Java EE
 � A good understanding of front-end software development (AngularJS,HTML, CSS and JavaScript) and 

JavaScript frameworks such as Polymer (Web Components)
 � Extensive experience with Continuous Delivery and tooling (Jenkins, Gulp,Git and Nexus) en Maven and 

Tomcats
 � A good understanding of software engineering

Senior Fullstack Java Developer 
Qualogy

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Do you want to take the IT landscape to the next level? Are you keen to sink your teeth into complex issue 
and do you prefer working with high-end techniques? As a Senior Java Software Engineer at Qualogy, you will 
continue to develop and challenge yourself.  

What does this position involve?

You have extensive experience developing Java applications. As a Senior Java Software Engineer, you will 
develop complex applications in different Scrum teams.

You will translate functional needs into technical solutions. You will be challenged to create technical designs 
for our clients on location and implement these in Java. You are familiar with database, Weblogic, Spring, 
Oracle and Docker. You are ambitious, creative and enterprising. Whether you’re working in a team or alone, 
on location or in the office, you can easily switch between different levels and quickly feel at home in a new 
environment.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% vacation allowance, 

a cell phone and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development
 � Interesting events, conferences and meet-ups and fun get-togethers, lunches and excursions

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � College or university degree in computer science or information science
 � At least five years of professional experience as a consultant or a developer in JEE environments
 � Knowledge of Java, XML (and related technologies and frameworks) and service-oriented architectures 

(SOA)
 � Experience with Agile methods, particularly Scrum

Senior Java Software Engineer 
Qualogy

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



 � Knowledge of JavaScript, HTML5, CSS and AngularJS
 � Examples that demonstrate your ability to quickly acquire new knowledge
 � An excellent command of Dutch and English

<<Preferred start date>>
<<Salary indication>>

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:

DBF_Preferred start date
DBF_Salary indication


Job Description
Wij denken dat de data revolutie het speelveld in het vastgoed volledig op zijn kop zal zetten. Sterker nog: daar 
willen wij een serieuze bijdrage aan leveren. De beschikbaarheid van data zal meer fundament leggen onder 
elke vastgoedbeslissing. Het kan nu evidence based (en tsja, als het kan dan moet het ook).

We zoeken data-analisten die helpen om data op te sporen, te ontsluiten en te presenteren. Door slimme 
algoritmen toe te voegen kunnen we onze opdrachtgevers helpen bij vastgoedbeslissingen. Als afstudeerder 
kies je een maatschappelijke opgave en onderzoek je hoe die met data opgelost kan worden. En werk je samen 
met onze analisten aan een slimme oplossing.

Je pioniert samen met een team aan onze innovaties. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan de ontwikkeling van tooling voor 
assetmanagement, de waardering van woningportefeuilles op basis van open data of een benchmark van het 
voorzieningenniveau van gemeenten. Voorwaarde is dat jouw studie (welke maakt eigenlijk niet uit) opvalt 
door analytische vaardigheid. Je hebt affiniteit met financiën en data. Je doet volop mee in onze innovaties. We 
dagen je uit om het beste uit jezelf te halen. Saai wordt het niet.

Work Environment
Republiq is een jong bedrijf met veel ervaring. In een paar jaar tijd groeiden we uit tot een team van 30 
personen. Onze ambitie is stevig. We willen zoveel mogelijk partijen helpen financieel en maatschappelijk 
rendement op vastgoed te verbeteren.

Hiervoor bouwen we een team op met adviseurs met een frisse, slimme kijk op vastgoed die onze betrokkenheid 
bij de vraagstukken van onze opdrachtgevers delen. We geloven sterk in de creatieve kracht van samenwerking. 
Zowel binnen ons eigen team als met onze opdrachtgevers.

Job Requirements
Voorwaarde is dat jouw studie (welke maakt eigenlijk niet uit) opvalt door analytische vaardigheid. Je hebt 
affiniteit met financiën en data.

Afstudeerder big data en vastgoedsturing 
Republiq

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Wij denken dat de data revolutie het speelveld in het vastgoed volledig op zijn kop zal zetten. Sterker nog: daar 
willen wij een serieuze bijdrage aan leveren. De beschikbaarheid van data zal meer fundament leggen onder 
elke vastgoedbeslissing. Het kan nu evidence based (en tsja, als het kan dan moet het ook).

We zoeken data-analisten die helpen om data op te sporen, te ontsluiten en te presenteren. Door slimme 
algoritmen toe te voegen kunnen we onze opdrachtgevers helpen bij vastgoedbeslissingen. Dat is ook hoe we 
aankijken tegen big data: het is beslissingsondersteunend en alleen zinvol als we de context goed begrijpen.

We zijn op zoek naar een consultant met affiniteit met financiën en data. Je pioniert samen met een team aan 
onze innovaties. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan de ontwikkeling van tooling voor assetmanagement, de waardering van 
woningportefeuilles op basis van open data of een benchmark van het voorzieningenniveau van gemeenten.

Naast consultants zoeken we ook afstudeerders big data en vastgoedsturing.

Work Environment
Republiq groeit gestaag en bestaat nu uit 30 enthousiaste mensen. 

Hoe het is om bij Republiq te werken? Laten we eerlijk zijn: er wordt veel van je gevraagd. Je blinkt uit in je 
vak, beschikt over een uitstekend stel hersenen en je bent een aanpakker.

Maar, werken bij Republiq geeft ook veel voldoening. We zijn niet voor niets uitgeroepen tot Best Workplace 
2019 en Great Place to Work 2019/2020. Je werkt met inspirerende, leuke mensen die erg goed zijn in wat ze 
doen. Persoonlijke groei gegarandeerd.

Wat ook gegarandeerd is, is een relaxte sfeer. Onze ervaring heeft ons geleerd dat we dan de beste resultaten 
kunnen behalen. Geen haantjes, gewoon liefhebbers onder elkaar.

Job Requirements
 � Master diploma

Consultant big data en vastgoedsturing 
Republiq

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
You’re a programmer with a thing for data, looking for a new challenge.

We are TAPP, a scale-up on a mission: Improving the Dutch hospitality experience.

Are you the one taking us to the next level?

With our knowledge of the hospitality industry we create valuable insights and analytics for the hospitality 
and its suppliers. Besides this our solutions help improve our partners’ businesses. Our clients include com-
panies like Coca-Cola, ABInBev, Heineken, Grolsch, Red Bull, Bacardi and Unilever.

In other words: we are in a unique position, doing things nobody has done before. This means we face new 
challenges on a daily basis. Especially because we’re growing fast and are adding new bars every day.

Our stack:

 � Python microservices on the backend, hosted on AWS.
 � MySQL, Elasticsearch, Snowflake and S3 for storage.
 � Apache Airflow to manage our data pipelines.
 � Tableau and Python (Pandas, Scikit learn, Keras, Jupyter Notebooks etc.) for data analytics and dashboards.
 � Python applications running on our own custom hardware to enable our universal Point of Sale connection.

Work Environment
 � Inspiring work environment. Be challenged to deliver high quality results working as a team on a shared 

mission.
 � Work with state-of-the-art technology and make a lasting impact from day one.
 � Work on projects for big international companies like Coca-Cola, Red Bull and Heineken.
 � Office at the heart of the Dutch hospitality scene, located next to Amsterdam central station.
 � Fun and friendly, yet professional atmosphere. We have lunch together and organise various team activities. 

But this is nothing compared to our legendary team drinks.
 � Competitive salary.

Job Requirements
 � At the end of your bachelor or doing a master’s in an IT related field.
 � You have been programming for as long as you remember, always working on side projects and trying to 

learn new technologies.
 � It would be nice if you have experience with some technologies that we work with.
 � You are entrepreneurial and like to take ownership. You like challenges and finding solutions to any 

problem coming your way.
 � Your English communication skills are excellent, both verbal and written.
 � You would like to work at least two days per week. Occasionally working from home is of course no 

problem.

Junior Data Engineer
TAPP.

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
You’re a data fanatic looking for a new challenge.

We are TAPP, a scale-up on a mission: Improving the Dutch hospitality experience.

Are you the one taking us to the next level?

With our knowledge of the hospitality industry we create valuable insights and analytics for the hospitality and 
its suppliers. Besides this our solutions help improve our partners’ businesses. Our clients include companies 
like Coca-Cola, ABInBev, Heineken, Grolsch, Red Bull, Bacardi and Unilever.

In other words: we are in a unique position, doing things nobody has done before. This means we face new 
challenges on a daily basis. Especially because we’re growing fast and are adding new bars every day.

Position:

 � Develop machine learning models and insights that help our customers or scale our business. Internally 
we use a variety of models to derive value from our data (e.g. deep learning for product classification) and 
have plenty of challenges left. Examples of things you could be working on are anomaly detection, pricing 
strategy or recommender systems. There will be plenty of room for you own vision and ideas as well.

 � Tableau and Python (Pandas, Scikit learn, Keras, Jupyter Notebooks etc.) for data analytics and dashboards. 
Snowflake, Elasticsearch, S3 and MySQL for storage.

Work Environment
 � Inspiring work environment. Be challenged to deliver high quality results working as a team on a shared 

mission.
 � Work with state-of-the-art technology and make a lasting impact from day one.
 � Work on projects for big international companies like Coca-Cola, Red Bull and Heineken.
 � Office at the heart of the Dutch hospitality scene, located next to Amsterdam central station.
 � Fun and friendly, yet professional atmosphere. We have lunch together and organise various team activities. 

But this is nothing compared to our legendary team drinks.
 � Competitive salary

Job Requirements
 � At the end of your bachelor or doing a master’s in maths, econometrics or computer science.
 � Statistics and machine learning hold little secrets for you.
 � It would be nice if you have experience with some technologies that we work with.
 � You are entrepreneurial and like to take ownership. You like challenges and finding solutions to any 

problem coming your way.
 � Your English communication skills are excellent, both verbal and written.
 � You would like to work at least two days per week or do a fulltime internship/thesis project. Occasionally 

working from home is of course no problem

Junior Data Scientist
TAPP.

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Thirona is a high-tech, fast growing company. Our focus is on development and marketing of automated 
analysis tools for medical images. Since our establishment in 2014, we have developed software products 
focusing on the analysis of thoracic CT scans (LungQ), chest X-rays (CAD4TB), and retinal images (RetCAD). Our 
products use state-of-the-art image processing techniques such as deep learning. Thirona has also developed 
a cloud solution as a service for its products based on AWS. Thirona is ISO 13485 compliant. All our products 
have obtained CE certification and are actively used all over the world.

As our company is expanding rapidly we are searching, for a highly talented and motivated Data Scientist to 
support development processes of our team.

You are engaged in medical image processing, in-depth learning, user interfaces, cloud processing and data 
management. You fulfill an important role in the development of new products and in the improvement of 
existing products.

Your responsibilities:

 � Optimization of data streams and data analyses
 � For development and professionalization of intelligent algorithms
 � Explore and develop opportunities to get even more from existing data management
 � Report and share generated insights and knowledge with management and other stakeholders

Work Environment
Thirona offers a competitive monthly salary, depending on your education, knowledge and experience. The 
corporate culture is informal and you will have the opportunity to work in a professional, collaborative and 
innovative environment.

Job Requirements
 � Highly skilled in programming, preferably Python and C++
 � Experience with medical imaging is desired
 � Experience with deep learning, preferably in the field of imaging
 � Good organizational skills; the ability to work in a collaborative environment and a desire to improve 

skills are essential
 � Excellent verbal and written English communication skills
 � Bachelor’s- or master degree in artificial intelligence, computer science or biomedical engineering
 � At least two years relevant working experience

Data Scientist 
Thirona

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Thirona is a high-tech, fast growing company. Our focus is on development and marketing of automated 
analysis tools for medical images. Since our establishment in 2014, we have developed software products 
focusing on the analysis of thoracic CT scans (LungQ), chest X-rays (CAD4TB), and retinal images (RetCAD). Our 
products use state-of-the-art image processing techniques such as deep learning. Thirona has also developed 
a cloud solution as a service for its products based on AWS. Thirona is ISO 13485 compliant. All our products 
have obtained CE certification and are actively used all over the world.

As our company is expanding rapidly, we are searching for enthusiastic and motivated Software Engineers to 
support development processes of our team.

Daily activities and responsibilities include implementation of algorithms, development of user interfaces, 
performing code reviews and making sure the code used within Thirona is of high quality.

Your responsibilities:

 � Development of new software using prescribed specifications as required
 � Deployment of software worldwide
 � Analysis of software code
 � Evaluating and identifying new technologies for implementation
 � Implementation of tests in general testing frameworks
 � Maintaining standard compliance of software code

Work Environment
Thirona offers a competitive monthly salary, depending on your education, knowledge and experience. The 
corporate culture is informal and you will have the opportunity to work in a professional, collaborative and 
innovative environment.

The first employment contract will be for the duration of one year. After this period, in case of proven suitability, 
an employment contract with indefinite duration is offered.

Job Requirements
 � BSc or Msc degree in Computer Science, Software Engineering or equivalent education and work 

experience
 � Highly skilled in Python
 � Scripting skills and passion to automate software tasks
 � Experience with Unix utilities, configuration and administration
 � Good organizational skills; the ability to work in a collaborative environment and a desire to improve 

skills are essential
 � Excellent verbal and written English communication skills

Preferred qualifications:

 � Experience with Django and web technology is a plus
 � Experience with cloud infrastructure and computing, preferably AWS, is a plus

Software Engineer 
Thirona

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Wij bieden je een uitdagende functie binnen een hecht, jong team van professionals in een ambitieuze, 
gedreven en no-nonsense organisatie. Werken bij Triple A – Risk Finance betekent jezelf ontwikkelen op het 
gebied van actuariaat, risicomanagement, modelling of data analytics. Persoonlijke en professionele groei 
staan binnen onze dynamische kennisorganisatie centraal.

Work Environment
Als Consultant Data Analytics start je in een team van 7 consultants. Je ontwikkelt nieuwe proposities en werkt 
aan één of twee klantprojecten tegelijkertijd. De werkzaamheden verschillen per opdracht en bestaan onder 
meer uit:

 � Het ontwikkelen van voorspellende modellen
 � Bewerken en analyseren van grote data sets
 � Meedenken over de klantvraag en ingewikkelde analyses vertalen naar praktische inzichten voor de 

klant

Bij Triple A werken in het totaal in Amsterdam zo’n 120 consultants. Daarnaast hebben we ook kantoren in 
Polen, Spanje en België.

Job Requirements
 � Je hebt je opleiding Econometrie, Wiskunde, IT, Data Science of een soortgelijke universitaire opleiding 

succesvol afgerond.
 � Je hebt een sterke interesse in Data Science en de gevolgen die deze ontwikkelingen hebben binnen het 

bedrijfsleven.
 � Je bent ondernemend, ambitieus en leergierig.
 � Je hebt veel programmeerervaring in R en/of Python.
 � Door je sterke communicatieve vaardigheden ben je een sparringpartner voor je collega’s en klanten.

Consultant Data Analytics 
Triple A - Risk Finance

01-05-2020
Een marktconform salaris inclusief 
leaseauto, laptop en telefoon.

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
 � Process and analyze sales data; gather additional data sources that would improve model accuracy
 � Analyze price elasticity on promotions and develop algorithms to optimize promotional budgets
 � Build mathematical models to represent demand forecasting at various levels.
 � Prototype these models by using high-level modeling languages such as R or in software languages such 

as Python. A software team will be working with you to transform prototypes into production.
 � Create, enhance, and maintain technical documentation, and present to other scientists and business 

leaders.

Work Environment
 � 5-6 member team; 
 � typical work hours: 8 - 5.

Job Requirements
PhD in Machine Learning, Statistics, Applied Mathematics or a related quantitative field or a Master’s degree 
in the related fields

 � Working knowledge of data cleaning, machine learning, and analytics techniques.
 � Fluency in R, Python or a similar modeling language and in SQL
 � Proficiency in at least one modern programming language such as Java or C++ (Opt)
 � 2+ years of industry experience
 � Experience with large data sets
 � Knowledge of scripting for automation (e.g. Python, Perl, Ruby)
 � Working knowledge of visualization tools (e.g. Tableau, Shiny, D3)

Data Scientist 
3SC Analytics

01-04-2020
3500-5000 EUR/month

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
 � Enhance existing systems by analysing business objectives, preparing an action plan and identifying areas 

for modification and improvement. 
 � Maintain existing software systems by identifying and correcting software defect 
 � Investigate and develop skills in new technologies 
 � Create technical specifications and test plans 

Job Requirements
 � Must have experience in MVC
 � Experience in Angular JS.
 � Experience in WebApi.
 � Solid understanding of object-oriented programming (OOP) and computer science
 � Foundations, such as memory management and low-level algorithm performance
 � Deep knowledge of the .NET 3.5/4.0 Framework, including Visual Studio 2008, VB.NET, ASP.NET
 � ASMX and WCF Web Services, and ADO.NET. REST Web Services a plus
 � Strong knowledge of software implementation best practices
 � Ability to design and optimize SQL Server 2008 stored procedures
 � Experience with JQuery or similar technologies

IT Developer 
3SC Analytics

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
 � Enhance existing systems by analysing business objectives, preparing an action plan and identifying areas 

for modification and improvement. 
 � Maintain existing software systems by identifying and correcting software defect 
 � Investigate and develop skills in new technologies 
 � Create technical specifications and test plans 

Job Requirements
 � Good understanding of object-oriented programming (OOP) and computer science 
 � Foundations, such as memory management and low-level algorithm performance 
 � Good to have experience in MVC/Angular JS/Web Api/NET 3.5/4.0 Framework, including Visual Studio 

2008, ASP.NET
 � Ability to design and optimize SQL Server 
 � Ability to adapt quickly to an existing environment 
 � Ability to quickly learn new concepts and software is necessary 
 � Good knowledge on Logistic Process will be added advantage 
 � Ability to work in fast paced environment and quickly learn new software technologies 

IT Intern 
3SC Analytics

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Wil jij complexe datavraagstukken oplossen voor een betere samenleving? Dan is het data science traineeship 
van de Autoriteit Consument en Markt (ACM), de Autoriteit Financiële Markten (AFM) en de Nederlandse 
Zorgautoriteit (NZa) echt iets voor jou. Per 1 september hebben wij opnieuw plek voor zes talenten dus meld 
je snel aan! 

Gezamenlijk organiseren wij een traineeship voor enthousiaste en gedreven data scientists. Het is een unieke 
kans om een kijkje in de keuken van drie toezichthouders te nemen. Samen met hoogopgeleide professionals 
werk je mee aan maatschappelijke onderwerpen zoals betaalbare zorg, een eerlijke en transparante financiële 
sector én een gelijk speelveld voor consumenten. Zo leer je de boeiende wereld van het toezicht kennen én 
geef je tegelijkertijd een kickstart aan jouw carrière als data scientist. 

Wat ga je doen?

In twee jaar tijd werk je mee aan uiteenlopende opdrachten, vaak in multidisciplinaire teams en met ervaren 
data scientists. Bij iedere toezichthouder werk je acht maanden. Tegelijkertijd volg je een intensief en leerzaam 
opleidingsprogramma om je op zowel inhoudelijk als persoonlijk vlak te ontwikkelen. Je krijgt coaching, 
intervisie en trainingen op maat.  

Je werkt aan brede actuele thema’s en zet daarbij jouw data analyse skills in voor een betere samenleving. 
Wij leiden jou op tot een data scientist die nieuwe inzichten creëert en risico’s binnen de diverse markten 
blootlegt. Je maakt hierbij gebruik van machine learning, data visualisatie en statistische modellen. In grote 
hoeveelheden data zoek je naar afwijkende patronen, doe je marktverkenningen, maak je simulaties en 
impactanalyses en ontwikkel je dashboards. 

Work Environment
Wat bieden wij jou? 

 � De kans om kennis te maken met toezicht in al zijn facetten en de mogelijkheid om je data skills 
betekenisvol in te zetten;

 � De mogelijkheid om samen te werken met gedreven, hoogopgeleide collega’s die zich inzetten voor een 
betere samenleving. Daarnaast vorm je met de andere data science trainees een team waarin je kennis en 
ervaring uitwisselt;

 � Een uitgebreid opleidingsprogramma, waar leren en presteren worden gecombineerd; 
 � Je wordt on the job gecoacht en hebt een vaste mentor die jou begeleidt;
 � Een tweejarig contract en de kans daarna, bij goed functioneren, in te stromen op een vaste positie bij de 

ACM, de AFM of de NZa;
 � Een marktconform salaris van € 2.871 op basis van 36 uur, exclusief vakantiegeld en  een eindejaarsuitkering. 

Daarnaast krijg je een tweede klas OV-kaart.

Job Requirements
Wat vragen wij van jou? 

Uiteraard gaat jouw hart sneller kloppen van data analyse. Je bent leergierig, ambitieus en analytisch zeer 
sterk. Daarnaast ben je een nieuwsgierige teamspeler die altijd op zoek is naar nieuwe toepassingen. Je past je 
gemakkelijk aan in nieuwe situaties. 

Data Science Traineeship 
Autoriteit Consument en Markt (ACM)

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Om in aanmerking te komen voor ons data science traineeship ben of heb jij daarnaast:

 � Uiterlijk op 1 september 2020 een afgeronde WO opleiding, bij voorkeur in een exacte richting, zoals 
data science, wiskunde, econometrie, natuurkunde, neuroscience, computer science of (technische) 
bedrijfskunde;

 � Bij voorkeur ervaring met modelleren en/of programmeren en kennis van toegepaste statistiek;
 � Een goede beheersing van de Nederlandse taal;
 � Bereid te reizen naar Den Haag (ACM), Amsterdam (AFM) en Utrecht (NZa).

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
You will:

 � Work on real, different and customized web application under the guidance of more experienced
 � colleagues;
 � Work with OOP and Design Patterns, especially in the Java environment;
 � Constantly develop your coding and communication skills in a high-performance and diverse team. 

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
 Are fluent in English (knowledge of Dutch is a big plus);

 � Are eager to develop further your analytic, communicative and time management skills;
 � Love attend hackatons and coding challenges;
 � Have started coding in Java, Kotlin, Spring or Kafka or you have worked using one of these technologies
 � among JavaScript, TypeScript, jQuery, Angular, Apache Solr, Elastic Search, MongoDB, Python and C/C+++:
 � Are eager and interested in working with SCRUM distributed teams

Junior Software Developer 
Cloudflight

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
You will develop yourself within a wide variety of customized software projects together with the new Catalysts 
branch based in Amsterdam and you will collaborate remotely with distributed teams in different locations 
across Europe.

You will:

 � Work with OOP and Design Patterns, especially in the Java environment;
 � Expand and share your knowledge and experiences in various exciting projects spread in different 

technology segments;
 � Constantly develop your coding and communication skills in a high-performance and diverse team.

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
Living in Den Haag, Leiden, Amsterdam or nearby;

 � Are fluent in English;
 � Have distinct analytic, communicative and time management skills;
 � You love solving riddles and you love attend hackatons and contests;
 � You are skilled in Java, Kotlin, Spring or Kafka;
 � You have general knowledge of JavaScript , TypeScript, jQuery, Angular, Apache Solr, ElasticSearch, 

MongoDB, Python and C/C++;
 � You are familiar with Agile & SCRUM development methodology;
 � If you have knowledge on how to use Docker and OpenShift would be a plus

Software Engineer 
Cloudflight

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Databricks’ mission is to accelerate innovation for its customers by unifying Data Science, Engineering and 
Business. Founded by the original creators of Apache Spark™, Databricks provides a Unified Analytics Platform 
for data science teams to collaborate with data engineering and lines of business to build data products. Users 
achieve faster time-to-value with Databricks by creating analytic workflows that go from ETL and interactive 
exploration to production. The company also makes it easier for its users to focus on their data by providing 
a fully managed, scalable, and secure cloud infrastructure that reduces operational complexity and total cost 
of ownership. Databricks, venture-backed by Andreessen Horowitz, NEA and Battery Ventures, among others, 
has a global customer base that includes Salesforce, Viacom, Shell, and HP. For more information, visit www.
databricks.com. 

Apache, Apache Spark and Spark are trademarks of the Apache Software Foundation.

Mission

As a software engineering intern, you will join our world-class engineering team that is building a platform 
that unifies data science, engineering, and business. This includes teams that span from working on the Spark 
cluster management to building out collaborative features for data science and machine learning to building 
services and tools that manage our multi-cloud infrastructure. You will work closely with your direct team and 
the larger engineering organization to help data scientists and data engineers solve the world’s toughest data 
problems. 

An internship at Databricks will introduce you to leading experts in computer science and influential projects 
that matter to the field of big data and technology. 

Outcomes

 � Write client-side and server-side code for the Databricks platform
 � Work as an individual and in a team to deliver features or improve architecture
 � Commit a change to production within the first month
 � Proactively seek feedback and input from other team members and team
 � Be able to deliver on small, well-understood deliverables spanning weeks

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
 � 2020 or 2021 graduate working on a BS/MS or PhD degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a 

related subject
 � Proficient in Java, Scala, Python, or other general purpose programming language
 � Previous internships where you produced production quality code
 � Good knowledge of algorithms, data structures, and OOD/OOP principles
 � Available all year for a 12 week week minimum commitment

Software Engineer - Intern 
Databricks

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Databricks’ mission is to accelerate innovation for its customers by unifying Data Science, Engineering and 
Business. Founded by the original creators of Apache Spark™, Databricks provides a Unified Analytics Platform 
for data science teams to collaborate with data engineering and lines of business to build data products. Users 
achieve faster time-to-value with Databricks by creating analytic workflows that go from ETL and interactive 
exploration to production. The company also makes it easier for its users to focus on their data by providing 
a fully managed, scalable, and secure cloud infrastructure that reduces operational complexity and total cost 
of ownership. Databricks, venture-backed by Andreessen Horowitz, NEA and Battery Ventures, among others, 
has a global customer base that includes Salesforce, Viacom, Shell, and HP. For more information, visit www.
databricks.com. 

Apache, Apache Spark and Spark are trademarks of the Apache Software Foundation.

Mission

We are hiring software engineers who are passionate about architecting, developing, deploying, and operating 
the Databricks product. As a software engineer, you will collaborate with our world-class engineering team 
that is building a platform that unifies data science, engineering, and business. This includes teams that span 
from working on the Spark cluster management to building out collaborative features for data science and 
machine learning to building services and tools that manage our multi-cloud infrastructure. You will work 
closely with your team and the larger engineering organization to help data scientists and data engineers 
solve the world’s toughest data problems.

Outcomes

 � Work with a team to deliver features or improve architecture
 � Develop and extend the Databricks product. This includes: writing software in Scala, - Python or 

Javascript and/or interacting with: cloud APIs (e.g., compute APIs, cloud formation, Terraform), with open 
source and third party APIs and software (e.g., Kubernetes) and with internal APIs.

 � Be responsible for full software development lifecycle - design, development, testing, operating in 
production

 � Architect solutions to achieve a high level of reliability, scalability and security
 � Communicate effectively with other engineers in the same team, with other teams and with various 

other stakeholders such as product managers
 � Operate in an Agile development environment
 � Work with PM and design to plan, develop, and iterate on features

Job Requirements
 � Will graduate in 2019 or 2020 with a BA, MS, or PhD degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a 

related subject
 � Implementation skills with one or more general purpose programming languages, including Java, Scala, 

or Python
 � Good knowledge of algorithms, data structures, and OOD/OOP principles
 � A solid foundation in computer science, with strong competencies in data structures, algorithms, and 

software design

Software Engineer - New Grad (Amsterdam) 
Databricks

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Newsflo: Find the needle in the haystack: Classification and Topic 
modelling of media mentions
What is Newsflo - Newsflo offers researchers and academic institutions a way to measure the wider impact 
of their work by tracking and analyzing media coverage of their publications and findings. Demonstrating the 
impact of research on society will become more important with increasing competition for research funding 
and attracting students. Newsflo’s innovative service will therefore provide input for the growing recognition 
of alternative metrics, supplementing the more traditional impact measures based on citations.

The core components of Newsflo are:

 � Near real time feed of news articles with coverage from over 55,000 (English-speaking) news outlets in 
over 20 countries including the USA, India, China, Brazil and all major European countries.

 � Sophisticated, high precision search via Scopus ID & affiliation or DOI of an article.
 � Clever clustering of similar stories from different sources - An advanced text clustering algorithm which 

clusters relevant news articles together within a time based window.

Currently Newsflo receives ~800k new media mentions every day via the LexisNexis Metabase service from 
over 55k Englishspeaking news sources worldwide. This news can be about anything, e.g. the latest bombing in 
Iraq to Kim Kardashian’s outfit on Sunday. Newsflo takes it all and stores it to search the text body in order to 
identify researchers. As a result, a large portion of this news, estimated at least 90%, will not mention anything 
about research, science or be relevant to the academic community. It would be a major benefit to our service 
(space, cost reduction, speed efficiency) to be able to identify academically relevant media mentions. At the 
same time universities are keen to dive deeper into the kind of topics are trending within the media related to 
their institute, e.g. was there a lot of “buzz” around a new collaboration or big research project.

Data Science Project #1 
Elsevier

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Newsflo: Are you really Sarah Hunt? Context and distance modelling 
within media mentions
What is Newsflo - Newsflo offers researchers and academic institutions a way to measure the wider impact 
of their work by tracking and analyzing media coverage of their publications and findings. Demonstrating the 
impact of research on society will become more important with increasing competition for research funding 
and attracting students. Newsflo’s innovative service will therefore provide input for the growing recognition 
of alternative metrics, supplementing the more traditional impact measures based on citations.

The core components of Newsflo are:

 � Near real time feed of news articles with coverage from over 55,000 (English-speaking) news outlets in 
over 20 countries including the USA, India, China, Brazil and all major European countries.

 � Sophisticated, high precision search via Scopus ID & affiliation or DOI of an article.
 � Clever clustering of similar stories from different sources - An advanced text clustering algorithm which 

clusters relevant news articles together within a time based window.

Right now the matching algorithm of Newsflo does not take into account the distance between found Scopus 
author ID and affiliation ID. Newsflo does a brute force search on the text for Scopus ID and affiliation without 
taking into account if the name actually belongs to the affiliation also mentioned in the text. Which means that 
there could be no relation at all between found authors and affiliations. e.g. “Sarah Hunt” and “University of 
Oxford” are found in a media mention by Newsflo and that person exists, but in fact if you really dive into the 
media mention text it turns out this Sarah Hunt does not have any relation at all to the University of Oxford 
but this affiliation was mentioned for someone else. Another example, some of the media mentions with a 
long list of authors are found and matches made between any name and institute without knowing if they are 
actually the same pair (Prof x, university Y). Can we model an optimum distance to indicate if match is false 
positive? Or can we model context around the found matches to see if the two entities found belong together?

Data Science Project #2 
Elsevier

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Adapting convolutional neural network for content-based recom-
mendation in
CB2CF is a model recently proposed as a flexible and powerful model to address cold-start recommendation 
[1]. The model employs a convolutional neural network, together with shallow embeddings and metadata 
embeddings to map content into a collaborative filtering space. This has several advantages: first, it is scalable 
compared to, for example, recurrent neural networks; second, it allows the addition of modules that would 
capture rich metadata. The model was tested on movies and apps recommendations and, notably, a report from 
Microsoft did not compare it to simpler solutions, e.g. BM25 on ElasticSearch. It is therefore not clear if the 
approach would work in scientific article recommendation. 

The aim of this project is to build a scalable implementation of CB2CF for scientific article recommendation in 
Elsevier (areference implementation was not available) and evaluate it against existing in-house approaches 
and in various scientific domains (e.g. biomedical vs computer science). Possible outcomes are improvement 
productionized in Elsevier’s recommenders and/or a paper in a scientific conference.

[1] Barkan, O., Koenigstein, N., Yogev, E., & Katz, O. (2019, September). CB2CF: a neural multiview content-to-
collaborative filtering model for completely cold item recommendations. In Proceedings of the 13th ACM 
Conference on Recommender Systems (pp. 228-236). ACM.

Data Science Project #3
Elsevier

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Articles Encoding by Random Walks on Citation Graphs
Word2vec, parageraph2vec and similar embedding algorithms have been developed recently to efficiently 
transform natural language into compact vectors for machine learning tasks such as classifications [1]. In 
2018, we developed an article embedding model from titles and abstracts of joughly 70 million articles. We 
evaluated our model based on a ranking task to match each article to its Journal. Our results showed that our 
embedding accuracy was better than comparable TFIDF in shorter texts (titles) and slightly worse in longer 
texts (abstracts). However, embedding was 200 times faster than TFIDF and required 3.7 times less memory 
which makes it ideal for online applications such as recommendations [2].

Word2vec techniques have been successfully applied to other task where an order may exist (such as genomic 
sequences, songs /playlists, webpage links, etc.). This thesis aims to derive an article2vec algorithm based 
on citation networks. In addition, our preliminary work shows that random walks on citation graphs can be 
highly beneficial for recommendation tasks. This thesis will combine all above ideas to develop an article2vec 
algorithm based on word2vec algorithm by random walks on citation graphs. Success of this new algorithm 
can be calculated by offline metrics such as our existing benchmark from prior study or online applications 
via A/B testing.

[1] Yang, X., Macdonald, C., Ounis, I.: Using word embeddings in twitter election classification. Information 
Retrieval Journal 21(2-3), 183–207 (2018) [2] Meijer, H.J., Truong, J., Karimi, R.: Document Embedding for 
Scientific Articles: Efficacy of Word Embeddings vs TFIDF, manuscript submitted to “41st European Conference 
on Information Retrieval, from 14th - 18th April 2019, Cologne, Germany”.

Data Science Project #4
Elsevier

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Author Disambiguation
Elsevier Scopus offers roughly 78 millions scientific abstracts which is the biggest corpus of scientific abstract 
and is highly used for evaluation of research topics, institutes and individual authors globally. These are all 
dependent on author, institute and citation disambiguation of raw abstract data which we want to improve [1]. 
In this internship, you will focus on author disambiguation and you can think that your work will be close to 
the Kaggle Competition for author disambiguation.

Primary work incorporates analysing results of machine learning (ML) models and tuning them. Root cause 
of errors should be identified and addressed in the next iteration by improving data (pre-processing) quality, 
more training examples and feature engineering. Models may need to be evaluated or trained by importing 
a diverse set of training data as simple as user feedbacks or as complex as data collected by crawling web, 
fuzzy matching, or parsing author resumes. ML models require the state of art engineering to benefit from 
our big data in cloud (scalable and performant). Moreover, they should employ the state of art ML models to 
outperform existing accuracy benchmarks (high precision and recall).

There is a lot of flexibility in this project to match candidate’s strengths and interests. We can supervise 
multiple candidates working on multiple work-streams. For example, we are also interested to expand this to 
research manuscripts submitted for review (less structured data), patents, or author-name entity resolution in 
news. 

The successful candidate should be able to publish his results in academic journals. Moreover, he/she can 
emerge from this MSthesis with the highly sought skill of machine learning at scale in the cloud. The candidate 
will be mentored with experienced data scientists and is expected to work hard and deliver results on a timely 
manner as parts of squads. The evaluation setup could be akin to A/B testing in agile teams.

In 2020, we would like to specially focus on creating and matching author profiles, by extracting publication 
data from CVs, ORCID and other online profiles or publication list.

[1] Bastrakova, Ekaterina, et al. “Relational machine learning author disambiguation.” Artificial Intelligence and 
Natural Language Conference (AINL), IEEE. IEEE, 2016.

Data Science Project #5
Elsevier
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-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Bandit approaches to recommendation
Learning from bandit feedback has recently attracted a lot of attention among recommendation systems 
research community. Different from traditional approaches, bandit approaches make use of both clicks and 
impressions (i.e. recommendations that have resulted in a click and those that haven’t). This advantage has 
resulted in new state-of-the-art in multiple problems [1].

Mendeley is a popular reference manager, accopanied by a paper recommender system called Mendeley 
Suggest. Mendeley Suggest is a long-running product with a wealth of behavioral data (5+ years with 1.5M 
users last year). However, we have used only Mendeley libraries and clicks from Mendeley Suggest to train 
our systems so far. Bandit approaches have a big potential to increase performance, benefit users, and help 
bring science forward. In this project, we will implement (if no satisfactory implementation is available) and 
evaluate bandit approaches on the problem of suggesting scientific articles to researchers, comparing them 
with existing solutions such as KNN collaborative filtering and learning-to-rank with a list-wise objective.

[1] Jeunen, O., Mykhaylov, D., Rohde, D., Vasile, F., Gilotte, A., & Bompaire, M. (2019). Learning from Bandit 
Feedback: An Overview of the State-of-the-art.

Data Science Project #6
Elsevier
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Distributional semantics for knowledge graph matching and align-
ment
There has been a recent progress in distributional semantics approaches applied to various problems 
and domains. Distributional semantics emphasizes the importance of “context” and leverages it instead of 
relying on string similarity. In natural language processing, the current dominant approach is word and 
character embeddings learned from textual data. In semantic web community, there is growing interest in 
graph embeddings learned from knowledge graphs. The aim of this project is to investigate state-of-the-art 
distributional semantics methods and apply them to the problem of knowledge graph matching and alignment, 
i.e. identifying concepts of close meaning, which is a pressing issue in the light of multiple knowledge graphs 
being constantly developed in isolation. The project provides access to Elsevier’s structured and unstructured 
content as required. The outcomes of the project can result in novel methods to be incorporated in a knowledge 
graph merging tool currently being developed at Elsevier, new insights into the problem, and a high impact 
publication.

[1] “An Effective Method of Large Scale Ontology Matching”, Gayo Diallo (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
articles/PMC4236493)

[2] “Ontology Matching: A Machine Learning Approach”, An Hai Doan, Jayant Madhavan, Pedro Domingos, and 
Alon Halevy (http s://homes.cs.washington.edu/~pedrod/papers/hois.pdf)

[3] “DeepAlignment: Unsupervised Ontology Matching With Refined Word Vectors”, Prodromos Kolyvakis, 
Alexandros Kalousis, Dimitris Kiritsis (http://aclweb.org/anthology/N18-1072)

Data Science Project #7
Elsevier
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-
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Extracting facts from biomedical literature using Machine Learning 
techniques
Biomedical literature contains a lot of facts that are still mainly accessible via reading. A subject matter expert 
is usually required to read a large body of text to find some facts of interest, e.g. information about specific 
drugs such as their adverse reactions or interactions. In the light of rapidly growing volumes of biomedical 
content, this task is becoming more and more time consuming and challenging. Therefore, methods and tools 
that can highlight important information in text are gaining a lot of interest from both academy and industry. 
Recent advances in Machine Learning provide a range of approaches to address this problem. The aim of this 
project is investigating and possibly improving state-of-the-art Machine Learning techniques for extracting 
facts from biomedical literature that involves named entity recognition and relation extraction. The project 
provides access to Elsevier’s structured and unstructured content as required. The outcomes of the project can 
result in novel methods to be incorporated in a biomedical fact extraction tool currently being developed at 
Elsevier, new insights into the problem, and a high impact publication.

[1] “Extracting Adverse Drug Reactions using Deep Learning and Dictionary-Based Approaches”, Mert Tiftikci, 
Arzucan Özgür, Yongqun He, and Junguk Hur

[2] “Extracting and Normalizing Adverse Drug Reactions from Drug Labels”, Carson Tao, Kahyun Lee, Michele 
Filannino, Kevin Buchan, Kathy Lee, Tilak Arora, Joey Liu, Oladimeji Farri, Özlem Uzuner

Data Science Project #8
Elsevier
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Funding classification
Researchers struggle to find funding for their work. In this effort we would like to understand if we can classify 
funding in the following perspectives to assist the researchers in their fund seeking efforts (Not all teams need 
to be part of one project):

1- Eligibility criteria

2- Area of Research

3- Based on a pre-defined taxonomy

Data Science Project #9
Elsevier

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Graph convolutional neural network on Elsevier knowledge graph
Recent advances in graph convolutional neural networks have resulted in a big increase in link prediction 
performance on social graphs [1]. At the same time, Elsevier is adding new sources to its knowledge graph, 
expanding on a already large-scale graph of 1B+ citations. In this project, we will apply the graph CNN model 
of Epasto and Perozzi [1] on Elsevier’s knowledge graph to recommend co-authors and papers. The approach 
should be compared to existing solutions such as KNN collaborative filtering, random walk, content-based 
filtering.

1] Epasto, A., & Perozzi, B. (2019, May). Is a Single Embedding Enough? Learning Node Representations that 
Capture Multiple Social Contexts. In The World Wide Web Conference (pp. 394-404). ACM.

Data Science Project #10
Elsevier
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Job Description
Internship: Extracting funding information from text of articles

Many would argue that the currency of research is citations; however, researchers and funding organizations alike 
are lacking tools with which they can explore how this currency translates to funding opportunities. Motivated 
by this need, in this thesis we want to address one of the fundamental problems facing the development of 
such a tool, namely the problem of automatically extracting funding information from scientific articles.

We want to tackle three sub-problems:

 � the recognition of various types of funding entities (the names of organizations and grant numbers) which 
falls into the category of named entity recognition.

 � extraction of the relationships between the above entities (for example, which organizations have provided 
what grants?), which is a type of relationship mining

 � and finally, to take the organization names as detected from the text and link them to a database of 
organization names, also known as entity linking

There are many ways to tackle these problems. At Elsevier, we have already made a headway in doing these, 
which will serve as a baseline for this project. In this thesis, we would like to try out state-of-the-art deep 
learning methods to improve the quality of the extractions. The findings will help Elsevier in making such 
extractions better, as well as be summarized as a paper for an academic conference.

Work Environment
You will work in a team of 4 other data scientists.

Job Requirements
Machine learning, NLP, Python.

Internship 
Elsevier

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
“Elsevier is a global information analytics business that helps institutions and professionals progress science, 
advance healthcare and improve performance.  We help researchers, clinicians and engineers tackle the biggest 
challenges facing humankind. Combining content, data and analytics we turn information into answers.

Elsevier is seeking individuals who are passionate about building technology to advance health care and open 
science to join our 2020 Technology Associate Path.  We offer multiple roles across a wide range of technical 
and analytics disciplines, based in Amsterdam.

What are we offering? 

As a Technology Associate you will be immersed into the world of technology by joining a team that is delivering 
solutions to advance science and improve patient care.  Within your team you will have the opportunity to 
learn from and actively work with a group of leading technical experts within our advanced tech stack.  You 
will be provided with both online and face to face learning to ensure you are gaining the skills you need to 
advance your career.  

Subject to location requirements there are opportunities to advance your career within the following software 
development disciplines: 

 � Software Engineering
 � Quality Engineering/Software Testing
 � End User Computing
 � Network Management
 � DevOps
 � Project Management
 � Information Security
 � User Experience (UX) Design
 � Data Science

Through both your role and learning initiatives you will have the opportunity to gain exposure to areas such 
as: 

 � Cloud Computing
 � Business Intelligence and Analytics
 � Data Science & Machine Learning
 � Enterprise Systems
 � Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

We offer an excellent work life balance, structured career planning and a generous remuneration package that 
includes a competitive salary and attractive benefits.”

Work Environment
Looking for 8 Tech Associates for 2020 to be part of the Elsevier TechHub.

Technology Associate 2020 
Elsevier

1-9-2020
€ 40,000

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Requirements
What are we looking for? 

At Elsevier, we are passionate about technology and are looking for people who feel the same! Our culture 
is innovative, inclusive, collaborative, highly motivated and fast-paced, and we are looking for Technology 
Associates who embrace this type of environment.

Our ideal candidate will:

 � Possess critical, analytical and logical decision-making skills that could come from a track record of success 
in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Physics, Maths or Engineering (although it’s not essential). 

 � Be naturally inquisitive about technology with a desire to learn and progress quickly.
 � Be passionate about collaboratively building technology solutions.
 � Be interested in joining a global business that is leading the way in the advancement of science, technology 

and health.
 � Be authorised to work in the Netherlands.

1-9-2020
40,000 €

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Hybrid Intelligence (HI) is the 

combination of human and machine 

intelligence, expanding human 

intellect instead of replacing it.

Our goal is to design Hybrid 

Intelligent systems, an approach to 

Artificial Intelligence that puts humans 

at the centre, changing the course of 

the ongoing AI revolution.

See the other side of this flyer for 
our positions.

As part of a 10 year project 
funded with 20m€ by the 

Dutch government, we are 
looking for 27 PhD students.

Why build AI systems that replace 

people if we can build AI systems 

that collaborate with people?



PhD Positions open now 
 
01.TUD How can AI support human moral 

judgements?  

dr. Aimee van Wynsberghe (TUD), 

A.L.Robbins-vanWynsberghe@tudelft.nl  

02.RUG Aligning learning and reasoning systems 
for responsible HI 
prof. Bart Verheij (RUG), bart.verheij@rug.nl  
 
03.UL Mining texts for perspectives in human-
machine deliberation 
prof. Catholijn Jonker (UL), c.m.jonker@tudelft.nl  
 
04.VU HI techniques for initiating collaborative 
behavior 
prof. Dan Balliet (VU), d.p.balliet@vu.nl  
 
05.RUG Computational deliberation 
prof. Davide Grossi (RUG), d.grossi@rug.nl  
 
06.UU Computational theory of mind  
for collaborative privacy 
prof. Frank Dignum (UU affil.), 
f.p.m.dignum@uu.nl  
 
07.VU Ethical robot stewards 
prof. Guszti Eiben (VU), a.e.eiben@vu.nl  
 
08.UvA Hybrid approaches to learn explainable 
sequential behaviours 
dr. Herke van Hoof (UvA), h.c.vanhoof@uva.nl  
 
09.UL AutoAI for dynamic data 
prof. Holger Hoos (UL), hh@liacs.nl  
 
10.VU Continual learning and deep generative 
modeling for adaptive systems 
dr. Jakub Tomczak (VU), j.m.tomczak@vu.nl  
 
11.TUD Design patterns for hybrid intelligent 
teams 
prof. Mark Neerincx (TUD), mark.neerincx@tno.nl  
 
12.VU Identity, reference and perspective  
in personal communication models 
prof. Piek Vossen (VU), piek.vossen@vu.nl  
 
13.UU Monitoring and constraining adaptive 
systems, dr. Silja Renooij (UU), s.renooij@uu.nl  

PhD positions opening in 3 months 
 

14.TUD Interactive Machine Reasoning for  
Responsible HI 
dr. Birna van Riemsdijk (TUD affil.), 
m.b.vanriemsdijk@utwente.nl  
 
15.VU Predicting generalizability of NLP 
experiments 
dr. Antske Fokkens (VU), antske.fokkens@vu.nl  
 
16.UvA Context Modeling for Dialog Systems 
dr. Christof Monz (UvA), c.monz@uva.nl  
 
17.TUD (Meta-)learning to give feedback in 
interactive learning 
dr. Frans Oliehoek (TUD), f.a.oliehoek@tudelft.nl 
 
18.TUD Automated social perception for aiding 
human-human cooperation in dynamic settings 
dr. Hayley Hung (TUD), h.hung@tudelft.nl  
 
19.UU Explaining data-driven decisions with 
legal, ethical or social impact to end users 
prof. Henry Prakken (UU), h.prakken@uu.nl  
 
20.VU Feedback and explanation for long-term 
collaborative conversations 
prof. Koen Hindriks (VU), k.v.hindriks@vu.nl  
 
21.RUG Recognition of non-cooperative 
behavior 
prof. Rineke Verbrugge (RUG), 
l.c.verbrugge@rug.nl  
 
22.TUD Including ethical and legal 
considerations in the HI design process 
dr. Roel Dobbe (TUD), roel@ainowinstitute.org  
 
 
 
Further positions with  
 
23.VU prof. Frank van Harmelen (VU), 
Frank.van.Harmelen@vu.nl 
24.UvA prof. Maarten de Rijke (UvA), 
m.derijke@uva.nl  
25.UvA prof. Max Welling (UvA), 
m.welling@uva.nl  
26.VU dr. Stefan Schlobach (VU), 
k.s.schlobach@vu.nl  
27.UvA Explainable Machine Learning (UvA) 
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Job Description
Global Analytics

You will be part of the ING Analytics, a new unit responsible for realizing this vision for ING, differentiating ING 
as a leader in data-driven organization, within the banking sector and beyond. The team consists of a number 
of Global Analytics Center of Excellences around the bank’s key capabilities (such as Pricing, Risk Management, 
Financial Crime&RegTech, Customer Intelligence, etc.) as well as strong coordination areas around data 
management, technology, customer journey, UX, as well as external partnerships.

Financial Crime & RegTech CoE

To be a compliant and safe bank is non-negotiable precondition of everything we do. 

The purpose of the Financial Crime and RegTech center of excellence is to define the strategy and drive the 
development, implementation and adoption of analytics capabilities in the financial crime domain to make 
ING a safer and more compliant bank.

Role Profile

As a Chapter Lead you will play a key role in driving the success of Data Science within the Financial Crime & 
RegTech domain from ideation to the delivery of data driven products and solutions.

You will be involved in all data science projects and be responsible for maintaining a very high quality standard. 
For 40% of your time you will have hands-on involvement in our most challenging data scientist projects. 
Next to the hands on project related work you will be responsible for the data scientists in your chapter from 
coaching and professional development to hiring and staffing.

Furthermore, you will be responsible for promoting data science excellence within the organization. You will 
collaborate with engineers to bring advanced models to production, and you will work closely with international 
business units to identify opportunities for data science.

You will work collaboratively with an extended group of stakeholders, including but not limited to Operations, 
Compliance, Engineering, Legal, Corporate Audit.

Work Environment
Think Forward! Our purpose is to empower people to stay a step ahead in life and in business. We are an 
industry recognized strong brand with positive recognition from customers in many countries, a strong financial 
position, omni-channel distribution strategy and international network. If you want to work at a place where 
we believe that you can make the difference by using machine learning to generate data driven products and 
solve the most pressing business challenges, please read on.

We are incredibly excited about Data Analytics and the great potential for progress and innovation. We believe 
that analytics is a key differentiator in bringing “anytime, anywhere, personalized” services to our customers.  
We wish to improve our operational processes and create new and innovative data driven products that go 
beyond traditional banking, such as the platform models.  Achieving this vision will require us to build and 
expand on our analytics effort and organize ourselves around focused value buckets with strong coordination 
capabilities of data, technology, customer journey, UX, as well as external partnerships. 

Chapter Lead Financial Crime & RegTech 
ING Bank

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Requirements
 � You have at least 6 years of (global) work experience in the Data Science space (methods, technology, 

data) including statistical modelling and machine learning experience to solve business questions and/
or develop (innovative) data driven products

 � Experience in applying data science to prevent and detect financial crimes (e.g.  internal/external fraud, 
money laundering, terrorism financing, tax evasion, …) is a strong plus

 � You have a proven track record of developing people and knowledge through coaching or mentoring
 � You have experience and love leading teams to drive results and interact with (senior level) stakeholders
 � You are able to explain complicated subjects clearly
 � You are friendly and approachable and are able to challenge data scientists
 � Your enthusiasm is visible and you are good with mobilizing people for our data driven purpose
 � You are motivated to keep up to date with the latest developments and to introduce them to the team 

and projects where applicable
 � You have extensive knowledge of a wide range of machine learning algorithms, ranging from more 

classical econometric models to more cutting-edge algorithms and are able to match them to business 
problems

 � You are able to see where ING can create steps towards becoming a truly data driven bank. You’re always 
thinking one step ahead, for example in advising about the best way of implementation.

 � You are a team player who strikes effective balance between independence and acting in the interest of 
the team

 � MSc or PhD with excellent academic results in the field of Computer Science, Mathematics, Engineering, 
Econometrics or similar.

 � Machine Learning: You have an excellent understanding of both supervised and unsupervised learning 
algorithms (such as Random Forests, Gradient Boosting, Deep Neural Networks, Logistic Regression, SVM, 
KNN, K-Means clustering, Isolation forests etc ). Knowledge of NLP techniques is an advantage.

 � Programming Languages: Python and R
 � Tools: Spark, Hadoop is an advantage
 � Database handling: SQL, Hive. Familiarity with Oracle, Netezza, HBase, Cassandra, Graph databases is 

preferred
 � Visualisation tools: D3.js, Shiny, Angular, Neo4j
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Job Description
Currently, we are looking for 6 Data Analysts Lookbacks to join our Global KYC Delivery Tribe, location the 
Hague. These positions are open for medior to more senior candidates. In this position, you will be part of the 
Transaction Monitoring Tribe.

As Data Analyst Lookbacks you will extract and process large data sets to support investigative transaction 
monitoring processes over past transactions.

What you’ll do

 � Responsible for the execution of look-back & back testing to enable alert scenario optimization and 
conduct what if scenario analysis in response to emerging  unusual patterns of payment behaviors

 � Responsible for translating alert scenario design into business requirements so as to enable solutions 
design teams to build automated alert solutions.

 � Responsible for monitoring the integrity of the data feeds into the central alert system.
 � Support the design and maintenance of predictive models to enable the prioritization of alerts. In so 

doing, improve on alert investigation efficiency and effectiveness

Work Environment
A job of 40 hours and a unique offer that fits in with the times of today. We take into account your home 
situation and your ambitions and help you to balance work and private life. Discover yourself our employment 
conditions.

To give you an idea, we will tell you about the benefits of working at ING:

 � A salary tailored to your qualities and experience
 � Flexible working hours and the possibility to work at home
 � Reimbursement for travel expenses
 � 27 vacation days with a 40-hour working week
 � Pension scheme
 � 13th month salary
 � Individual Savings Contribution (BIS), 3.5% of your gross annual salary
 � 8% Holiday payment
 � Personal growth and challenging work with endless possibilities to realize your ambitions
 � An informal working environment with innovative colleagues who strive for the very best
 � Progressive way of working according to the Agile method, so that new ideas come to life

Job Requirements
 � Master of Science degree
 � 2 – 5 years of relevant working experience within payments or transaction monitoring.
 � Strongly developed analytical and conceptual skills, enabling you to understand the data
 � Capable of looking to the business outside-in and with a birds-eye view
 � Capable to translate your analysis and explain them to your colleagues
 � Hands-on knowledge and experience of analytical tools (data warehouses, data bases and data analytics 

tools such as WD, SQL, Oracle, SAS, Hive, R and Python
 � In-depth knowledge of data warehouse concepts, -platforms and –designs and experience with building 

Data Analyst Post Transaction Monitoring 
ING Bank
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data warehouses
 � Flexible and capable of mastering new data-analysis tools and methods quickly
 � Possess working knowledge in the field of Financial Crime Threats and typologies so as to enable an 

informed view of anomalous patterns of payment behaviours
 � You are a driven Data Analyst who feels personal responsibility for the quality of your work.
 � You are ambitious and you enjoy the global scope of the role which provides you with the opportunity to 

together with different cultures.
 � You bring positive energy to the team and have very good social and communication skills. This leads to 

great performance.
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Job Description
The team you are applying for is Polish part of Dutch Advanced Analytics team, and it is our mission to 
make ING data-driven. We do this by combining Big Data technology with Data Science to deliver high value 
solutions and products for our organization. The team operates as a technology accelerator/research team, 
with a much greater degree of agility, flexibility and experimentation than you would expect from a large 
financial institution. We work in a fun and creative environment and we’re dedicated to bringing out the best 
in both each other and our projects.  The team is based in Poland, The Netherlands and the UK.  

As a Data Engineer within our team, you will be responsible for designing, building and maintaining the 
complex data flows that are needed from the bank’s many data systems to our analytics environments.  Your 
knowledge will help to make these flows fast, stable, and ready to be used for machine learning and AI. We 
have the flexibility to always pick the best tool for the job, and try out new toolsets and architectures to keep 
us at the forefront of big data.

Scope of duties

 � Development: 85%
 � Maintenance: 15%

Work Environment
We take care of:

Your development

 � international projects
 � access to the newest technologies
 � trainings
 � certificates
 � professional development
 � free English lessons
 � Your health, physical condition and family

Private medical care

 � MultiSport card with 50% funding
 � Kindergarten next door
 � Bicycle parking
 � Chillout and entertainment zones
 � Sports events
 � suitable working conditions

Stable employment conditions

 � Laptop
 � Mobile phone
 � Additional screen
 � Delicious coffee
 � Modern kitchen

Data Engineer - Advanced Analytics 
ING Bank
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Job Requirements
Must have

 � Knowledge of Apache Airflow
 � Ability to build data processing solutions (stream and batch) using distributed programming platforms 

such as Hadoop, Spark, Kafka, Flink, etc.
 � Build complex data pipelines (ETL)
 � Knowledge of programming languages like Python and/or Scala
 � Data manipulation and transformation (e.g. SQL)

Nice to have

 � Experience with SQL and noSQL databases
 � Experience with Docker/Kubernetes/Openshift, Ansible, CD/CI
 � Experience with Linux systems administration and OS level scripting
 � Security, Authentication, Authorisation (LDAP, Kerberos, PAM)
 � Interest in bleeding-edge open source technologies, e.g. Presto, Druid, Superset, Prometheus
 � Experience with other programing languages like Java, C++, Go, Ruby, Groovy

Other requirements

 � Good communication skills in English (level B2/C1)
 � Strong willingness for gaining new competences and knolwedge
 � Commitment, communicativeness
 � Energy and efficiency
 � Responsibility
 � Team work spirit

-
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Job Description
Think Forward! Our purpose is to empower people to stay a step ahead in life and in business. We are an 
industry recognized strong brand with positive recognition from customers in many countries, a strong financial 
position, omni-channel distribution strategy and an international network. If you want to work at a place where 
we believe that you can live by the Agile manifesto without jeopardizing the necessary continuity, compliance 
and QA measures, where we are committed to delivering stable and secure services to end users, and where 
we have a ‘no nonsense’ getting-things done mentality, please read on!

As a Machine Learning Engineer you will be joining ING’s Advanced Analytics global organization and will 
partner with Data Scientists in our centre of expertise to research, design and implement leading-edge 
algorithmic products. We are looking for a passionate, Senior-level, ML Engineer/Applied Scientist with a 
strong background in machine/deep learning and experience building Machine Learning pipelines to help us 
operationalise/productionalise world class ML models at scale.

You will be part of technology team, taking care of the software engineering challenges associated with data 
science and machine learning. You will be serving and deploying models, putting research into production. 
Through collaboration with architects, data engineers and data scientists, you’ll write code that applies AI 
technology to optimize the development and put them into production including post deployment production. 
Leveraging your knowledge and experience of back-end programming languages and architecture, you will 
also write the scalable and performant microservices that host the algorithms in both on-premise and cloud 
environments.

You will be responsible for:

 � Analytics software development
 � Building production level ML/AI solutions, with solid software engineering and ML/AI principles
 � Build tools to enable fast, reproducible, and organized experimentation by model developers
 � Working closely with data scientists to put their development into production. This means parallelizing, 

optimizing, tuning, testing, and wrapping their code that exists as a proof of concept into something that 
can be deployed

 � Model Ops
 � Automated deployment, and monitoring

Work Environment
ING Analytics is an organisation responsible for realizing this vision for ING, differentiating ING as a leader 
in data-driven organizations within the banking sector and beyond. The organisation consists of a number of 
Global Analytics Centres of Excellence around the bank’s key capabilities (such as Pricing, Risk Management, 
Financial Crime & RegTech, Customer Intelligence, etc.) as well as strong coordination areas around people 
capabilities, technology, data, tooling, and external partnerships.

The Data, Tools & Technology team is one of the five core teams within ING Analytics Unit. It is responsible 
for driving overall strategy and roadmap for analytics platforms, technology and tooling,  industrialisation 
of analytics models and data roadmap for all the work streams, change management activities and their 
interdependencies

Machine Learning Engineer 
ING Bank
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What do we offer?

Working at ING means working in a dynamic and international setting. Individual development of our 
employees is very important and that is why ING offers excellent courses and programs. We only hire people 
with exceptional talents and capabilities! You will work on the most innovative projects within ING. In addition 
we offer:

 � Fun!
 � A competitive salary
 � Working with highly skilled people
 � Working in an area which is of great importance to the strategy of ING
 � A relaxed and fun team
 � An International atmosphere
 � A full time position (40 hour week)
 � Great training and education opportunities

Job Requirements
Required

 � At least Master Degree in AI / Machine Learning / Software Engineering / Computer Science
 � Can build an “end-to-end software product” which has machine learning component
 � Strong skills in Python/R, Java and Scala, and reasonable SQL understanding
 � A minimum of 5 years’ experience in building ML/deep learning pipelines and models
 � Experience in implementing production ready ML models using current ML/Deep learning techniques
 � Experience with Deep learning frameworks like Tensorflow, PyTorch etc. and other Big data technologies 

like Hadoop/Hive, PySpark, SparkR, etc.
 � Experience writing RESTful web services
 � Experience with industry-accepted testing tools and frameworks such as Selenium, TestNG, JUnit, and/or 

Cucumber
 � Experience with DevOps technology (such as Jenkins and Docker)
 � Experience with enterprise source code management (GitHub, RTC, etc.)
 � Experience with CI/CD for Machine Learning pipeline (CD4ML).

Nice to have

 � PhD in AI / Machine Learning / Natural Language Processing
 � Experience with one or more of the following: Natural Language Processing, text understanding, 

classification, pattern recognition, recommendation systems, unsupervised learning, ranking systems or 
similar

 � Experience with Test Driven Development
 � Good knowledge of open source technology such as Apache ecosystem.

About you

 � Always thinking a step ahead and never satisfied with the status quo
 � Enthusiasm for helping others to be successful and a talent for taking it on and making it happen
 � You have a learning attitude. Not only to master new technologies and programming languages, but also 

on the interpersonal level. You are proven to be able to ask and give feedback
 � You embrace challenges in a fast changing and complex environment
 � You are a naturally collaborative person who listens and invests in others to achieve common goals
 � You have a Pro-active and can-do attitude (self-steering)
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Job Description
ING is looking for experienced Risk Professionals. The Credit Risk Team is an energetic international team 
of highly qualified professionals within the Model Risk Management department. This fast growing team is 
responsible for validating the risk models used by ING worldwide. We assure that models are appropriate for 
the intended use and compliant with internal policies and external regulations. Our goal is to increase the 
ING’s understanding of a model’s limitations & weaknesses and contribute to the ongoing model improvement 
and ensure the added value of models.

What you’ll do?

 � Validating risk models, including performing quantitative analyses
 � Creating high quality validation reports that are read by e.g. senior management, CRO staff, audit and 

ECB
 � Participating in meetings with model developers, senior management, internal & external audit and the 

European Central Bank

Your model scope is broad and includes:

 � Probability of Default (PD), Loss Given Default (LGD) and Exposure at Default (EAD) models
 � Credit Economic Capital model (INCAP) and the concentration Risk Framework
 � Stress Testing framework
 � In addition, the team has the ambition to expend the scope to non-regulatory models such as 

underwriting models, pricing, early-warning systems.

These models are used for measuring and managing Credit Risk at ING Bank. In particular, the models in scope 
are used for calculations of the Loan Loss Provisions (IFRS9) as well as the Economic and the Regulatory (Basel 
II) Capital.

Work Environment
With around 52,000 employees and operations in approximately 40 countries, there is no shortage of 
opportunities for people with initiative who want to make a difference. We hire smart people like you for 
your potential, not your past. Our biggest expectation is that you’ll stay curious. Keep learning. Take on more 
responsibility. In return, we’ll back you to develop into an even more awesome version of yourself.

If you want to work at the cutting edge of what’s possible, surrounded by progressive, inspiring and supportive 
colleagues, there is no better place to invest your talents than at ING. Join us.

What we offer 

A job from 36 to 40 hours and a unique offer that fits in with the times of today. We take into account your 
home situation and your ambitions and help you to balance work and private life. Discover our employment 
conditions.

To give you an idea, we will tell you about the benefits of working at ING:

 � A salary tailored to your qualities and experience
 � Flexible working hours and the possibility to work at home
 � Reimbursement for travel expenses

Model Validator Credit Risk 
ING Bank
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Job Description
ING is looking for a passionate and experienced NLP Data Engineer who will further develop and maintain our 
conversational platform and further develop and maintain the architecture of this platform in order to support 
current and incoming projects.

Your passion is to work with the latest and greatest technologies that make working with large amounts of 
data easy, you’re pro-active in keeping yourself up to date and are always searching for new ways to discover 
new technologies. You also enjoy laying the architectural foundations for the things you’re working on. You 
combine both thinking of the future and a hands-on, right now attitude. You will work in a team with highly 
skilled people and enjoy a creative atmosphere where trying things out is encouraged.

Your passion is to work with the latest and greatest technologies in the field of Data Engineering. You will work 
as an engineer on different projects. Those can be spread in multiple ING countries.  Your role will be to help 
experiment and launch new initiatives and support local teams and their projects within ING.

What you’ll do

As a Data Engineer, you are the single most important part of the team. Without your work, nothing moves, data 
sits idle and useless in a DB or even worse: in excel sheets. You are the one combining these sources in real-
time, distributed systems to handle large amounts of data loads in no-time. Data scientists, analysts, business 
users, CEO’s are continuously praising you, thank you, worshipping you.

That’s when you wake up to go to work. After your morning coffee, you sit with data scientists to find the best 
way to get their models to run in production, leading the way in how to aggregate the data and process it 
efficiently for each model. You talk to the business to ingest new sources, cleaning and preparing the data and 
writing the code that connects it to your application. After a lunch break with colleagues, you think of a new 
technology you’d like to try out. You start investigating and write it up for the next experimentation day. At the 
end of the afternoon, you finalize some comments colleagues had on your latest blog post or start building 
your presentation for the next conference you’re presenting at. As a Data Engineer working for the ING Analytic 
Unit, you’ll never get bored with many experienced and skilled engineers around you, the freedom to innovate 
and not only use open source tooling but also contribute and teach about them.

Work Environment
A job from 36 to 40 hours and a unique offer that fits in with the times of today located at ING Amsterdam. To 
give you an idea, we will tell you about the benefits of working at ING:

 � A salary tailored to your qualities and experience
 � Reimbursement for travel expenses
 � 24 vacation days with a 36-hour working week. If you work 40 hours a week, you will receive 27 vacation 

days
 � Pension scheme
 � 13th-month salary
 � Individual Savings Contribution (BIS), 3.5% of your gross annual salary
 � 8% Holiday payment
 � Personal growth and challenging work with endless possibilities to realize your ambitions
 � An informal working environment with innovative colleagues who strive for the very best

NLP Data Engineer 
ING Bank
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Job Requirements
 � Experience in programming languages such as Java, Python
 � Excellent communication skills to be able to work with business owners to develop and define key data 

science questions and to build data sets that answer those questions
 � Knowledge of data manipulation and transformation, e.g. SQL
 � Exposure to Big Data Ecosystem and hands-on knowledge on Hadoop, hive, pig, spark
 � Deployment and provisioning automation tools e.g. Docker, Kubernetes, OpenShift, CI/CD
 � Bash scripting and Linux systems administration
 � Affinity with Natural Language Processing Techniques (as API, e.g. LUIS, Dialogflow… and as a model e.g. 

SVM, Logistic Regression, BERT…)
 � Affinity for working in an Agile environment
 � Great team player
 � Interest in NLP domain
 � Ability to think big and create replicable future-proof components to fasten virtual assistants pipeline 

building across all ING units

Within the Customer Dialogue Analytics Centre of Expertise team, we mainly use and experiment with the 
following technologies and frameworks:

 � Python & Jupiter Notebook
 � Analytical platform:
 � Netezza
 � Hadoop
 � Spark
 � Airflow
 � Cognos

Micro-services environment:

 � Java / Scala
 � Kafka
 � Cassandra / Oracle
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Job Description
ING is looking for Trading Risk Quants for the Trading Risk Quant Team. This is an energetic international 
team of highly qualified professionals. Our responsibility is to provide the quantitative expertise required to 
1) perform validations of the (derivatives) pricing models used by ING’s Financial Markets Trading; 2) develop 
Trading Risk models and methodologies (related to e.g. Basel Pillar 1 Market Risk IMA framework); 2) and 3) 
provide advice to traders and risk managers on quantitative topics. The Trading Risk Quants team is part of 
the Financial Risk Model Development department. The department comprises of a large team of modelling 
experts, with expertise in the development and management of Balance Sheet Risk, Credit and Trading Risk 
and Market Risk models, with state of the art modelling methods, tooling and data-processing technologies. 
Does it sound interesting? Please read on!

What you’ll do

 � Perform (derivatives) pricing model validations for end of day valuation (these models are developed e.g. 
by ING’s Front Office quants and independently replicated by the Trading Risk Quant team)

 � Develop market risk models and methodologies (such as risk factor evolution models for Value at Risk or 
PFE calculations, for e.g.)

 � Provide support on the different quantitative topics
 � The position offers excellent opportunities to excel in what you do and to broaden your modelling skills, 

as well as exposure to a dynamic and agile international working environment

Work Environment
A job from 36 to 40 hours and a unique offer that fits in with the times of today. We take into account 
your home situation and your ambitions and help you to balance work and private life. Discover yourself our 
employment conditions.

To give you an idea, we will tell you about the benefits of working at ING:

 � Great international career opportunities
 � A salary tailored to your qualities and experience
 � Flexible working hours and the possibility to work at home
 � Reimbursement for travel expenses
 � 24 vacation days with a 36-hour working week. If you work 40 hours a week, you will receive 27 vacation 

days
 � Pension scheme
 � 13th month salary
 � Individual Savings Contribution (BIS), 3.5% of your gross annual salary
 � 8% Holiday payment
 � Personal growth and challenging work with endless possibilities to realize your ambitions
 � An informal working environment with innovative colleagues who strive for the very best
 � Progressive way of working according to the Agile method, so that new ideas come to life 

Job Requirements
 � An academic degree (MSc or PhD) in a quantitative field, preferably (financial) mathematics,  

econometrics or physics
 � 2-5 years of experience, with familiarity with derivatives pricing, financial markets and the most 

Trading Risk Quants 
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important developments (for e.g. FRTB). Relevant experience in equity derivatives and/or commodity 
derivatives modelling is a plus

 � Strong knowledge and experience with programming languages, especially C++ and/or Python
 � Experience with FM Front Office pricing systems, in particular, Sophis is a plus
 � Strong communication skills and fluency in English
 � Constructive attitude and pro-active team player
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Job Description
Are you a creative data engineer with experience developing data-driven solutions? Are you curious and always 
up to date on the latest industry developments? Do you want to work on innovative big data infrastructures? 
If so, apply as a big data engineer at Qualogy.

What does this position involve?

As a big data engineer, you are highly versatile. You manage and optimise big data infrastructures, develop 
software solutions and integrate data from various systems.

As part of the Data Science Team you will develop interesting models and algorithms. You communicate easily 
with team members and stay on top of objectives, results and new challenges. In short: you bring data science 
to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

a collective health insurance package and pension plan
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The opportunity to work in an international team with real data enthusiasts
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � A master’s degree or PhD in computer science, engineer, software engineering or a related field
 � At least three years of experience developing data-driven solutions for various projects
 � Experience with the Hadoop ecosystem, data streaming and data management systems
 � Experience with various programming languages, such as Python, Java, C++, JavaScript and Go
 � Strong written and verbal communication skills

Big Data Engineer 
Qualogy
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Job Description
Are you a creative thinker with an inquisitive mind? Do you embrace new technologies and mathematical 
models? Are you interested in using sophisticated algorithms to help our clients solve complex problems?

What does this position involve?

As a data science intern at Qualogy, you will be tasked with interpreting a multitude of client data using various 
techniques, such as machine learning. You will develop your own algorithms and create custom software 
solutions.

You will work with our developers to come up with innovative data science solutions. You will set clear goals 
and draft comprehensive reports detailing the challenges and results of each project. You have a keen eye for 
quality, with the ultimate goal of bringing Qualogy’s data science solutions to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � You follow a university study in Data Science, Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science, Mathematics, 

Econometrics or similar STEM studies
 � Experience developing data-driven solutions
 � Experience with machine learning techniques, databases and visualisation tools
 � Experience with machine learning techniques, databases and visualisation tools
 � Experience with programming languages such as Python, R and Hadoop Ecosystem
 � Strong communication skills

Data Science Internship 
Qualogy
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Job Description
Are you a creative thinker with an inquisitive mind? Do you embrace new technologies and mathematical 
models? Are you interested in using sophisticated algorithms to help our clients solve complex problems?

What does this position involve?

As a data scientist at Qualogy, you will be tasked with interpreting a multitude of client data using various 
techniques, such as machine learning. You will develop your own algorithms and create custom software 
solutions at the client’s location.

You will work with our developers to come up with innovative data science solutions. You will set clear goals 
and draft comprehensive reports detailing the challenges and results of each project. You have a keen eye for 
quality, with the ultimate goal of bringing Qualogy’s data science solutions to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

an unlimited training budget, a mobile and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � University degree in computer science, mathematics or econometrics (PhD is a plus)
 � At least 3 years of experience developing data-driven solutions
 � Experience with machine learning techniques, databases and visualisation tools
 � Experience with programming languages such as Python, R and Hadoop Ecosystem
 � Strong communication skills

Data Scientist 
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Job Description
If we have a really complicated question, you’re the person to ask. You go to the extreme to develop the 
best Java applications for great projects. Do you love a challenge and do you want to work with high-end 
techniques? Come work as a Java Developer at Qualogy.

What are your tasks?

In Qualogy’s scrum team, you will work intensively on the development of innovative Java Applications. You 
will also analyze functional need and translate this to a new environment.

Because of your experience as a developer, you quickly pick up new techniques and have creative solutions. 
You enjoy working in a team, feel quickly at home in new surroundings and are focused on reaching your goal.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above average starting salary and attractive bonuses.
 � Good employment conditions such as 28 vacation days plus 2 extra Q-days, 8% vacation allowance, chair 

massage, unlimited training budget and laptop.
 � Innovative (international) projects.
 � Work in a diverse, international team.
 � Substantive work with an impact in an Agile environment.
 � Ample of opportunity to develop yourself and pick up new techniques.
 � Opportunities to visit interesting events and trade fairs.

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � Higher vocational education or university degree (e.g. in computer science or information technology).
 � Minimum of 3 years of work experience as a developer in JEE environments.
 � Knowledge of Java, XML, REST and related technologies and frameworks.
 � Knowledge of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) and Microservices.
 � Knowledge of JavaScript, ReactJS, AngularJS, Polymer and CSS.
 � Experience with UI / UX is an advantage.
 � Experience with Agile methods, especially Scrum.

Java Developer 
Qualogy
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Job Description
Are you a creative thinker with an inquisitive mind? Do you embrace new technologies and mathematical 
models? Are you interested in using sophisticated algorithms to help our clients solve complex problems?

What does this position involve?

As a data scientist at Qualogy, you will be tasked with interpreting a multitude of client data using various 
techniques, such as machine learning. You will develop your own algorithms and create custom software 
solutions at the client’s location.

You will work with our developers to come up with innovative data science solutions. You will set clear goals 
and draft comprehensive reports detailing the challenges and results of each project. You have a keen eye for 
quality, with the ultimate goal of bringing Qualogy’s data science solutions to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

an unlimited training budget, a mobile and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � University degree in computer science, mathematics or econometrics (PhD is a plus)
 � At least five years of experience developing data-driven solutions
 � Experience with machine learning techniques, databases and visualisation tools
 � Experience with programming languages such as Python, R and Hadoop Ecosystem
 � Strong communication skills

Senior Data Scientist 
Qualogy

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
As an accomplished front-end developer, you are aware of the latest industry developments; the more complex, 
the more interesting. Contribute to the IT future of our clients as a senior front-end (JavaScript) developer at 
Qualogy.

What does this position involve?

In this role, you will work a lot at our clients’ locations. You are responsible for continuous delivery and better 
front-end interfaces for major projects. You address complex issues with a keen eye for detail, creativity and 
enthusiasm. As part of an Agile development team, you will develop high-performance and reusable front-end 
components. With a solid understanding of software engineering, you are quick to adopt new techniques. You 
are flexible, analytic and interested in continuously improving your skills as a developer. You can take the 
initiative to bring the quality of our services to the next level.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average starting salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q- days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

a mobile and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity to develop personally and professionally

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � Vocational education or university degree in computer science or information science
 � At least five year of experience building enterprise-scale (web) applications
 � At least five years of hands-on experience with HTML5, JavaScript, CSS and AngularJS
 � Experience with Continuous Delivery and tooling (Jenkins, Gulp, Git and Nexus)
 � An excellent command of Dutch and English
 � Examples that demonstrate your ability to work flexibly and socially

Senior Front-end (JavaScript) Developer 
Qualogy

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Are you interested in activities on the front-end and back-end? Do you want to sink your teeth into the latest 
technologies? Do you have the skills to develop high-quality front-end and back-end components? If so, we’d 
be happy to have you on our team!

What does this position involve?

Do you want to develop and deliver new IT solutions? As a senior full stack Java developer, you can! You will 
closely analyse functional needs, translate these into high-quality, technical solutions and implement them 
in Java. You will work as a consultant at the client&#39;s location. This position gives you the opportunity to 
work independently and with colleagues in a team setting. Many of our clients work in multidisciplinary scrum 
teams, which allows you to develop high-quality functionalities and modules together with your colleagues.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average starting salary and excellent bonuses 
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% holiday allowance, 

a mobile and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � Vocational education or university degree in computer science or information science
 � At least five years of experience with enterprise scale (web) applications and programming in Java EE
 � A good understanding of front-end software development (AngularJS,HTML, CSS and JavaScript) and 

JavaScript frameworks such as Polymer (Web Components)
 � Extensive experience with Continuous Delivery and tooling (Jenkins, Gulp,Git and Nexus) en Maven and 

Tomcats
 � A good understanding of software engineering

Senior Fullstack Java Developer 
Qualogy

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Do you want to take the IT landscape to the next level? Are you keen to sink your teeth into complex issue 
and do you prefer working with high-end techniques? As a Senior Java Software Engineer at Qualogy, you will 
continue to develop and challenge yourself.  

What does this position involve?

You have extensive experience developing Java applications. As a Senior Java Software Engineer, you will 
develop complex applications in different Scrum teams.

You will translate functional needs into technical solutions. You will be challenged to create technical designs 
for our clients on location and implement these in Java. You are familiar with database, Weblogic, Spring, 
Oracle and Docker. You are ambitious, creative and enterprising. Whether you’re working in a team or alone, 
on location or in the office, you can easily switch between different levels and quickly feel at home in a new 
environment.

Work Environment
What do we offer?

 � Above-average salary and excellent bonuses
 � Good employment conditions, including 28 vacation days plus two extra Q-days, an 8% vacation allowance, 

a cell phone and a laptop
 � Lease car and fuel card (for use in the Netherlands and abroad)
 � Innovative national and international projects for major clients
 � The chance to work in a diverse, international team
 � Substantive and high-impact work in an Agile environment
 � The opportunity for personal growth and development
 � Interesting events, conferences and meet-ups and fun get-togethers, lunches and excursions

About Qualogy

At Qualogy, we collaborate with our clients to develop smart solutions that help you work quickly and 
efficiently, from idea and implementation to operation and management. We combine standard software and 
proven technologies like Oracle and Java with the latest technological insights in the field of data science, 
cloud computing and machine learning.

Qualogy was founded in 1998 and currently has 220 employees from a wide range of backgrounds and 
nationalities. Qualogy serves both the Dutch and Caribbean markets. Our headquarters in Rijswijk, Paramaribo 
and our Innovation Hub in Amsterdam are always looking for new talents who are interested in strengthening 
our team.

Job Requirements
 � College or university degree in computer science or information science
 � At least five years of professional experience as a consultant or a developer in JEE environments
 � Knowledge of Java, XML (and related technologies and frameworks) and service-oriented architectures 

(SOA)
 � Experience with Agile methods, particularly Scrum

Senior Java Software Engineer 
Qualogy

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



 � Knowledge of JavaScript, HTML5, CSS and AngularJS
 � Examples that demonstrate your ability to quickly acquire new knowledge
 � An excellent command of Dutch and English

<<Preferred start date>>
<<Salary indication>>

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:

DBF_Preferred start date
DBF_Salary indication


Job Description
Wij denken dat de data revolutie het speelveld in het vastgoed volledig op zijn kop zal zetten. Sterker nog: daar 
willen wij een serieuze bijdrage aan leveren. De beschikbaarheid van data zal meer fundament leggen onder 
elke vastgoedbeslissing. Het kan nu evidence based (en tsja, als het kan dan moet het ook).

We zoeken data-analisten die helpen om data op te sporen, te ontsluiten en te presenteren. Door slimme 
algoritmen toe te voegen kunnen we onze opdrachtgevers helpen bij vastgoedbeslissingen. Als afstudeerder 
kies je een maatschappelijke opgave en onderzoek je hoe die met data opgelost kan worden. En werk je samen 
met onze analisten aan een slimme oplossing.

Je pioniert samen met een team aan onze innovaties. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan de ontwikkeling van tooling voor 
assetmanagement, de waardering van woningportefeuilles op basis van open data of een benchmark van het 
voorzieningenniveau van gemeenten. Voorwaarde is dat jouw studie (welke maakt eigenlijk niet uit) opvalt 
door analytische vaardigheid. Je hebt affiniteit met financiën en data. Je doet volop mee in onze innovaties. We 
dagen je uit om het beste uit jezelf te halen. Saai wordt het niet.

Work Environment
Republiq is een jong bedrijf met veel ervaring. In een paar jaar tijd groeiden we uit tot een team van 30 
personen. Onze ambitie is stevig. We willen zoveel mogelijk partijen helpen financieel en maatschappelijk 
rendement op vastgoed te verbeteren.

Hiervoor bouwen we een team op met adviseurs met een frisse, slimme kijk op vastgoed die onze betrokkenheid 
bij de vraagstukken van onze opdrachtgevers delen. We geloven sterk in de creatieve kracht van samenwerking. 
Zowel binnen ons eigen team als met onze opdrachtgevers.

Job Requirements
Voorwaarde is dat jouw studie (welke maakt eigenlijk niet uit) opvalt door analytische vaardigheid. Je hebt 
affiniteit met financiën en data.

Afstudeerder big data en vastgoedsturing 
Republiq

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Wij denken dat de data revolutie het speelveld in het vastgoed volledig op zijn kop zal zetten. Sterker nog: daar 
willen wij een serieuze bijdrage aan leveren. De beschikbaarheid van data zal meer fundament leggen onder 
elke vastgoedbeslissing. Het kan nu evidence based (en tsja, als het kan dan moet het ook).

We zoeken data-analisten die helpen om data op te sporen, te ontsluiten en te presenteren. Door slimme 
algoritmen toe te voegen kunnen we onze opdrachtgevers helpen bij vastgoedbeslissingen. Dat is ook hoe we 
aankijken tegen big data: het is beslissingsondersteunend en alleen zinvol als we de context goed begrijpen.

We zijn op zoek naar een consultant met affiniteit met financiën en data. Je pioniert samen met een team aan 
onze innovaties. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan de ontwikkeling van tooling voor assetmanagement, de waardering van 
woningportefeuilles op basis van open data of een benchmark van het voorzieningenniveau van gemeenten.

Naast consultants zoeken we ook afstudeerders big data en vastgoedsturing.

Work Environment
Republiq groeit gestaag en bestaat nu uit 30 enthousiaste mensen. 

Hoe het is om bij Republiq te werken? Laten we eerlijk zijn: er wordt veel van je gevraagd. Je blinkt uit in je 
vak, beschikt over een uitstekend stel hersenen en je bent een aanpakker.

Maar, werken bij Republiq geeft ook veel voldoening. We zijn niet voor niets uitgeroepen tot Best Workplace 
2019 en Great Place to Work 2019/2020. Je werkt met inspirerende, leuke mensen die erg goed zijn in wat ze 
doen. Persoonlijke groei gegarandeerd.

Wat ook gegarandeerd is, is een relaxte sfeer. Onze ervaring heeft ons geleerd dat we dan de beste resultaten 
kunnen behalen. Geen haantjes, gewoon liefhebbers onder elkaar.

Job Requirements
 � Master diploma

Consultant big data en vastgoedsturing 
Republiq

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
You’re a programmer with a thing for data, looking for a new challenge.

We are TAPP, a scale-up on a mission: Improving the Dutch hospitality experience.

Are you the one taking us to the next level?

With our knowledge of the hospitality industry we create valuable insights and analytics for the hospitality 
and its suppliers. Besides this our solutions help improve our partners’ businesses. Our clients include com-
panies like Coca-Cola, ABInBev, Heineken, Grolsch, Red Bull, Bacardi and Unilever.

In other words: we are in a unique position, doing things nobody has done before. This means we face new 
challenges on a daily basis. Especially because we’re growing fast and are adding new bars every day.

Our stack:

 � Python microservices on the backend, hosted on AWS.
 � MySQL, Elasticsearch, Snowflake and S3 for storage.
 � Apache Airflow to manage our data pipelines.
 � Tableau and Python (Pandas, Scikit learn, Keras, Jupyter Notebooks etc.) for data analytics and dashboards.
 � Python applications running on our own custom hardware to enable our universal Point of Sale connection.

Work Environment
 � Inspiring work environment. Be challenged to deliver high quality results working as a team on a shared 

mission.
 � Work with state-of-the-art technology and make a lasting impact from day one.
 � Work on projects for big international companies like Coca-Cola, Red Bull and Heineken.
 � Office at the heart of the Dutch hospitality scene, located next to Amsterdam central station.
 � Fun and friendly, yet professional atmosphere. We have lunch together and organise various team activities. 

But this is nothing compared to our legendary team drinks.
 � Competitive salary.

Job Requirements
 � At the end of your bachelor or doing a master’s in an IT related field.
 � You have been programming for as long as you remember, always working on side projects and trying to 

learn new technologies.
 � It would be nice if you have experience with some technologies that we work with.
 � You are entrepreneurial and like to take ownership. You like challenges and finding solutions to any 

problem coming your way.
 � Your English communication skills are excellent, both verbal and written.
 � You would like to work at least two days per week. Occasionally working from home is of course no 

problem.

Junior Data Engineer
TAPP.

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
You’re a data fanatic looking for a new challenge.

We are TAPP, a scale-up on a mission: Improving the Dutch hospitality experience.

Are you the one taking us to the next level?

With our knowledge of the hospitality industry we create valuable insights and analytics for the hospitality and 
its suppliers. Besides this our solutions help improve our partners’ businesses. Our clients include companies 
like Coca-Cola, ABInBev, Heineken, Grolsch, Red Bull, Bacardi and Unilever.

In other words: we are in a unique position, doing things nobody has done before. This means we face new 
challenges on a daily basis. Especially because we’re growing fast and are adding new bars every day.

Position:

 � Develop machine learning models and insights that help our customers or scale our business. Internally 
we use a variety of models to derive value from our data (e.g. deep learning for product classification) and 
have plenty of challenges left. Examples of things you could be working on are anomaly detection, pricing 
strategy or recommender systems. There will be plenty of room for you own vision and ideas as well.

 � Tableau and Python (Pandas, Scikit learn, Keras, Jupyter Notebooks etc.) for data analytics and dashboards. 
Snowflake, Elasticsearch, S3 and MySQL for storage.

Work Environment
 � Inspiring work environment. Be challenged to deliver high quality results working as a team on a shared 

mission.
 � Work with state-of-the-art technology and make a lasting impact from day one.
 � Work on projects for big international companies like Coca-Cola, Red Bull and Heineken.
 � Office at the heart of the Dutch hospitality scene, located next to Amsterdam central station.
 � Fun and friendly, yet professional atmosphere. We have lunch together and organise various team activities. 

But this is nothing compared to our legendary team drinks.
 � Competitive salary

Job Requirements
 � At the end of your bachelor or doing a master’s in maths, econometrics or computer science.
 � Statistics and machine learning hold little secrets for you.
 � It would be nice if you have experience with some technologies that we work with.
 � You are entrepreneurial and like to take ownership. You like challenges and finding solutions to any 

problem coming your way.
 � Your English communication skills are excellent, both verbal and written.
 � You would like to work at least two days per week or do a fulltime internship/thesis project. Occasionally 

working from home is of course no problem

Junior Data Scientist
TAPP.

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Thirona is a high-tech, fast growing company. Our focus is on development and marketing of automated 
analysis tools for medical images. Since our establishment in 2014, we have developed software products 
focusing on the analysis of thoracic CT scans (LungQ), chest X-rays (CAD4TB), and retinal images (RetCAD). Our 
products use state-of-the-art image processing techniques such as deep learning. Thirona has also developed 
a cloud solution as a service for its products based on AWS. Thirona is ISO 13485 compliant. All our products 
have obtained CE certification and are actively used all over the world.

As our company is expanding rapidly we are searching, for a highly talented and motivated Data Scientist to 
support development processes of our team.

You are engaged in medical image processing, in-depth learning, user interfaces, cloud processing and data 
management. You fulfill an important role in the development of new products and in the improvement of 
existing products.

Your responsibilities:

 � Optimization of data streams and data analyses
 � For development and professionalization of intelligent algorithms
 � Explore and develop opportunities to get even more from existing data management
 � Report and share generated insights and knowledge with management and other stakeholders

Work Environment
Thirona offers a competitive monthly salary, depending on your education, knowledge and experience. The 
corporate culture is informal and you will have the opportunity to work in a professional, collaborative and 
innovative environment.

Job Requirements
 � Highly skilled in programming, preferably Python and C++
 � Experience with medical imaging is desired
 � Experience with deep learning, preferably in the field of imaging
 � Good organizational skills; the ability to work in a collaborative environment and a desire to improve 

skills are essential
 � Excellent verbal and written English communication skills
 � Bachelor’s- or master degree in artificial intelligence, computer science or biomedical engineering
 � At least two years relevant working experience

Data Scientist 
Thirona

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Thirona is a high-tech, fast growing company. Our focus is on development and marketing of automated 
analysis tools for medical images. Since our establishment in 2014, we have developed software products 
focusing on the analysis of thoracic CT scans (LungQ), chest X-rays (CAD4TB), and retinal images (RetCAD). Our 
products use state-of-the-art image processing techniques such as deep learning. Thirona has also developed 
a cloud solution as a service for its products based on AWS. Thirona is ISO 13485 compliant. All our products 
have obtained CE certification and are actively used all over the world.

As our company is expanding rapidly, we are searching for enthusiastic and motivated Software Engineers to 
support development processes of our team.

Daily activities and responsibilities include implementation of algorithms, development of user interfaces, 
performing code reviews and making sure the code used within Thirona is of high quality.

Your responsibilities:

 � Development of new software using prescribed specifications as required
 � Deployment of software worldwide
 � Analysis of software code
 � Evaluating and identifying new technologies for implementation
 � Implementation of tests in general testing frameworks
 � Maintaining standard compliance of software code

Work Environment
Thirona offers a competitive monthly salary, depending on your education, knowledge and experience. The 
corporate culture is informal and you will have the opportunity to work in a professional, collaborative and 
innovative environment.

The first employment contract will be for the duration of one year. After this period, in case of proven suitability, 
an employment contract with indefinite duration is offered.

Job Requirements
 � BSc or Msc degree in Computer Science, Software Engineering or equivalent education and work 

experience
 � Highly skilled in Python
 � Scripting skills and passion to automate software tasks
 � Experience with Unix utilities, configuration and administration
 � Good organizational skills; the ability to work in a collaborative environment and a desire to improve 

skills are essential
 � Excellent verbal and written English communication skills

Preferred qualifications:

 � Experience with Django and web technology is a plus
 � Experience with cloud infrastructure and computing, preferably AWS, is a plus

Software Engineer 
Thirona

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Wij bieden je een uitdagende functie binnen een hecht, jong team van professionals in een ambitieuze, 
gedreven en no-nonsense organisatie. Werken bij Triple A – Risk Finance betekent jezelf ontwikkelen op het 
gebied van actuariaat, risicomanagement, modelling of data analytics. Persoonlijke en professionele groei 
staan binnen onze dynamische kennisorganisatie centraal.

Work Environment
Als Consultant Data Analytics start je in een team van 7 consultants. Je ontwikkelt nieuwe proposities en werkt 
aan één of twee klantprojecten tegelijkertijd. De werkzaamheden verschillen per opdracht en bestaan onder 
meer uit:

 � Het ontwikkelen van voorspellende modellen
 � Bewerken en analyseren van grote data sets
 � Meedenken over de klantvraag en ingewikkelde analyses vertalen naar praktische inzichten voor de 

klant

Bij Triple A werken in het totaal in Amsterdam zo’n 120 consultants. Daarnaast hebben we ook kantoren in 
Polen, Spanje en België.

Job Requirements
 � Je hebt je opleiding Econometrie, Wiskunde, IT, Data Science of een soortgelijke universitaire opleiding 

succesvol afgerond.
 � Je hebt een sterke interesse in Data Science en de gevolgen die deze ontwikkelingen hebben binnen het 

bedrijfsleven.
 � Je bent ondernemend, ambitieus en leergierig.
 � Je hebt veel programmeerervaring in R en/of Python.
 � Door je sterke communicatieve vaardigheden ben je een sparringpartner voor je collega’s en klanten.

Consultant Data Analytics 
Triple A - Risk Finance

01-05-2020
Een marktconform salaris inclusief 
leaseauto, laptop en telefoon.

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Providing our customers better and more service and services by leveraging data.

This is how you help our customers. Your day job is to put data to work for the customer and the business 24-7. 
As a Big Data engineer, you collaborate with your business users, data scientists and BI colleagues to design 
and develop solutions that generate new actionable insights. Together with your scrum team members, you 
work on complex and challenging projects to make data sources accessible, integrate mobile and fixed data, 
and present data that’s fit for purpose. All of which should come naturally to you, thanks to your excellent 
communication skills combined with a pragmatic approach and keen sense of humor. And of course, we don’t 
have to explain data engineering to you; you can practically code in your sleep. Which is the level of expertise 
that’s required to integrate our sustainable solutions seamlessly. You are part of a large organization, with 
many complex data sources that need to be integrated so that we can accurately comprehend our customers. 
Based on our data and models we can improve our customer service and product.

This is how you do it

 � Large scale data processing using Hadoop frameworks
 � By creating reusable Python/ Scala code
 � By using the right technologies which fit for purpose
 � Documenting your work, so that we can retrace your logic
 � Helping to improve existing Big Data solutions and technology
 � Work close together with your team members
 � Prioritizing and planning your work
 � Coaching engineers who are less experienced

Work Environment
Your fortify

VodafoneZiggo positions all BI activities in a central BI Competence Center. Our specialists come from 
different backgrounds and cultures and work together in five business domains. As a perceptive data en-
gineer, you contribute to innovation, big data and data privacy initiatives within VodafoneZiggo. Analytical, 
results-driven and energetic are the characteristics that bind us. We inspire each other and are genuinely 
passionate about our profession. And there is considerable leeway to shape your job yourself.

We

VodafoneZiggo is a powerful combination of two leading Dutch organizations. We joined forces in January 
2017 and together we further increased our success in the Netherlands. As a communications provider, we 
offer our customers the best in entertainment, mobile and fixed-line phone service and internet. Our pro-
ducts and services inspire people, businesses and society to connect. Whether on the road, at home or at 
work.

We are over 8,000 employees strong, brimming with energy and socially engaged. Proud of what we accom-
plish and of the people that make it possible. And conscientious to provide space for everybody to develop 
and take advantage of opportunities.

Big Data Engineer 
VodafoneZiggo

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



You deserve it

 � An ambitious employer. We want the best for you and your colleagues.
 � A good salary. Perfectly attuned to your background.
 � Financial benefits. With regard to your vacation and retirement benefits and other employment terms.
 � Growth potential. We provide the career opportunities. It’s up to you to take advantage.

Job Requirements
You have it

The knack to understand information requirements and translate them into a technical solution. You make 
contacts with colleagues and internal customers effortlessly and thanks to your communication skills you 
convey and gather information where needed. Your grasp of operational processes and pragmatic attitude in a 
complex organization serve you well in this position. And because you are used to working in multidisciplinary 
project teams and under time pressure, you maintain your composure in every situation. This position as Big 
Data engineer at VodafoneZiggo further requires:

 � A Master degree in Computer Science, Engineering, Data Science or any other related field.
 � 7+ years of programming experience (Python, Scala, etc).
 � 5+ years of Big Data experience and deep understanding and application of modern data processing 

technology stacks (Hadoop, Spark, Hive, HBase, Kafka, etc.).
 � Deep understanding of streaming data architectures and technologies for real-time and low-latency data 

processing.
 � Experience with data pipeline and workflow management tools such as Oozie or Airflow.
 � Ability to drive adoption of Data Engineering best practices and sharing your knowledge.

Experience with deployments and provisioning automation tools (Ansible, Docker, CI/CD, Kubernetes, 
Cloudformation or Helm charts).

Good to have

 � 3+ years Telecom experience.
 � Experience working with Data Science deployments and exposure to Machine Learning techniques.
 � Knowledge about data warehouses, technical architectures and data structures.
 � Experience in an agile/DevOps environment.

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Onze klanten betere en meer service en diensten leveren op basis van data.

Data laten werken voor de klant en voor de business, dát is jouw business. In nauw overleg met de interne 
eindgebruikers en je BI-collega’s ontwerp en bouw je als Senior Business Intelligence (BI) Developer oplossingen 
die actiegerichte inzichten opleveren. Binnen onze scrumteams werk je aan uitdagende complexe projecten op 
het gebied van het ontsluiten van nieuwe bronnen, het integreren van mobiele en vaste data en het klaarzetten 
van gegevens ‘fit for purpose’. Dat gaat jou gelukkig soepel af, dankzij je uitstekende communicatie en nuchtere 
pragmatische aanpak met gezonde humor. Bovendien hoeven we je niks te vertellen over datamodellen, die 
kun jij wel dromen. En dat is nodig, want onze duurzame oplossingen moeten naadloos integreren. Je werkt in 
een grote organisatie met veel complexe bronnen, waarbij een grote behoefte is aan geïntegreerde data om 
een zo goed mogelijk beeld te krijgen van onze klanten. Hiervoor is structuur een must.

Zó doe je dit

 � nieuwe bronnen toevoegen aan ons datawarehouse, en deze data integreren in ons bedrijfsbrede datamodel
 � afstemmen met de informatieanalisten, om te zorgen voor efficiënte én effectieve BI-oplossingen
 � documenteren van je werk, zodat we later jouw logica nog goed kunnen volgen
 � bijdragen aan het testplan en zelf testen
 � meedenken over het verbeteren van bestaande BI-oplossingen
 � coachen van developers met wat minder ervaring

Work Environment
Jij versterkt

VodafoneZiggo heeft alle BI-activiteiten ondergebracht in een centraal BI Competence Center. Onze speci-
alisten met uiteenlopende achtergronden en culturen werken in vijf verschillende businessdomeinen. Als 
doortastende Senior Business Intelligence (BI) Developer draag jij hier onder andere bij aan de innovatie, big 
data en dataprivacy binnen VodafoneZiggo. Analytisch, resultaatgedreven en energiek zijn kenmerken die ons 
binden. We inspireren elkaar en we zijn echte liefhebbers van ons vak. Er is veel vrijheid om je functie voor 
een belangrijk deel zelf in te vullen.

Wij

VodafoneZiggo is een krachtenbundeling van twee sterke Nederlandse bedrijven. Samen vormen we sinds 
januari 2017 een ijzersterke combinatie in Nederland. Als communicatieprovider bieden we onze klanten 
het beste aan entertainment, mobiele telefonie, vaste telefonie en internet. Met onze producten en diensten 
inspireren we mensen, bedrijven en de samenleving om contact te maken. Of dat nu onderweg, thuis of op 
het werk is.

Met meer dan 8.000 medewerkers zijn we vol energie, ambitieus en maatschappelijk betrokken. Trots op wat 
wij presteren en met wie we dit doen. Met voor ieder veel ruimte om zich te kunnen ontwikkelen en kansen 
te benutten.

Sr BI Developer 
VodafoneZiggo

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Jij verdient het

 � een ambitieuze werkgever. We willen het beste voor jou en je collega’s
 � een goed salaris. Feilloos afgestemd op je achtergrond
 � financiële voordelen. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan regelingen met betrekking tot je verlof, pensioen en andere 

gunstige arbeidsvoorwaarden
 � groeipotentie. Wij bieden de (door)groeimogelijkheden. Aan jou om deze te benutten

Job Requirements
Jij hebt hét

De kwaliteit om informatiebehoefte te begrijpen en in een technische oplossing te vertalen. Je hebt geen 
moeite om contact te leggen met collega’s en interne klanten en dankzij jouw communicatieve vaardigheden 
haal en breng jij informatie waar dat nodig is. Jouw begrip van operationele processen en je pragmatische 
instelling in een complexe organisatie komt hierbij goed van pas. Omdat je bovendien gewend bent om te 
werken in multidisciplinaire projectteams en onder tijdsdruk, houd jij je hoofd koel in iedere situatie. Ook heb 
je voor deze vacature Senior Business Intelligence (BI) Developer bij VodafoneZiggo:

 � een afgeronde hbo- of wo-opleiding in een relevante richting, zoals bijvoorbeeld technische 
bedrijfskunde, informatica, econometrie, artificial intelligence of wiskunde

 � zo’n 5 à 10 jaar werkervaring als BI/ETL-Developer of Datawarehousespecialist
 � ervaring met de datamodelleringsmethode Data Vault of vergelijkbare methodieken
 � kennis van Oracle, SQL server en Informatica Powercenter
 � uitstekende beheersing van het Nederlands

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Accelerate your data science career and connect with your next employer. Our 13-month advanced training 
program integrates learning with work, preparing young professionals (with one to three years of relevant work 
or internship experience) to become authorities in their fields.

Your first year:

During the first month, you learn at an extremely intense pace. The program begins with an immersive, 
month-long, full-time bootcamp training that focuses on writing deployable code, version control, continuous 
integration, working with Docker and cloud computing, A/B testing, deploying model artefacts, and monitoring 
your models in production. Some topics may sound familiar, but we’ll go more in-depth into principles and best 
practices to prepare you for the next step in your career.

After the bootcamp, you spend a full year working onsite four days a week at one of our partner companies 
- and returning one day a week to our Xccelerated office in Amsterdam. During these return days, you gain 
project guidance and coaching from our Cloud Lead to support you and your colleagues in the partner 
company’s projects, while also diving deeper into training topics not covered in the bootcamp. It’s always 
about continuous learning. 

Program Topics of the bootcamp:

 � Cloud architectures
 � Cloud migration patterns
 � Immutable infrastructure & Infrastructure as code
 � Serverless architectures
 � CI/CD & release engineering
 � Networking and security
 � DevOps and SRE principles
 � Cloud-native data engineering

Work Environment
Who we are:

Xccelerated trains, connects and accelerates highly-skilled cloud engineers to become authorities in their 
field. For you this means you get 60+ days of training and the possibility to put your training into practice 
immediately at one of our partner organizations such as Heineken, Mollie Payments or KLM.

We are proudly part of Xebia Group, together with companies such as Godatadriven and Binx. Our services 
address big data and data science, cloud infrastructure and software development.

What we do:

 � Connect: work at one of our data-driven partner companies
 � Train:  kickstart the next step in your career with a month-long bootcamp
 � Accelerate: develop your skills further with weekly project support and training  
 � Transfer: opportunity to join our partner company directly after one year

Cloud Engineer 
Xccelerated

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



We offer you:

 � The opportunity to work on data-driven projects as a Data Scientist;
 � A 13 month program that starts with an intensive bootcamp in this field and great lunch;
 � Return days for project guidance and extra training followed with afternoon drinks;
 � A Salary to pay your bills;
 � Travel allowance or public transportation card;
 � 25 vacation days, if you promise to come back after your holiday.

Job Requirements
Are you a Xccelerator?

If you’re enthusiastic to learn at an intense pace and can step out of your comfort zone, you could qualify for 
our next Xccelerator program. We’re looking for curious, driven, ambitious junior professionals with qualifying 
experience in the fields of software – and data engineering.

Ready to become a cloud engineer Xccelerator?

Help companies make a real impact by improving their data platforms and industrializing machine learning. 
If you are eager to learn about the latest technologies while working with colleagues who share a passion for 
data to help businesses get more from theirs – and you have:

 � A technical bachelor’s or master’s degree (e.g. computer science, informatics, artificial intelligence, software 
engineering);

 � One-year-minimum work experience as a software engineer or data engineer (related company internships 
or side jobs are also relevant);

 � Programming skills (preferably in Python).

<<Preferred start date>>
<<Salary indication>>
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Job Description
Accelerate your data engineer career and connect with your next employer. Our 13-month advanced training 
program integrates learning with work, preparing young professionals (with one to three years of relevant work 
or internship experience) to become authorities in their fields.

Your first year:

During the first month, you learn at an extremely intense pace. The program begins with an immersive, 
month-long, full-time bootcamp training that focuses on writing deployable code, version control, continuous 
integration, working with Docker and cloud computing, A/B testing, deploying model artefacts, and monitoring 
your models in production. Some topics may sound familiar, but we’ll go more in-depth into principles and best 
practices to prepare you for the next step in your career.

After the bootcamp, you spend a full year working onsite four days a week at one of our partner companies 
- and returning one day a week to our Xccelerated office in Amsterdam. During these return days, you gain 
project guidance and coaching from our Data Engineer Lead to support you and your colleagues in the partner 
company’s projects, while also diving deeper into training topics not covered in the bootcamp. It’s always about 
continuous learning.

Program Topics of the bootcamp:

 � Bash-fu
 � Data Engineering with Python/Scala
 � Distributed processing with Kafka & Spark
 � Functional data engineering with Airflow
 � Machine learning model deployment
 � Streaming Algorithms
 � Distributed Systems
 � Cloud-native data engineering

Work Environment
Who we are:

Xccelerated trains, connects and accelerates highly-skilled data engineers to become authorities in their 
field. For you this means you get 60+ days of training and the possibility to put your training into practice 
immediately at one of our partner organizations such as Nuon, ING and Heineken.

We are proudly part of Xebia Group, together with companies such as Godatadriven and Binx. Our services 
address big data and data science, cloud infrastructure and software development.

What we do:

 � Connect: work at one of our data-driven partner companies
 � Train:  kickstart the next step in your career with a month-long bootcamp
 � Accelerate: develop your skills further with weekly project support and training  
 � Transfer: opportunity to join our partner company directly after one year

Data Engineer 
Xccelerated

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



We offer you:

 � The opportunity to work on data-driven projects as a Data Engineer;
 � A 13 month program that starts with an intensive bootcamp in this field and great lunch;
 � Return days for project guidance and extra training followed with afternoon drinks;
 � A Salary to pay your bills;
 � Travel allowance or public transportation card;
 � 25 vacation days, if you promise to come back after your holiday.

Job Requirements
Are you a Xccelerator?

If you’re enthusiastic to learn at an intense pace and can step out of your comfort zone, you could qualify for 
our next Xccelerator program. We’re looking for curious, driven, ambitious junior professionals with qualifying 
experience in the fields of software – and data engineering.

Ready to become a data engineer Xccelerator?

Help companies make a real impact by improving their data platforms and industrializing machine learning. 
If you are eager to learn about the latest technologies while working with colleagues who share a passion for 
data to help businesses get more from theirs – and you have:

 � A technical bachelor’s or master’s degree (e.g. computer science, informatics, artificial intelligence, software 
engineering);

 � One-year-minimum work experience as a software engineer or data engineer (related company internships 
or side jobs are also relevant);

 � Programming skills (preferably in Python).

<<Preferred start date>>
<<Salary indication>>
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Job Description
Accelerate your data science career and connect with your next employer. Our 13-month advanced training 
program integrates learning with work, preparing young professionals (with one to three years of relevant work 
or internship experience) to become authorities in their fields.

Your first year:

During the first month, you learn at an extremely intense pace. The program begins with an immersive, 
month-long, full-time bootcamp training that focuses on writing deployable code, version control, continuous 
integration, working with Docker and cloud computing, A/B testing, deploying model artefacts, and monitoring 
your models in production. Some topics may sound familiar, but we’ll go more in-depth into principles and best 
practices to prepare you for the next step in your career.

After the bootcamp, you spend a full year working onsite four days a week at one of our partner companies 
- and returning one day a week to our Xccelerated office in Amsterdam. During these return days, you gain 
project guidance and coaching from our Data Engineer Lead to support you and your colleagues in the partner 
company’s projects, while also diving deeper into training topics not covered in the bootcamp. It’s always about 
continuous learning.

Program Topics of the bootcamp:

 � Advanced Pandas & Scikit-learn
 � Building custom models
 � Distributed processing with Spark
 � Model deployment best practices and monitoring models in production
 � Probabilistic data structures
 � Causal Inference
 � Deep learning and differentiable programming with Pytorch
 � Streaming algorithms
 � Personal development

Work Environment
Who we are:

Xccelerated trains, connects and accelerates highly-skilled data scientists to become authorities in their 
field. For you this means you get 60+ days of training and the possibility to put your training into practice 
immediately at one of our partner organizations such as Heineken, Mollie Payments or KLM. 

We are proudly part of Xebia Group, together with companies such as Godatadriven and Binx. Our services 
address big data and data science, cloud infrastructure and software development.

What we do:

 � Connect: work at one of our data-driven partner companies
 � Train:  kickstart the next step in your career with a month-long bootcamp
 � Accelerate: develop your skills further with weekly project support and training  
 � Transfer: opportunity to join our partner company directly after one year

Data Scientist 
Xccelerated

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



We offer you:

 � The opportunity to work on data-driven projects as a Data Scientist;
 � A 13 month program that starts with an intensive bootcamp in this field and great lunch;
 � Return days for project guidance and extra training followed with afternoon drinks;
 � A Salary to pay your bills;
 � Travel allowance or public transportation card;
 � 25 vacation days, if you promise to come back after your holiday.

Job Requirements
Are you a Xccelerator?

If you’re enthusiastic to learn at an intense pace and can step out of your comfort zone, you could qualify for 
our next Xccelerator program. We’re looking for curious, driven, ambitious junior professionals with qualifying 
experience in the fields of data science.

Ready to become a data science Xccelerator?

Are you an experienced data scientist who is willing to step out of your comfort zone? Do you know statistics 
and possess the programming skills to build machine learning models? If you are eager to learn about the 
latest technologies while working with colleagues who share a passion for data to help businesses get more 
from theirs—and, you have:

 � A relevant  master’s degree (e.g. artificial intelligence, business analytics, econometrics);
 � One-year-minimum related work experience as a data scientist;
 � Hands-on experience with machine learning models;
 � A passion for  programming, preferably in Python.

<<Preferred start date>>
<<Salary indication>>
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Job Description
During the one year development program at Xomnia, we provide you with an unparalleled level of expert 
guidance and technical training from our senior data science and data engineering team. On fridays’ we foster 
a flexible learning environment, where in a small class of juniors you can ask questions, explore, and expand 
your technical and soft skills. From monday to thursday we will match your skills and interests to a project at 
a client in need of a data solution (KLM, ProRail, Adidas, TIP and many more). 

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
You have a masters in computer science, big data engineering or software engineering. You’re also curious, eager 
to learn and proactive in your exploration of the latest data engineering techniques and tools. Additionally, you 
want to understand what an organisation really needs and which techniques can best meet those needs. Plus, 
you’d like to design, develop and implement the best solution.

Junior Data Engineer 
Xomnia

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
During the one year development program at Xomnia, we provide you with an unparalleled level of expert 
guidance and technical training from our senior data science and data engineering team. On fridays’ we foster 
a flexible learning environment, where you can ask questions, explore, and expand your skills. From monday 
to thursday we match your skills and interests to a client in need of a data solution (ProRail, KLM, Adidas and 
many more).

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
You have a background in computer science, data science, econometrics, AI or any related study. You’re also 
curious, eager to learn and proactive in your exploration of the latest data science techniques and tools. 
Additionally, you want to understand what an organisation really needs and which techniques can best meet 
those needs. Plus, you are familiar with Python, statistics and machine learning.

Junior Data Scientist 
Xomnia

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Providing our customers better and more service and services by leveraging data.

This is how you help our customers. Your day job is to put data to work for the customer and the business 24-7. 
As a Big Data engineer, you collaborate with your business users, data scientists and BI colleagues to design 
and develop solutions that generate new actionable insights. Together with your scrum team members, you 
work on complex and challenging projects to make data sources accessible, integrate mobile and fixed data, 
and present data that’s fit for purpose. All of which should come naturally to you, thanks to your excellent 
communication skills combined with a pragmatic approach and keen sense of humor. And of course, we don’t 
have to explain data engineering to you; you can practically code in your sleep. Which is the level of expertise 
that’s required to integrate our sustainable solutions seamlessly. You are part of a large organization, with 
many complex data sources that need to be integrated so that we can accurately comprehend our customers. 
Based on our data and models we can improve our customer service and product.

This is how you do it

 � Large scale data processing using Hadoop frameworks
 � By creating reusable Python/ Scala code
 � By using the right technologies which fit for purpose
 � Documenting your work, so that we can retrace your logic
 � Helping to improve existing Big Data solutions and technology
 � Work close together with your team members
 � Prioritizing and planning your work
 � Coaching engineers who are less experienced

Work Environment
Your fortify

VodafoneZiggo positions all BI activities in a central BI Competence Center. Our specialists come from 
different backgrounds and cultures and work together in five business domains. As a perceptive data en-
gineer, you contribute to innovation, big data and data privacy initiatives within VodafoneZiggo. Analytical, 
results-driven and energetic are the characteristics that bind us. We inspire each other and are genuinely 
passionate about our profession. And there is considerable leeway to shape your job yourself.

We

VodafoneZiggo is a powerful combination of two leading Dutch organizations. We joined forces in January 
2017 and together we further increased our success in the Netherlands. As a communications provider, we 
offer our customers the best in entertainment, mobile and fixed-line phone service and internet. Our pro-
ducts and services inspire people, businesses and society to connect. Whether on the road, at home or at 
work.

We are over 8,000 employees strong, brimming with energy and socially engaged. Proud of what we accom-
plish and of the people that make it possible. And conscientious to provide space for everybody to develop 
and take advantage of opportunities.

Big Data Engineer 
VodafoneZiggo

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



You deserve it

 � An ambitious employer. We want the best for you and your colleagues.
 � A good salary. Perfectly attuned to your background.
 � Financial benefits. With regard to your vacation and retirement benefits and other employment terms.
 � Growth potential. We provide the career opportunities. It’s up to you to take advantage.

Job Requirements
You have it

The knack to understand information requirements and translate them into a technical solution. You make 
contacts with colleagues and internal customers effortlessly and thanks to your communication skills you 
convey and gather information where needed. Your grasp of operational processes and pragmatic attitude in a 
complex organization serve you well in this position. And because you are used to working in multidisciplinary 
project teams and under time pressure, you maintain your composure in every situation. This position as Big 
Data engineer at VodafoneZiggo further requires:

 � A Master degree in Computer Science, Engineering, Data Science or any other related field.
 � 7+ years of programming experience (Python, Scala, etc).
 � 5+ years of Big Data experience and deep understanding and application of modern data processing 

technology stacks (Hadoop, Spark, Hive, HBase, Kafka, etc.).
 � Deep understanding of streaming data architectures and technologies for real-time and low-latency data 

processing.
 � Experience with data pipeline and workflow management tools such as Oozie or Airflow.
 � Ability to drive adoption of Data Engineering best practices and sharing your knowledge.

Experience with deployments and provisioning automation tools (Ansible, Docker, CI/CD, Kubernetes, 
Cloudformation or Helm charts).

Good to have

 � 3+ years Telecom experience.
 � Experience working with Data Science deployments and exposure to Machine Learning techniques.
 � Knowledge about data warehouses, technical architectures and data structures.
 � Experience in an agile/DevOps environment.

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Onze klanten betere en meer service en diensten leveren op basis van data.

Data laten werken voor de klant en voor de business, dát is jouw business. In nauw overleg met de interne 
eindgebruikers en je BI-collega’s ontwerp en bouw je als Senior Business Intelligence (BI) Developer oplossingen 
die actiegerichte inzichten opleveren. Binnen onze scrumteams werk je aan uitdagende complexe projecten op 
het gebied van het ontsluiten van nieuwe bronnen, het integreren van mobiele en vaste data en het klaarzetten 
van gegevens ‘fit for purpose’. Dat gaat jou gelukkig soepel af, dankzij je uitstekende communicatie en nuchtere 
pragmatische aanpak met gezonde humor. Bovendien hoeven we je niks te vertellen over datamodellen, die 
kun jij wel dromen. En dat is nodig, want onze duurzame oplossingen moeten naadloos integreren. Je werkt in 
een grote organisatie met veel complexe bronnen, waarbij een grote behoefte is aan geïntegreerde data om 
een zo goed mogelijk beeld te krijgen van onze klanten. Hiervoor is structuur een must.

Zó doe je dit

 � nieuwe bronnen toevoegen aan ons datawarehouse, en deze data integreren in ons bedrijfsbrede datamodel
 � afstemmen met de informatieanalisten, om te zorgen voor efficiënte én effectieve BI-oplossingen
 � documenteren van je werk, zodat we later jouw logica nog goed kunnen volgen
 � bijdragen aan het testplan en zelf testen
 � meedenken over het verbeteren van bestaande BI-oplossingen
 � coachen van developers met wat minder ervaring

Work Environment
Jij versterkt

VodafoneZiggo heeft alle BI-activiteiten ondergebracht in een centraal BI Competence Center. Onze speci-
alisten met uiteenlopende achtergronden en culturen werken in vijf verschillende businessdomeinen. Als 
doortastende Senior Business Intelligence (BI) Developer draag jij hier onder andere bij aan de innovatie, big 
data en dataprivacy binnen VodafoneZiggo. Analytisch, resultaatgedreven en energiek zijn kenmerken die ons 
binden. We inspireren elkaar en we zijn echte liefhebbers van ons vak. Er is veel vrijheid om je functie voor 
een belangrijk deel zelf in te vullen.

Wij

VodafoneZiggo is een krachtenbundeling van twee sterke Nederlandse bedrijven. Samen vormen we sinds 
januari 2017 een ijzersterke combinatie in Nederland. Als communicatieprovider bieden we onze klanten 
het beste aan entertainment, mobiele telefonie, vaste telefonie en internet. Met onze producten en diensten 
inspireren we mensen, bedrijven en de samenleving om contact te maken. Of dat nu onderweg, thuis of op 
het werk is.

Met meer dan 8.000 medewerkers zijn we vol energie, ambitieus en maatschappelijk betrokken. Trots op wat 
wij presteren en met wie we dit doen. Met voor ieder veel ruimte om zich te kunnen ontwikkelen en kansen 
te benutten.

Sr BI Developer 
VodafoneZiggo

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Jij verdient het

 � een ambitieuze werkgever. We willen het beste voor jou en je collega’s
 � een goed salaris. Feilloos afgestemd op je achtergrond
 � financiële voordelen. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan regelingen met betrekking tot je verlof, pensioen en andere 

gunstige arbeidsvoorwaarden
 � groeipotentie. Wij bieden de (door)groeimogelijkheden. Aan jou om deze te benutten

Job Requirements
Jij hebt hét

De kwaliteit om informatiebehoefte te begrijpen en in een technische oplossing te vertalen. Je hebt geen 
moeite om contact te leggen met collega’s en interne klanten en dankzij jouw communicatieve vaardigheden 
haal en breng jij informatie waar dat nodig is. Jouw begrip van operationele processen en je pragmatische 
instelling in een complexe organisatie komt hierbij goed van pas. Omdat je bovendien gewend bent om te 
werken in multidisciplinaire projectteams en onder tijdsdruk, houd jij je hoofd koel in iedere situatie. Ook heb 
je voor deze vacature Senior Business Intelligence (BI) Developer bij VodafoneZiggo:

 � een afgeronde hbo- of wo-opleiding in een relevante richting, zoals bijvoorbeeld technische 
bedrijfskunde, informatica, econometrie, artificial intelligence of wiskunde

 � zo’n 5 à 10 jaar werkervaring als BI/ETL-Developer of Datawarehousespecialist
 � ervaring met de datamodelleringsmethode Data Vault of vergelijkbare methodieken
 � kennis van Oracle, SQL server en Informatica Powercenter
 � uitstekende beheersing van het Nederlands

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
Accelerate your data science career and connect with your next employer. Our 13-month advanced training 
program integrates learning with work, preparing young professionals (with one to three years of relevant work 
or internship experience) to become authorities in their fields.

Your first year:

During the first month, you learn at an extremely intense pace. The program begins with an immersive, 
month-long, full-time bootcamp training that focuses on writing deployable code, version control, continuous 
integration, working with Docker and cloud computing, A/B testing, deploying model artefacts, and monitoring 
your models in production. Some topics may sound familiar, but we’ll go more in-depth into principles and best 
practices to prepare you for the next step in your career.

After the bootcamp, you spend a full year working onsite four days a week at one of our partner companies 
- and returning one day a week to our Xccelerated office in Amsterdam. During these return days, you gain 
project guidance and coaching from our Cloud Lead to support you and your colleagues in the partner 
company’s projects, while also diving deeper into training topics not covered in the bootcamp. It’s always 
about continuous learning. 

Program Topics of the bootcamp:

 � Cloud architectures
 � Cloud migration patterns
 � Immutable infrastructure & Infrastructure as code
 � Serverless architectures
 � CI/CD & release engineering
 � Networking and security
 � DevOps and SRE principles
 � Cloud-native data engineering

Work Environment
Who we are:

Xccelerated trains, connects and accelerates highly-skilled cloud engineers to become authorities in their 
field. For you this means you get 60+ days of training and the possibility to put your training into practice 
immediately at one of our partner organizations such as Heineken, Mollie Payments or KLM.

We are proudly part of Xebia Group, together with companies such as Godatadriven and Binx. Our services 
address big data and data science, cloud infrastructure and software development.

What we do:

 � Connect: work at one of our data-driven partner companies
 � Train:  kickstart the next step in your career with a month-long bootcamp
 � Accelerate: develop your skills further with weekly project support and training  
 � Transfer: opportunity to join our partner company directly after one year

Cloud Engineer 
Xccelerated

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



We offer you:

 � The opportunity to work on data-driven projects as a Data Scientist;
 � A 13 month program that starts with an intensive bootcamp in this field and great lunch;
 � Return days for project guidance and extra training followed with afternoon drinks;
 � A Salary to pay your bills;
 � Travel allowance or public transportation card;
 � 25 vacation days, if you promise to come back after your holiday.

Job Requirements
Are you a Xccelerator?

If you’re enthusiastic to learn at an intense pace and can step out of your comfort zone, you could qualify for 
our next Xccelerator program. We’re looking for curious, driven, ambitious junior professionals with qualifying 
experience in the fields of software – and data engineering.

Ready to become a cloud engineer Xccelerator?

Help companies make a real impact by improving their data platforms and industrializing machine learning. 
If you are eager to learn about the latest technologies while working with colleagues who share a passion for 
data to help businesses get more from theirs – and you have:

 � A technical bachelor’s or master’s degree (e.g. computer science, informatics, artificial intelligence, software 
engineering);

 � One-year-minimum work experience as a software engineer or data engineer (related company internships 
or side jobs are also relevant);

 � Programming skills (preferably in Python).

<<Preferred start date>>
<<Salary indication>>
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Job Description
Accelerate your data engineer career and connect with your next employer. Our 13-month advanced training 
program integrates learning with work, preparing young professionals (with one to three years of relevant work 
or internship experience) to become authorities in their fields.

Your first year:

During the first month, you learn at an extremely intense pace. The program begins with an immersive, 
month-long, full-time bootcamp training that focuses on writing deployable code, version control, continuous 
integration, working with Docker and cloud computing, A/B testing, deploying model artefacts, and monitoring 
your models in production. Some topics may sound familiar, but we’ll go more in-depth into principles and best 
practices to prepare you for the next step in your career.

After the bootcamp, you spend a full year working onsite four days a week at one of our partner companies 
- and returning one day a week to our Xccelerated office in Amsterdam. During these return days, you gain 
project guidance and coaching from our Data Engineer Lead to support you and your colleagues in the partner 
company’s projects, while also diving deeper into training topics not covered in the bootcamp. It’s always about 
continuous learning.

Program Topics of the bootcamp:

 � Bash-fu
 � Data Engineering with Python/Scala
 � Distributed processing with Kafka & Spark
 � Functional data engineering with Airflow
 � Machine learning model deployment
 � Streaming Algorithms
 � Distributed Systems
 � Cloud-native data engineering

Work Environment
Who we are:

Xccelerated trains, connects and accelerates highly-skilled data engineers to become authorities in their 
field. For you this means you get 60+ days of training and the possibility to put your training into practice 
immediately at one of our partner organizations such as Nuon, ING and Heineken.

We are proudly part of Xebia Group, together with companies such as Godatadriven and Binx. Our services 
address big data and data science, cloud infrastructure and software development.

What we do:

 � Connect: work at one of our data-driven partner companies
 � Train:  kickstart the next step in your career with a month-long bootcamp
 � Accelerate: develop your skills further with weekly project support and training  
 � Transfer: opportunity to join our partner company directly after one year

Data Engineer 
Xccelerated

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



We offer you:

 � The opportunity to work on data-driven projects as a Data Engineer;
 � A 13 month program that starts with an intensive bootcamp in this field and great lunch;
 � Return days for project guidance and extra training followed with afternoon drinks;
 � A Salary to pay your bills;
 � Travel allowance or public transportation card;
 � 25 vacation days, if you promise to come back after your holiday.

Job Requirements
Are you a Xccelerator?

If you’re enthusiastic to learn at an intense pace and can step out of your comfort zone, you could qualify for 
our next Xccelerator program. We’re looking for curious, driven, ambitious junior professionals with qualifying 
experience in the fields of software – and data engineering.

Ready to become a data engineer Xccelerator?

Help companies make a real impact by improving their data platforms and industrializing machine learning. 
If you are eager to learn about the latest technologies while working with colleagues who share a passion for 
data to help businesses get more from theirs – and you have:

 � A technical bachelor’s or master’s degree (e.g. computer science, informatics, artificial intelligence, software 
engineering);

 � One-year-minimum work experience as a software engineer or data engineer (related company internships 
or side jobs are also relevant);

 � Programming skills (preferably in Python).

<<Preferred start date>>
<<Salary indication>>

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:

DBF_Preferred start date
DBF_Salary indication


Job Description
Accelerate your data science career and connect with your next employer. Our 13-month advanced training 
program integrates learning with work, preparing young professionals (with one to three years of relevant work 
or internship experience) to become authorities in their fields.

Your first year:

During the first month, you learn at an extremely intense pace. The program begins with an immersive, 
month-long, full-time bootcamp training that focuses on writing deployable code, version control, continuous 
integration, working with Docker and cloud computing, A/B testing, deploying model artefacts, and monitoring 
your models in production. Some topics may sound familiar, but we’ll go more in-depth into principles and best 
practices to prepare you for the next step in your career.

After the bootcamp, you spend a full year working onsite four days a week at one of our partner companies 
- and returning one day a week to our Xccelerated office in Amsterdam. During these return days, you gain 
project guidance and coaching from our Data Engineer Lead to support you and your colleagues in the partner 
company’s projects, while also diving deeper into training topics not covered in the bootcamp. It’s always about 
continuous learning.

Program Topics of the bootcamp:

 � Advanced Pandas & Scikit-learn
 � Building custom models
 � Distributed processing with Spark
 � Model deployment best practices and monitoring models in production
 � Probabilistic data structures
 � Causal Inference
 � Deep learning and differentiable programming with Pytorch
 � Streaming algorithms
 � Personal development

Work Environment
Who we are:

Xccelerated trains, connects and accelerates highly-skilled data scientists to become authorities in their 
field. For you this means you get 60+ days of training and the possibility to put your training into practice 
immediately at one of our partner organizations such as Heineken, Mollie Payments or KLM. 

We are proudly part of Xebia Group, together with companies such as Godatadriven and Binx. Our services 
address big data and data science, cloud infrastructure and software development.

What we do:

 � Connect: work at one of our data-driven partner companies
 � Train:  kickstart the next step in your career with a month-long bootcamp
 � Accelerate: develop your skills further with weekly project support and training  
 � Transfer: opportunity to join our partner company directly after one year

Data Scientist 
Xccelerated

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



We offer you:

 � The opportunity to work on data-driven projects as a Data Scientist;
 � A 13 month program that starts with an intensive bootcamp in this field and great lunch;
 � Return days for project guidance and extra training followed with afternoon drinks;
 � A Salary to pay your bills;
 � Travel allowance or public transportation card;
 � 25 vacation days, if you promise to come back after your holiday.

Job Requirements
Are you a Xccelerator?

If you’re enthusiastic to learn at an intense pace and can step out of your comfort zone, you could qualify for 
our next Xccelerator program. We’re looking for curious, driven, ambitious junior professionals with qualifying 
experience in the fields of data science.

Ready to become a data science Xccelerator?

Are you an experienced data scientist who is willing to step out of your comfort zone? Do you know statistics 
and possess the programming skills to build machine learning models? If you are eager to learn about the 
latest technologies while working with colleagues who share a passion for data to help businesses get more 
from theirs—and, you have:

 � A relevant  master’s degree (e.g. artificial intelligence, business analytics, econometrics);
 � One-year-minimum related work experience as a data scientist;
 � Hands-on experience with machine learning models;
 � A passion for  programming, preferably in Python.

<<Preferred start date>>
<<Salary indication>>

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:

DBF_Preferred start date
DBF_Salary indication


Job Description
During the one year development program at Xomnia, we provide you with an unparalleled level of expert 
guidance and technical training from our senior data science and data engineering team. On fridays’ we foster 
a flexible learning environment, where in a small class of juniors you can ask questions, explore, and expand 
your technical and soft skills. From monday to thursday we will match your skills and interests to a project at 
a client in need of a data solution (KLM, ProRail, Adidas, TIP and many more). 

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
You have a masters in computer science, big data engineering or software engineering. You’re also curious, eager 
to learn and proactive in your exploration of the latest data engineering techniques and tools. Additionally, you 
want to understand what an organisation really needs and which techniques can best meet those needs. Plus, 
you’d like to design, develop and implement the best solution.

Junior Data Engineer 
Xomnia

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:



Job Description
During the one year development program at Xomnia, we provide you with an unparalleled level of expert 
guidance and technical training from our senior data science and data engineering team. On fridays’ we foster 
a flexible learning environment, where you can ask questions, explore, and expand your skills. From monday 
to thursday we match your skills and interests to a client in need of a data solution (ProRail, KLM, Adidas and 
many more).

Work Environment
-

Job Requirements
You have a background in computer science, data science, econometrics, AI or any related study. You’re also 
curious, eager to learn and proactive in your exploration of the latest data science techniques and tools. 
Additionally, you want to understand what an organisation really needs and which techniques can best meet 
those needs. Plus, you are familiar with Python, statistics and machine learning.

Junior Data Scientist 
Xomnia

-
-

Preferred Start Date:
Salary Indication:
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